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Spoken by the actress playing the milkmaid
••

Ladies and gentleman, the times are tough.
Let's hope the future's made of better stuff.
But gloomy faces cannot set things right
So we present a comedy tonight
In which you'll find the elements qf f\lll
Will not be doled out meanly, one by one
But thunderingly in hundredweights, like spuds
That tumble from the sack with earthy thuds.
Though we shan't hesitate to use the chopper
If characters get larger than is proper.
You'1I see us re-creating on this stage
A monster from a prehistoric age-

Estatium possessor, owner of big estatesA useless beast who idly ruminates
And still clings to dear life for all he's worth
A stubborn blot disfiguring our good earth.
Here you may watch him graze without restraint
Across the loveliest landscapes we can paint.
And if our settings leave you unimpressed
We think the words ought to supply the rest:
Convey the clank of churns beneath birch trees
A midnight sun above quiet inland seas
Red-tinted villages awake before cockcrow
Smoke rising up from shingle roofs below.
Such are the pleasures which we hope now are
Awaiting you in our play P,mtila.
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weakling? .To the Waiter: What day's today then?
W AlTER: Saturday, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA: You amazcme. In my book it SAyS Friday.
WAITER: I'm sorry, hur it's Saturday.
PUNTlLA: That's not what you said ·juu·now. Fine waiter,- I

1

Puntila diKoven a human being

Back room in tht Park Hottl, 'lilvasthus. Lant/own., Punti/a,
judgt, waittr. judgt ,lip, drunkm/y offhis chair.
PUNTlLA: Waiter, how long we been here?
WAITER:

Two days, Mr Puntila.

rr:proachfoUy, to judgr. Mere couple of days, you
hear what the man said? And there you arc already packing
up and acting tired. Just as I was looking forward to an
a'luavit and a bit of a chat about me and how loneIy I get and
what J think of our government. But you lot crumple at the
least little effort, for the spirit is willing but the flesh is "'eak.
Where's that doctor who was ready to take on al!-comers
only yesterday? The stationmaster watche~them- cart him
out; must have been around scv.cn~ cn he too went down
after an heroic struggle•. yery i~~hercnt he was; the chemist
was still on his feet then, as I recollect; where is he now? And
these cl~to-~hc leading personalities round here; people
are-geifig to-f'ccLlct down-and-furirtheil.bac4 _ -them, and
[addrming tht ,Iumbtring judgtJ what kind of a bad
example to the locals is that, when a judge can't even stand
up to a casual call at a wayside inn; didn't that ever occur to
YOll' If OllC of my men was as slack ploughing as you are
drinking, I'd sack him out of hand. 'l'Iheaclr)"'tl' to ,camp
y""hootics,......y.....-buggeT',·-t'd··say> Don't you realise,
Frcdrik, how muc.h all of us expect of you: an educated man
whom everyone looks to to set an example and have some
stamina and show a sense of responsibility? Why-can!t--you
pull yourself togcrhcr and sit up properly and talk to me, you

PUNTlLA,

don',· think7-'frying to·drive·away ·the·customersby..acting
Now, waiter, I'm ordering another aquavit;
listen carefully and don't muddle it up this time, one aquavit
and one Friday. Gotit?
WAITER: Right, Mr Puntila. He hurries off
PUNTILA, to judge: Wake up, weakling! ¥ou-€an' t--al>""don
me like this. K.nuckling under to a few bottles of aqiiavit!
Why, you've barely had a sniff of them:"'There you were,
skulking under the t'ts~as -Y-row.d you across the
aquavit, I hadn't
the~gumption ro look over the gunwale
",..
even; ought-co"Se ashamed of yourself. Now watch, I step
out 9-wto'ilie calm surface [he acts it] sauntering over the
aqiG.vit, md do ' -go'Untler? He sees Matti, his chauffeur, who
has been standing in the doorway for some moments. Who
are you?
M ATTl: I'm your chauffeur, Mr Puntila.
PUNTlLA, suspiciously: What did you say you were?
MATTI: I'm your driver.
PUNTI L A: Anyone can say that. I don't know you.
MATTI: Maybe you never had a proper look at me; I only be.n
with you five weeks.
P U NTI LA: And where have you sprung from?
MATTI: Outside. Been waiting in the car two days.
PUNTILA: What car?
MATTI: Yours. TheStudehaker.
PUNTI LA: Sounds fishy to me. Can you prove it?
MA TTl: And I've had just about enough of waiting for YOU'out
there, let me tell you. I'm fed up to the bloody teeth. Yeu
can't treat human beings like that.
PUNTILA: What d'you mean human beings? You a human
being? Moment ago you said you were a driver. Caught you
contradicting yourself, haven't I?
·surly· to~.
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MATTI : You'll see I'm a human being all right, Mr Puntila.
'Cause I'm not going to be treated like one of your cattle and
left sitting in the road waiting till you are so good as to

,

graciously condescend to come out.

PUNTI LA: Moment ago you said you wouldn't stand for it.
MATTI : Too right. Pay me up to date, 175 marks, and I'll call
for my reference back at Puntila's.
PUNTlLA: I recognise that voice of yours. He walks round
him, observing his points like an animal's. Sounds almost
human, it does. Sit down, have an aquavit, we ought to get
to know each other.
WAITE R, entering with a bottle: Your aquavit, Mr Puntila, and
today is Friday.
PUN TII. A: Good. Indicating Matti: This is a friend of mine.
WAITER: Yes, your driver, MrPuntila.
PUNTlLA: So you're a driver, are you? I always say what
interesting people one meets on the road. Help yourself.
MA TTl : I'd like to·know what-you're after. I'm not sure I care
to drink your grog.
PUNTILA: You're a suspicious fellow, I see. I get the point.
Never sit at table with people one doesn't know. And for
why? Because when you nod off they might rob you. I'm
Puntila the landowner from Lammi and a man of honour, I
gOt ninety cows. You're all right drinking with me, brother.
MATTI: Good. I'm Matti Altonen and pleased to meet you. He
drinks to him.
,
PUN.T1LA :~l've got a kind heart and -I'm not ashamed of)t. Oncd_picked-up a stagbeetle-in the road and put-it-in' the
bushes so it wouldn't get run over, that's ho....·fi rl'd go. I
let it clamber up a twig. You've a ki~d,l1fart tOO, I can see.
I hate it when people keep talking' about 'I, I' all the time.
Should have it flogged out 0 .tl,{m with a horsewhip. There
are farmers round '!sre'd snatch the food from their men's
mouths. I'd~on6 give my hands nothing but a good roast.
Afttr ~eY're human beings and want a decent bit of meat
jus like me, so why not? Eh?-

<",(, I
~
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MATTI: Absolutely.
PUNTI LA : IM,I.really~leave-you sitting our in the rood? I a....'t
think much of that, it's very bad-of me, and I'll ask you next
Ei meI"ifci=it to rake the-jack-handle and belt me'one. Matti,
you my friend?
MATTI:No.
PUNTlLA: Thank you. I knew you were. Matti, look at me.
What do you see?
MATTI: I'd say a fat slob, pissed as arseholes.
PUNTlLA: That shows the deceptiveness of appearances. I'm
not like that at all. Matti, I'm a sick man.
MATTI: Very sick.
PUNTI LA: I'm glad to hear you say so. Not everybody realises.
You'd never think it to look at me. Tragically, with a sharp
,
gianCtat Matti: I get attacks.
MATTI : Youdon'tsay.
PUNTI LA: It's no laughing matter, my friend. It comes over
me every three months or so. I wake up, and all of a sudden
I'm stone cold sober. How about that?
MATTI: And these fits of sobriety, do they attack you
regularly?
PUNTlLA: Absolutely. It's this way: all the rest of the time I'm
perfectly normal, just as you see me now. In full possession
of my faculties, master of my feelings. Then comes the
attack. It starts with something going wrong with my
eyesight. Instead of seeing two forks [he raises a fork 1I only
see one.
MATTI, appalled: Mean to say you're half blind?
PUNTILA: I only see one half of the entire world. Worse still,
when I get these attacks of total senseless sobriety I sink to
the level of the beasts. I have absolutely no inhibitions.
Brother, you'd never believe the sort of things I get up to in
that statt. Not-eYeD if you're full of compassion ...d ~se
I'm .~ick· man. With horror in his 'VOK': I become fully
responsible for my actions. n'you realise what that means,
brother, fully responsible for one's actions? A fully

-

-

--- ---
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responsible person can be expected to do absolutely
anything. He's no longer competent to look after his
children's interests, he's lost all feelings of friendship;
trample over his own dead body, he would. That's because
he's fully responsible for his actions, as the law puts it.
MA TTl: Can't you do anything to stop these attacks?
PUNTILA: I do all that's humanly possible, brother. He grip!
hi, glass. Here you are, my one medicine. I knock it back
unflinching, and not Just a baby's dose, believe you me. If
there's one thing I can say for myself it's that I tackle these
bouts of senseless sobriety like a man. But what's the use?
Sobriety keeps getting the upper hand. Look at the lack of
consideration I've shown you, such a splendid fellow. Here,
have some of this beef. I'd like to know what good wind
brought you my way. What made you come to me?
M A TTl: Losing my last job by no fault of my own.
PUNTlLA: How was that?
MATT I: I kept seeing ghosts.
PUNTlLA: Real ones?
MATTI, shrugging his shoulders: They couldn't understand.
There hadn't been any ghosts on Mr Pappmann's esute
before I came. If you ask me I think it was the food. You
see, when people have a lot of heavy dough lying on their
stomachs they're apt to have heavy dreams, nightmares quite
often. Bad cooking disagrees with me particularly. I thought
about packing it in, but I hadn't any other job to go to and
felt a bit depressed, so I made a few scary remarks in the
kitchen and~iCwil'sn!Hottg-beforc-the-girh-started--seeing
babies' heads on the fences at night and givinjfi'heir notice.
Or there was a grey ball which~ rolling out of the
cowshed like a head, so ~6ii"'"as the stable girl heard my
description she was..t<r6k queer. And the parlourmaid left
after I'd ~-aa;.k man one night around eleven walking
pastJile""llath hut with his head tucked under his arm asking
..Ine1or•• li~r Pappmann started bawling me out, saying
.it-was-aH"ffly fautnn6 1 Was '''''ring .... sta£Wmo-lea..iAg~and-
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there were no ghosts on his place. But when I told him how
I twice saw a ghost climbing out of the maid's window and
into his own when the missis was in hospital having her baby
there wasn't lfIrich he could say. Still, he sacked me all the
same. Last thing before going I told him I thought if he could
get the cooking improved the ghosts on the estate might lay
off, 'cause they're supposed not to abide the smell of meat.
PUNTILA: SO the only reason you lost your job was that they
were scamping on the staff's food. I shan't hold it against you
if you like eating well, so long as you drive my tractor
properly and know your place and render unto Puntila the
things that are Puntila's. Tber"'-'plenty·foull,.nobody-goes
s1wrt~ of wood in • forest, do they? We can .alI!!"t along
together, everyonccan get along with Puntila. He sings:

,

'Dear child, why sue me when·you said
We always felt so close in bed?'
Ah, how Puntila would love to be chopping down the birch
trees with you, atKI digging the stones out of the fields and
driving the tractor. But will they let him? Right at the start
they stuck me in a stiff collar, and so far it's worn down twO
of my chins. It's not done for daddy to plough; it's not done
for daddy to goose the maids; it's not done for daddy to have
his coffee with the men. But now I'm doing away with 'not
done', and I'm driving over to Kurgela to get my daughter
hitched to the Attache, and after that I'll take my meals in
my shirtsleeves with nobody to watch over me, because old
Klinckmann will shut up, I'll fuck her and that'll be an end
of it. And I'll raise wages all round, for the world is a big
place and.l ..han!t-give up my-forest and there'll~be~enough "
for you all and enough for the master of Puntila Hall too.
MATTI, after laughing long and loud: Right you are, just you
calm down and we'll wake his honour the judge. ·Careful
though, or he'll get such a fright he'll sentence us to a
hundred years.

..
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PUNTlLA: I want to be sure there's no gulf between us any
longer. Tell me there's no gulf.
MATTI: I take that as an order, Mr Puntila:there's no gulf.
PUNTILA: We have to talk about money, brother.
MATTI: Absolutely.
r UNTI LA: But talking about money is sordid.
MATTI: Then we won't talk about money.
PUNTlLA: Wrong. For why shouldn't we talk about money,
I ask you. Aren't we free individuals?
MATTI:No.
PU NTI LA: There you are. And as free individuals we're free to
do what we want, and what we want at the moment is to be
sordid. Because what we got to do is drum up a dowry for
...... my only child; and that's a problem to be looked at without
flinching - cool, calm, and drunk. I see two choices: sell my
forest orsell myself. Which would you say?
•
MA TTl : I'd never dream of selling myself if I could sell a forest.
PUNTILA: What, sell that forest? You' re a profound '
disappointment to me, brother. Don't you know what a
forest is? Is a forest simply ten thousand cords of wood? Or
is it a verdant delight for all mankind? And here you are,
proposing to sell a verdant delight for all mankind. Shame
on you.
_______
M ATTl: Then do the otherthing.
-.....
PUNTI LA: Et tu, Brute? Do you really want me to sell myself?
MATTl: What kind of selling have you in mind?
PU NTI LA:Mrs Klinckmann.
MA T.T.J;..Out at Kurgela, where _'re going~ T.he Attache'•
•unty?
P~N·T-I L.A·: She·faneie. ""'.MATTI: SO )lou're thinking of selling our bod ' to her? That's

1
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The Judge waker up, groper for a non-existent bell and rings
it.
THE JUDGE : Silence in court!
PUNTI LA: He's asleep, so he thinks he must be in court.
Brother, you've just settled the problem which is the more
valuable, a forest like my forest or a human being like myself.
You're a wonderful fellow. Here, take my wallet and pay for
the drinks, and put it in your pocket, I'd only lose it.
Indicating the Judge: Pick him up, get him out of here. I'm
always losing things. I wish I had nothing, that's what I'd
like best. Money stinks, remember. That's my ideal, to have
nothing, just you and me hiking across Finland on foot or
maybe in a little two-seater, nobody would grudge us the
drop of petrol we'd need, and every so often when we felt
tired we'd turn into a pub like th~ one and have one for the
road, that's something you could do blindfold, brother.
They lea"e, Matti carrying the Judge.

2

~~~

h~ir-rafsing~~

PUNTlLA: Not. bit., But what pri;';-freedom, orother?}! think
I'd better sacrifice myself all die same. After all, what do I
amOunt to?
MATTI:Tooright.

Eva

Entrance hall of the Xurgela manor house. Eva Puntila is
waiting for her father and eating chocolater. Eino Silakka, the
Attache, appears at the head ofthe stairs. He is very sleepy.
E VA: No wonder·Mrs Klinckmann

got fed up waiting.
THE ATTACHE: My aunLis.never fed up for long. I have
telephoned .gain for news of them. A car passed through
Kirchendorfwith two rowdy men in it.
EVA: That'll be them. One good thing, I can always pick out
my father anywhere. Whenever there's been someone
ch.sing a farmhand with a pitchfork or giving a cottager's
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widow a Cadillac it's got to be father.
THE ATTACHE: Enfin, he's not at Puntila Hall. I just don't
like scandal. I may not have much head for figures or how
many gallons of milk we export to Lithuania - I don't drink
the stuff myself - but I am exceedingly sensitive to any breath
of scandal. When the First Secretary at the French embassy
in London leant across the table after his eighth cognac and
called the Duchess of Catrumple an old whore I instantly
foresaw a scandal. And I was proved right. I think that's
them arriving now. I'm a little tired, dear. Would you excuse
me if I went up to my room? Exit rapidly.
Great commotion. Enter Puntila,judge and Matti.
PUNTlLA: Here we are. But don't you bother about us, no
need to wake anyone, we'll just have a quiet bottle together
and go to bed. Happy?
EVA: We expected you three days ago.
PUNTILA: Got held up, but we've brought everything with us.
Matti, unload the bag. I hope you kept it on your knee the
whole time so nothing got broken, or we'll thirst to death
in this place. We knew you'd-be ~waiting,.o-we didn' t·
dawdle.
THE JUDGE: May I offer my congratulations, Eva?
EVA: Daddy, it's too bad of you. Here I am, been sitting
around for a week now in a strange house with nothing but
an old book and the Attache and his aunt, and I'm bored to
tears.

PUNTILA: We didn't dawdle. I kept pressing on, saying we
mustn't sit on our bottoms, the Attache and I still have one
or two points to settle about the engagement, and I was glad
you were with the Attache so you had company while we got
held up. Look out for that suitcase, Matti, we don't want
accidents. With infinite care he helps Matti to set down the
case.

THE JUDGE: I hope the way you grumble about being left
alone with the Attache doesn't mean you've been quarrelling
with him.

Scene
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EVA: Oh, I don't know. He's not the sort of person you can
quarrel with.
TH E j UDG E: Puntila, your daughter doesn't strike me as being
all that enthusiastic. Here she is, saying the Attaches not a
man you can quarrel with. I tried a divorce case once where
the wife complained that her husband never belted her when
she threw the lamp at him. She fclt neglected.
PUNTILA: Tltere- we- are.- 'Another successful- operation.
Anything Puntila puts-his-hand to is a·success. Not happy,
~ If you ask me I'd say dump the Attache. He's not a man.
EV A, as Matti is standing there grinning: I merely said I wasn't
certain if the Attache was all that amusing on his own.
PUNTlLA: Just what I was saying. Take Matti. Any woman,
find him amusing.
EVA: You're impossible, Daddy. All I_said was that I wasn't
certain. To Matti: Take thatsuitca~e upstairs.
PUNTlLA:Just a minute. Not till you've unpacked a bottle or
two. You and me have got to get together over a bottle and
discuss if the Attache suits me. At least he'll have had time
to propose to you by now.
EVA: No, he has not proposed, we didn't talk about that kind
of thing. To Matti: That case stays shut.
PUNTILA: Good God, not proposed! After three days? What
on earth were the pair of you up to? That doesn't say much
for the fellow. I get engaged in three minutes flat. Wake him
up and I'll fetch the cook and show him how to get engaged
in two shakes of a lamb's tail. Fish out those bottles, the
Burgundy; no, let's have the liqueur. "
EVA: No, no more drinking for you. To Matti: Take it to my
hedroom, second door on the right.
PUNTILA, in alarm, as Matti picks up the case: Really, Eva,
that's not very nice of you. You·can't deny your father his
-right to-a-thirst. I swear all I want to do is empty a bottle
peacefully with the cook 9' rh. 1'.r1ourmaid and Fredrik
here tOO, he's stillthirsty, have a heart.
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EVA: That's why I stayed up: to stop you waking the domestic
staff.
Plll:n!l hi bet old Klinckmann would be happy", oi£ up with
nwa bit eome to think of-it. where is she?""Freddie's tiR<!
any.way. he can go to bed and I'H talk tnings over ,..;mold
Ma Klinckmann. that's something I meant to do anyway.
we'ye always.fancied each other.
EVA: I wish you'd try to pull yourself together. Mrs
Klinckmann~s ~enough alreaay at your getting here
three·d3.Ys late; I don't suppose you'll see her tomorrow at

,ill..

PUNTlLA: I'll give her a knock on her door and straighten
matters out. I know how to handle her; you don't
understand thatsort of thing yet. Eva.
•
EVA: What I do understand is that no woman is going to want -I f
..... ic•.mtr,..,..·;".that. conditio- .To Malli: \'-:.... . . .e ...;;that cue upstairs. 'Fhose three d"Y"were the end'.
PUNTILA: Eva. do be reasonable. If you don't want me to go
up to her room. then get hold of that little buxom thing.
housekeeper.....lMh.e and I'll have a talk with her.
EV A: Don't push things too far. Daddy. unless you want me
to carry the case upstairs myself and accidentally drop it.
Punli!.. stands Ihere appalled. Matli carries the suitcase off.
E'Va follows him.
PUNTILA, quietly: So that's how childreq treat their fathers.
Shaken. he lurns to walk off. Come along. Freddie.
THE JUDGE: What are you up to. Jack?
PUNTlLA: 'I'm clearin"g out, I don't like it here. Here ....-1.
hurrying all I'm wonh and arriving late at night. and what
kind of a loving welcome do I get? Remember the Prodigal
Son. Freddie. but what if there'd been no fatted calf. just cold
....rcpMhhes·? I'm clearing out.
THE jUDGE:Whereto?
PUNTlLA: It beats me how you can ask that. Didn't you see
my own daughter deny me a drink? Forcing me out into the
night to see who will let me have a bottle or two?

t,
&"
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THE JUDGE: Be sensible. Puntila. you won't get alcohol
anywhere at half past two in the morning. Serving Of selling
liquor without a licence is not regal.
PUNTILA: So you're deserting me too? So I can't get legal
liquor? I'll show you how I can get legalliquor. day or night.
EVA, reappearing al the top of the stairs: Take that coat off at
once. Daddy.
PUNTI LA: Shut up. Eva. and honourthy father and thy mother
that thy days may be long upon the land. A nice house this.
I don't think. where they hang up the visitor's gutS to dry
like underwear. And not getting a woman! I'll show you if
I get a woman or not! 'l.ou tell....w.Klinekmann .. can do
without·~. 1'''''Y.~h':,,·thc foolish virgin .who·s got no·oil
in her_lamp. And now I shall drive off so that the earth
resoundeth and all the curves straighten out in terror. Exit .
EVA. coming downstairs: Stop your master. do you hear?
MATTI, appearing behind her: Too late. He's too nippy for me.
THE JUDGE: I don't think I shall wait up for him. I'm not as
young as I was. Eva. --I don't suppose he'lI come to any h2rt'll.
He.has the devil's own luck. Where's my room? He goes
upstairs.
EVA: Third door at tho top. To Matti: Now we'll have to sit
up in case he starts drinking with the servants ...d ~ting
familiar with them.
MATTI: That kind of intimacy's always disagreeable. I once
worked in a paper mill where the porter gave notice because
the director asked him how his son was getting on.
EVA: They all tak. advantage of my father because of this
weakness of his. He's too good.
MATTI: Yes. it's just as well for everyone that he goes on the
booze now and again. Then he turns into a good fellow and
sees pink rats and wants to stroke them what with being so
good.
EVA: I won't have you speaking about your master like that.
And I would prefer you not to take the son of thing he says
about the Attache literally. I would be sorry if you went
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around repeating what he said in jest.

action or become fantiliar or try to parade his masculinity.

r have the highest regard for him. Are you feeling sleepy?

MATTI: That the Atta<:hes not a man? What makes a man is

a subject about which opinions differ. I used to work for a
brewer's wife had a daughter wanted me to come to the bath
hut and bring her a dressing-gown because she was so
modest. 'Bring my dressing-gown,' she'd say as she stood
there stark bollock naked. 'The men keep looking at me as
I'm getting into my bath.'
E V A : I don't understand what you are implying.
MATTI: I'm not implying anything. I'm just chatting to help
pass the time and keep you amused. When I.talk·to the gentry
I. imply- nothing_and have alls.olutely no opjnions, as those
"re something they can~t abide in servants.
E VA, after a short pallse: The Attache is very well thought of
in the diplomatic service and 1Iet to have an outstanding
career; I'd like everyone ~o be aware of that. He is anI! of the
most promising of its younger members.
MATTI: I see.
E V A: What I was trying to say, when you were standing there
just now, as that I didn't find him quite as amusing as my
father ·;xpected. Naturally what counts isn't whether a man
is amusing or not.
MATTI: J knew a gentleman wasn't at all amusing, but it didn't
stop him making a million in margarine and fats.
EVA: My engagement was arranged a long time ago. We knew
each other as children. It's just that I'm a rather vivacious
son of person and get easily bored.
M A TTl: So you're not cenain.
EVA: That's not what I said. Look, r don't see why you won't
grasp what I am trying to say. Why don't you go to bed?
MATTI: I'm keeping you company.
E V A: There's no need for you to do that. I just wanted to point
out that the Attache is an intelligent and kind-hearted person
who ought not to be judged by appearances Or by what he
says or what he does. He is extremely attentive and
anticipates my every wish. He would never perform a vulgar

.

MATTI: Just go on talking. I'm only shutting my eyes so's to

concentrate better.

3
Puntila proposes to the early risers
Early morning in the village. Small wooden houses. One of
them ;s marked fpost

Office', another 'Veterinary Surgeon', a

third 'Chemist'. In the middle of tbe sguare stands a telegraph
pole. Puntila, having run his Studebaker into the pole, is cursing
it.
PUNTILA: What's happened to the Finnish highway system?

Get out of my way, you rat-shit pole, who are you to block
Puntila's access? Own a forest, got any cows? There, what
did r tell you? Back! If I ring the police and have them arrest
you as a Red I suppose you'll say sorry, but it wasn't you.
He gets out. So you've backed down, and about time too.
He goes to one of the houses and raps on the window. SlyGrog Emma looks out.
PUNTILA: Good morrow, your ladyship. I trustyourladyship
slept well? r have a trivial request to put to your ladyship.
r am Puntila who farms the manor at Lammi, and I ant
severely penurbed because r must somehow obtain legal
alcohol for my seventy fever-ridden cows. Where does the
vrurinarysurgeon of your viUage deign to reside? I shall feel
myself regretfully compelled to smash up your diny little
hovel if you don't show me the way to the vet's.
SLY-GROG EMMA: Heavens, what a state you're in. There'.
our vet's house, right there. But did r hear you say you want

-.-
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PUNTIL},; And -you can send your account to Puntila Hall
at~ammi~

Puntifa goes to the chemist's and rings the bell hard. While
he is waiting there, Sly-Grog Emma comes out ofher house.
SLY-GROG EMMA cleans bottles and sings:

f

In our village one fine morning

When the plums were ripe and blue
Came a gig as day was dawning
Bore a young man passing through.

She goes back into her house. The chemist's assistant looks out
ofthe chemist'sshop window.
"" I J

I

•

CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT:You're busting our bell. ',) j...
PUNTILA: Better bust die bell .than wait for ever.
Kittikittikittitickticktick! What 1 need i. alcohol for ninety
.!'OWl!, my fine plump friend.
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: I thinkwbat you need is forme to call
a policeman.

PUNTILA: ~C~me on, -my little sweethearti Policemen for
somebody -like Puntil. Esquire from Lammi' What good
would a-single policemen be for him, you'd need atleast two.
And why policemen anyway, I love the police, they've got
bigger feet than anybody else and five toes on each foot
because they stand for order and order's what 1 love. He
gives her the prescription. ~;-my·dove;there's-I.w and
ordedor you.

The chemist's asristant goes to get the alcohol. While Puntila
is waiting, Sly-Grog Emma again comes out ofher house.
SLY-GROG EMMAsings:
As we loaded up our baskets
Down he lay beneath a tree.
Fair his head, and if you ask it's
Not much that be didn't see.

1

!
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Scene 3

She goes inside her house ISglSin. The chemist's ISssisttSnt brings
the alcohol.
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT, laughing: That's a good-sized bottle.

21

impression on him. Yau get me?

While the chemist's assistlSnt is fetching a curtain rod, SlyGrog Emma again comes out ofher house.

I hope you've plenty of herrings for your cows for the
morning after. She hands him the bottle.
PUNTI LA: Glug, glugglug, music of Finland, loveliest music
in the world! My God, I almost forgot. Here am I with
alcohol but no girl. And you've no alcohol and no man.
Lovely pharmacist, I'd like to get engaged to you.
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: Thanks for the honOur, Mr Puntila
Esquire from Lammi, but I can only get engaged as laid
down by law with a ring and a sip of wine.
PUNTILA: Right, so long as you get engaged to me. But get
engaged you must, it's high time, for what son of life do you
lead? Tell me what kind of person you are, that's something
I should know if I'm going to be engaged to you.
•
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: Me? Here's the son of life I lead. I
did four years at college and now the chemist's charging me
for lodging, and paying me less than he pays his cook. Half
my wages go to my mother in Tavasthus, she's got a weak
hean, passed it on to me. One night in two I can't sleep. The
chemist's wife is jealous '.. ause the chemist keeps pestering
me. The doctor's handwriting's bad, once I got his
prescriptions muddled, then I'm always getting stains on my
dress from the drugs, and cleaning's so expensive. I've not
found a boy friend, the police sergeant and the director of
the co-op and the bookseller are all married already. I think
I have a very sad life.
PUNTILA: There you are. So - stick to Puntila. Here, have a
s.p.
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: But what .bout the ring? A ring and
a sip of wine, that's what's laid down.
PU NTI LA : Haven't you got some cunain rings?
CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: Do you want one or several?
PUNTILA: Lots, not just one, my girl. Puntila has to have loIS
of everything. One girl on her own would hardly make any

SLY·GROG EMMAsings:

a

Once the plums were stoned and boiling
He joked condescendingwise
And thereafter, blandly smiling
Stuck his thumb in sundry pies.

The chemist's assistant hands Puntila the rings off the curtlSin
rod.
PUNT IL A, sliding a ring on her finger: Come up to Puntila Hall
on Sunday week. There's to be a big engagement pany. He
walks on. Lis" the milkmaid art;ivu with her pail. Whoa, my
little pigeon, you're the girl I want. Where you off to at this
hour?
MILKMAID:Milk the cows.
PUNTILA: What, sitting there with nowt but a bucket between
your legs? What son of life is that? Ten me what sort of life
you lead, I'm interested in you.
MIL KMAID: Here's the son of life I lead. Half past three I have
to get up, muck out the cowshed and brush down the cows.
Then there's the milking to do and after that I ·wash out the
pails with soda and strong scuff that bums yoilr hands, Then
more mucking out, and after that I have my coffee but it
stinks, it's cheap. I eat my slice of bread and butter and have
a bit of shut-eye, In the afternoon I do myself some potato..
and put gravy on them, meat's a thing I never see, with luck
the housekeeper'n give me an egg now and again or I might
pick one up. Then another lot Df mucking alit, brushing
down, milking and washing alit chums. Every day I have to
milk twenty-five gallons. Evenings I have bread and milk,
they allow me three pints a day for free, but anything else
I-need to cook I have to buy from the f.um. I get one SlInday
off in five, bllt sometimes I go dancing at night and if I make

.I
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a mistake I'll have a baby. I've got two dresses and I've a
bicycle too.
PUNTILA: And I've got a farm and my own flour mill and my
own sawmill and no woman. What about it, mv little
pigeon? Here's the ring and you take a sip from th~ bottle
and it's all according to law. Come up to Puntila Hall on
Sunday week, is that a deal?
MILKMAID: It's a deal.
PUn/ila goes on.
PUNTILA: On, on, let's follow the village street. Fascinating
how many of them are already up. They're irresistible at this
hour when they've just crept out from under the feathers,
when their eyes are still bright and sinful and the world's still
young. He amves at the telephone exchange. Sandra the
telephonist is standing there.
PUNTILA: Good morning, early bird. Aren't_you the wellinformed lady who gets all the-news from the telephone?
Good morning, my dear.
TELEPHONIST: Good morning, Mr Puntila. What are you
doing up so early?
PUNTILA: I'm looking for a bride.
TELEPHONIST: hn't it you I was up half the night ringing
around for?
PUNTILA: Yes, there's nothing you don't krrow. And up half
the night all by yourself! I'd like to know what sorr of life
you lead.
TELEPHONIST: I can tell you that. Here's the sorr oflife I lead.
My pay is fifty marks, but then I haven't been able to leave
the switchboard for thirry years. At the back of my house
I've got a little potato patch and that's where I get my
potatoes from; then I have to pay for fish, and coffee keeps
getting dearer. There's nothing goes on in the village or
outside it that I don't know; you'd be amazed how much I
do. That's why I never got married. I'm secretary of the
working men's club, my father was a cobbler. Putting
through phone calls, cooking potatoes and knowing
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everything, that's my life.
Then it's high time you had a new one. And the
quicker the better. Send a wire to the area manager right
away to say you're marrying Puntila from Lammi. Here's a
ring for you and here's the drink, it's all legal, and you're to
come up to Puntila Hall on Sunday week.
TELEPHONIST, laughing: I'll be there. I know you're
celebrating your daughter's engagement.
PUNTILA, to Sly-Grog Emma: And you'll have heard by now,
Missis, how I'm getting engaged all round, and I hope you'll
be there too.
SLY-GROG EMMA and the CHEMIST'S ASSISTANTsing:
PUNTILA:

Ere the plums were on the table·
Up he jumped and off he rilIl. _
Ever since we've been unable
To forget that fair young man.
And now I shall drive on round the duckpond and
through the fir trees and reach the Hiring Fair in good time.
Kittikittikittitickticktick! 0 all you girls of the Tavast
country, you who've been getting up so early year after year
for nothing, till along comes Puntila and makes it all wonh
while! Come all of you, come all you dawn stove-lighters
and smoke-makers, come barefoot, the fresh grass knows
your footsteps and Puntila can hear them!

PUNTILA:

4
The Hiring Fair
Hiring Fair on the village square at Lammi. Puntita and Matti
are looking for farmhands. Fairground music and noise of
'VOJees.
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PUNTI LA: I

didn't like the way you let me drive off last night
on my own. But as for not sitting up for me, then making
me have to drag you out of bed to come here, I call that the
bloody limit. It's no better-than the di<ciplcs "".the M~t
of Olives, shut up, you've 5bown me you need watchmg.
You took advantage of my having had a drop too much and
thought you could do as you liked.
MATTI: Yes, MrPuntila.
PUNTlLA: I'm not prepared to argue with you, you've hurt me
too badly, what I'm telling you's for your own good: be
unassuming, that's the way to get on. Start .}0th
covetousness and you end in gaol. A servant who~.eyes p.Ip
out of his head wit~,,-vetous~ss .at the j.ght-6f.t~:.g.n~ry
eating, for-instance, that's somethmg,DO employer IS gomg
to stand-for. An unassuming feJ10w can keep his job, no
trouble at all. One knows he's working his arse -off, so one
winks an eye. Bu~'s'afways ~anting time off and steaks
the size of shithouse seats, then It turns your stomach and
you ~et rid of him. 1suppose you'd sooner it was the
i(,her-way round.
MA TTl: Yes, Mr Puntila. ·k -saicL-in_tbe..!.Iolelsinki Sanom]Jt'·
Sunday supplement ,ha, being unassuming is a . tna1"j( of
education. Anyone who keeps q~e,-and-co;llrols his
passions ca~!!..a long-way. That fellow Kotilainen who
owns the' tliree paper mills outside Viborg is said to be a very
ulia;suming man? Shall we start choosing before all the best
ones getsnapped up?
PUNTlLA: They have to be strong for me. Looking at a big
man. He's not bad, got the right kind of build. Don't care
for his feet, though. Sooner "ay sitting on your backside,
wouldn't you? Addressing the shorter man: How are you at
cutting peat?
A FAT MAN: Look, I'm discussing terms with this man.
PUNTlLA: So am 1. I'd be glad if you didn't interfere.
THE FAT MAN: Who's interfering?
PUNTILA: Don't put impertinent questions to me, I won't
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have it. To a I4bourer: At Puntila Hall I pay half a mark per
metre. You can report on Monday. What's your name?
THE FAT MAN: It's an outrage. Here am I, working out how
to house this man and his family, and you stick your oar in.
Some people should be barred from the fair.
PUNTlLA: So you've got a family, have you? I can use them
all, the woman can work in the fields, is she strong? How
many children are there? Whatages?
THE LABOURER: Three of them. Eight, eleven and twelve.
The eldest's a girl.
PUNTILA: She'll do for the kitchen. You're made to order for
me. To Matti, so that the fat man can hear: What do you say
to some people's manners nowadays?
MATTI: I'm speechless.
THE LABOURER: Whataboutl~dging?
PUNTILA: You'll lodge like pri';ces, I'll check your

references
in the cafe, get lined up against the wall there. To Matti: I'd
take that fellow over there if 1 went by his build, but his
trousers are too posh for me, he's ABt geiRf; t8 nr:2is ..him.~
Clothes are the thing to look out for: too~d means he
'thinks he's tOO good to work, toO to~ns he's-got a bad
character. 1 onl), need.one 100 os.:e what he'. made of, his
age doesn:t~ if 'old he'll carry as much or more
be.£ . he's afrai$i-6 being turned off, what 1 go by i. the
"'an hims¥don't exactly want cripple~, but inte.JJigence
is no jlK'tO me, that lot spend all day totting up thelf hours
~"Fk, I don't like that, I'd .eeaCi bv 00 ( ......Ill' 'I>!'IDS.
... itl. R'J' mev; Must look out for a milkmaid too, don't let
me forget. You find me one or two more hands to choose
from, I gOt a phone call to make. Exit to the cafe.
MATTI, addressing a red-headed labourer: We're looking for
a labourer up at Puntila Hall, for cutting peat. I'm just the
driver, though, 'tainJt up to me, the old man's gone to
phone.
THE RED-HEADED MAN: What'. it like up at Puntila Hall?
MATTI: So-so. Five pints of milk. Milk's good. You get

{/J,

----------------------------------
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potatoes too, I'm told. Room's on the small side.
THE RED·HEADED MAN: How far's school? I've got a little
girl.
MATTI: Hourand a quarter.
THE RED·HEADED MAN:That'snothinginfineweather.
MATTI: In summer, you mean.
THE RED·HEADED MAN, after a pause: I'd like the job. I've
not found anything much, and fair's nearly over.
MATTI: I'U have a word with him. I'll tell him you're
unassuming, he's hot on that. That's him now.
PUNTlLA, emerging from the cafe in a good mood: Found
anything? r got a piglet to take home, cost about twelve
marks, mind r don't forget.
MATTI: This one might do. I remembered what you taught me >and asked the right questions. He'U darn his trousers, only
he hasn't been able to get thread.
•
P~NTlLA: He's good, full of fire. Come to the cafe, we'U talk
It over.
MATTI: It mustn't go wrong, Mr Puntila sir, because the fair
will be closing any minute, and he wnn't find anything else.
PUNTlLA: Why should anything go wrong between friends?
.J rely on your judgement, Matti, tkat:&-aU-riglu. 11",0" f'll4
think a lot of you. Indicating a weedy-looking man: That-'
feUow wouldn't be bad either. r like the look in his eye:"f.
aeed-meQ. for~c-utting- pelIt;o-but.there!s_plen&y-to.do_iQ the
JieidHoo:-eome'alrd·talkit over
MATTI: Mr Puntila, r don't want to speak outofturn, but that
man's no use to you, he'U never be able to stand it.
THE WEEDY MAN: Here, [like that. What tells you I'll never
be able to stand it?
MATTI: An eleven-hour day in summer. It's just that I don't
want to see you let down, Mr Puntila. You'U only have to
throw him out
crac s up or
~him

t'(nrrOrro.w~
.
PUNTILA: Let's go to the cafe.

The first labourer, the red-headed one and the weedy man

-

-

-

------

-

follow him and Matti to the cafe, where they all sit down on
the bench outside.
_.,
PU':!'TILA: Hey!. GoffeeJiBefore _ " " ' " there' S something
I've got to clear up with my friend here. Matti, you must
have noticed just now that I was on the verge of one of those
attacks of mine I told you about, and I wouldn't have been
• bit surprised if you'd clouted me one for speaking to you
as I did. Can you forgive me, Matt? l- e,mldn' t- think- of
g.,tting down to business if I felt we were on bad term•.
MA TTl: 'Fh3t'sall.under the bridge Justlet.iLbe. These people
want their contracts, if you could settle that first.
P.UNTILA, writing something on • slip of paper for th_e first
labourer: I see, Matti you're rejecting me. y.,...W1IIItu> get
YQ!1( OFJl back by being cold and buoinesslike. To the
labourer: I've written down w,hat.we agreed, including your
woman. You'll get milk and flour, and beans in winter.
MATTI: Now give him his earnest-money, or the de.l's not
valid.
PUNTILA: Don't you rush me. Let me drink my coffee in
peace. To the waitress: Same again, or why not bring us a big
pot and let us serve ourselves? Wbat d'you think of that for
a fine strapping girl? I can't stand these hiring fairs. If I want
to buy a horse or a cow I'll go to a fair without thinking twice
about it. But you're human beings, and it's not right for
human beings to be bargained over in a market. Am I right?
THE WEEDY MAN: Absolutely.
MATTI: Excuse me, Mr Puntila, but you're not right. They
want work and you've got work, and that's something that
has to be bargained over, and whether it's done at a fair or
in church it's still buying and selling. And I wish you;d get
on with it.
PUNTILA: You're annoyed with me today. 1lhat's~xou
won't admit I'm right when I obviously am.
oulg' you
inspect me to see if my feet are crooked, the way you inspect
a_horse's teeth?
MATTI,laughs: No, I'd cake: you .... trust. Referring to the red-

-
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beaded man: He's got a missus, but his little girl's still at
school.
PUNTILA: Is she nice? rhere's the fat man again. It's fellows
like him behaving that way that makes bad blood among the
workers,. acting the bJlss_and-'lli. I-bet he's in the National
Guard and has his men out on Sundays training to beat the
Russians. What do you people say ?
THE RED-HEADED MAN: My wife could do washing. She gets
through more in five hours than most women in ten.
PUNTILA: Matt, I can see it isn't all forgiven and forgotten
between us. Tell them-your-story about-the-ghosts, that'll •
give them something'to laugh about.
MATTI: Later. Do get on and pay them their earnest-money.
It's getting late, I tell you. YOU'n! holding everyone up;
PUNTI LA, drinking: I'm not going to. I won't be jockeyed into
being sl> inhuman. I want to get on terms with my men first,
before we all commit ourselves. I must start by telling them
what kind of fellow I am so they can see if they're going to
get on with me or not. That's the question: what kind of
fellowam!?
MATTI: Mr Puntila, none of them's interested in that; they're
interested i~ their contract. I'm recommending that one
[pointing to tbe red-beaded man1he may do all rightforyou,
at any rate you can find out. And you'd do better to look for
a different job, I'd say. You'll never earn your keep on the
land.
PUNTILA: Isn't that surkkala over there? What's Surkkala
doing at a hiring fair?
MATTI: He's looking for a job. Don't you remember you
promised the pa!~on you'd get rid of him because they say
he'saRed?
~............
.
PUNTILA: What, surkkala? The one intelligent worker on the
whole estate? Give him ten marks at once, tell him to come
along and we'll take him back in the Studebaker, we can strap
his bicycle on the luggage carrier and no nonsense about
going anywhere else. Four children he's got too, what must
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he think of me? Parson be buggered, I'll forbid him the house
for his inhumanity. Surkkala's a first-class worker.
MATTI: There's no hurry. he won't find jobs easy to get with
his reputation. I'd just like to setde this lot first. I don't
believe you're serious about it, you're simply having a lark.
PUNTI LA, witb a pained smile: So that's what you think of me,
Matti. You don't understand me, do you, though I've given
you every chance to.

THE RED·HEADED MAN: Do you mind writing out my contract now. Or I'll have to look for something else.
PUNTILA: You're frightening them away, Matt. Your highhanded behaviour forces me to deny my real self. But
that's not me, let me show you. I don't go buying people
up, I give them a home on the Puntila estate. Don't I?
THE RED-HEADED MAN:The~l'".!off. I need ajob. He goes.
PUNTILA: Stop! He's gone. I could have used him. His /, f"{}
- I
trousers wouldn't matter. I look deeper than that. I don't
like fixing a deal after drinking just one glass, how can you
do business when you'd rather be singing because life's so
beautiful? When I start thinking about that drive home - I
find the Hall looks its best in the evenings, on ac~ount of the
birch trees - we must ha.ve another drink. Here, buy
yourselves a round, have a good time with Puntila, I like to
see it and I don't count the cost when it's with people I like.
He quickly gives a mark to eacb oftbem. To the weedy man:
];)on!t- be-put- off-by him, he's-got something against me,
you'll be able to stand it-all right. I'll put")'ou in the mill, in
a cushy job.
MA TTl: Why not make him outa contract?
PUNTILA: What for, now we know each other? I give you
people my word it'll be all right. You understand what that
means, the word of a Tavasdand farmer? Mount Hatelma
can crumble, it's not very likely but it can, Tavasthus Casde
can collapse, why not, but the word of a Tavasdand farmer
stands for ever, everyone knows that. You can come along.
THE WEEDY MAN: Thank you very much, Mr Puntila, I'll
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certainly come,

MATTI: You'd do better to get the hen out of here. I'm not
blaming you, Mr Puntila, I'm only worried for the men's
sake.
PUNTILA, warmly: That's what I wanted to hear, Matti. I
knew you weren't the sort to bear a grudge. And I admire
your integrity, and how you always have my best interests
at heart. But it is Puntila's privilege to have his own worst
interests at heart, that's something you haven't yet learnt. All
the same, Matt, you mustn't stop saying what you think.
Promise me you won't. To the others: kr'fainmecfors·heJ,wt.
his job with a company director because when the man drove
he so crashed the gears that Matt told him he ought to have
been a public hangman.
MATTI:Thatwas tstupid thing to do.
PUNTILA, seriously: It's those stupid things that make me
respect you.
.
MATTl, getting up: Then let's go. And what about Surkkala?
PUNTILA: Malli, Matti, Q thou of littlefaith!-Elidn't I tell you
we'd take him back with us because he's a first-rate worker
and a man who thinks for himself? And that reminds me,
., the
fat man just now who wanted to go< my men.way from me.
I'"" one or twO things to say to him, he's a typical capitalist.
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LAINA: Welcome back to Puntila Hall. Miss Eva's here with
the Attache and his honour the Judge, and they're all having
breakfast.
PUNTI LA: First thing I want to do is apologise to you and your
family, Surkkala. May I ask you to go and get your children,
all four of them, so I can express my personal regret for the
fear and insecurity they must have been through?
SURKKALA: No call for that, MrPuntila.
PUNTILA, seriously: Oh yes there is.
Surkkala goes.
PUNTILA: These gendemen are staying. Get them all an
aquavit, Laina. I'm taking them on to work in the forest.
LAINA: I thought you were.elling thefor.. t.
PUNTILA: Me? I'm not selling any forest. My daughter's got
her dowry between her legs, right.
MATTI: SO maybe we could settle their contracts, Mr Puntil.,
and then you'll have it off your chest.
PUNTILA: I'm going into the sauna, Fina; bring aquavits for
the gendemen and a coffee for me.
He goes into the sauna.
THE WEEDY MAN:Thinkhe'lltakemeon?
MATTI: Not when he's sober and has alookatyou.
THE WEEDY MAN: But when he's drunk he won't senle any
contracts.

5
Sandal at Puntila Hall
Yard at Puntila Hall, with a bath hut into which we can see.
Morning. AbOfJe the main entrance to the house Laina the cook
and Fina the parlourmaid are nailing a sign saying 'Welcome to
the engagement pany'. Through the gateway come Puntila and
Matti with a number ofwoodcutters including Red Surkkala.

MATTI: I told you people it was a mistake coming up here till
you had your contracts in your hands.
Fina brings out aquavit, and each of the labourers takes a
glass.
THE LABOURER: What's helike otherwise?
MATTI: Too familiar. It won't matter to you, you'll be in the
forest, but I'm with him in the car, I can't get away from him
and before I know where I am he's turning all human on me.
I'll have to give notice.
Surkkala comes back with his four children. The eldest girl
is holding the baby.
MATTI, quietly: For God's sake clear off right away. Once he's

)2
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had his bath and knocked back his coffee he'll be stone cold
sober and better look out if he catches you around the yard.
Take my advice, you'll keep out of his sight the next day or
two.
SUTkkala nods and is about to hasten away with the children.
P UNTI L A, who has undTessed and listened but failed to heaT the
end of this, peers out of the bath hut I1.nd observes SUTkkala
and the children: I'll be with you in a moment. Matti come
inside, I ncod you to pour the water over me. To the 'weedy
man: You can come in too, I want to get to know you better.

Matti and the weedy mltn follow Puntita into the bath hut.
Matti sloshes wateT O'UeT Puntita. SUTkkala quickly goes off
with the childTen.
PU NTlLA: One bucket's enough. I loathe water.
M A TTl: You'll have to bear with a few buckets more, then you
can have a coffee and be the perfect host.
•
rUNTILA: I can be the perfect host as lam. You're justwanJing
to bully me.
THE WEEDY MAN : I say that's enough too. Mr Puntila can't
stand water, it's obvious.

There you are, Matti, there speaks somebody who
feels for me. I'd like you to tell him how J Saw off the fat man
at the hiring fair.
EnteTFina.
PUNTlLA: Here's that golden creature with my coffee. Is it
strong? I'd like a liqueur with it.
MATTI: :nen what's the point of the coffee? No liqueur for
you.
PUNTlLA: I know, you're cross with me for keeping these
people waiting, and quite right too. But teU them about the
fat man. Fina must hear this. Starts telling: One of those
nasty fat individuals with a blotchy face, a propn- capitalist,
who was trying to sneak worker away from me. J grabbed
hold of him, but when we reached my car he'd got his gig
parked alongside it. You go on, Matt, I must drink my
coffee.
PUNTllA:

a

iirlmd"",lMo-he' saw Mr Puntila, and took his
"(hip and lashed his pony till it reared.
PU,,\TI LA : J can't.abide cruelty to animals.
MA T'fl: Mr Punnla took the pony by the reins and calmed it
do\ n and told the fat man what he thought of him, and I
thought he was going to get a crack with the whip, only the
bt
didn't ~are since we outnumbered him. So he
muttetoed somethlDg about uneducated people, thinking we
wouldJ~ hear it perhaps, but Mr Puntila's got a sharp ear
when he\dislikes someone and answered back at once: had
he been eaucated well enough to know that being too fat can
give you a ~troke?
PUNTlLA: TdJ him how he went red as a turkeycock and got
so angry he c'ouldn't make a witty comeback in front of them
M'A-T'rI: He

nitn

all.

~

.

\

-

He went as red as a rurkeycock and Mr Puntila told
him.he shouldn'~et excited, it was bad for him on account
ofh,s unhealthy c<l{Pulence. He ought never to go red in the
bee, it was a sign tile blood was going to his brain, and for
the sake of his loved ~es he should avoid that.
PUNTlLA: You're forget~ing I addressed most of my remarks
to you, saying we shoul'dn't be exciting him and ought to
treat him gently. That got under his skin, did you notice?
MATTI: We spoke about him . t if he wasn't there, everybody
laughed more and more and~ e kept getting redder and
redder. That was when he re~ started looking like a
turkeycock, before that he was more a SOrt of faded brick.
He asked for it; what did he have t~lash his horse for? I
remember a fellow once got so cross w-e,en a ticket fell out
of his hatb~d where he'd stuck. it for safekeeping ·t hat he
trampled hIS hat flat underfoot 10 a chocR-full third class
MATTI:

compartment.

,u

You're losing the thread. I went on ~d told him
that any violent physical exercise like lashing ponies with a
whip could easily kill him. That in itself was good enough
reason why he shouldn't maltreat his beast, not in his
.>:ondition.

PUNTILA:
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f'!-N'A: N oDody shouRl:PUNTlLA: That earns you a liqueur, Fina. Go and help
yourself.
MATTI: She's holding the coffee tray. I hope you're starting to
feel bitter now, Mr Puntila?
PUNTlLA: I feel worse.
MATTI: I thought it was really fine of Mr Puntila to tell that
fellow where he got off. Because he could easily have said
'What business is it of mine? I'm not making enemies among
the neighboun. '
PUNTILA, who is gradually sobering up: I'm not afraid of
enemies.
MATTI: That's true. But there aren't many people who can say
that. You can. ADd you can always send your mares
somewhere else.
PU NT I LA: Why should ~e send the mares somewhere else?
MATTI: They were saying afterwards that that fat bloke is the
one who has bought Summala, which has the only staliion
within five hundred miles who's any good for our mares.
FIN A: Gosh, it was the new Owner of Summala. And you only
found that out afterwards?
Puntila gets up and goes behind to pour it Jurther bucket "of
water DfJer his head.
MATTI: Not afterwards, actually. Mr Puntila already knew.
He yelled after the fat man that his stallion was too beaten
up for our mares. How did you put it?
PUNTlLA, curtly: Somehow.
MA TTl: Not somehow. It was witty.
FINA: But what a job it will be if we have to send the mares
all that distance to be served.
PUNTlLA, brooding: More coffee. He is given it.
MATTI: Kindness to animals is supposed to be a great thing
with the Tavast people. That's what so surprised me about
the fat man. Another thing I heard later was that he was Mrs
Klinckmann's brother-in-law. I bet ifMr Puntilahad known
that ne'(!'lllrve'given him AG.eyen worse g~g;PJler.

J

Puntila gives him a look.
FIN A.: Coffeee strong enough, was it?

PUNTlLA: Don't ask stupid questions. You can see I've drunk
it, can't you? To Matti: You, don't just sit on your bottom,
stop loafing, clean some boots, wash the car. Don't
contradict, and if I catch you spreading malicious rumours
I'll put it down in your reference, so watch out.
Exit in his bathrobe, brooding.
F.lN A; What did you ....nt to let him make that scene with the
fat owner of Summala for?
MATTI: Am I his guardian angel? Look. if I see him doing a
dangerous and kindly action, stupidly because it's against his
own interests, am I sup'posed to stop him? Anyhow I
couldn't. When he's pissed as that he's got real fire in him.
He'd just despise me, arid I d.on~ ...ant him to despise me
,when he's-pissed.
'
PUNTILA off, calls: Fina!
Fina follows with his clothes.
PUNTlLA, to Fina: Now this is what I've decided, and I want
you to listen so what I say doesn't get twisted around later
as it usually does. Indicating one oj the labourers: I'd have
taken that one, he isn't OUt to curry favour, he wants to
work, but I've thought it over and I'm taking nobody at all.
I'm going to sell the forest in any case, and you can blame
it on him there for deliberately leaving me in the dark about
something I needed to know, the bastard. And that reminds
me. Calls: Here, you! Matti emerges from the bath hut. Yes,
you. Give me your jacket. You're to hand over your jacket,
d'you hear? He is handed Matti's jacket. Got you, boyo.
Shows him the wallet. That's what I found in your pocket.
Had a feeling about you, spotted you for an old lag first go
off. Is that my wallet or isn't it?
MATTI: Yes, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA: Now you're for it, ten years' gaol, all I have to do
is ring the police.
MATTI: Yes, MrPuntila.
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PUNTlLA: But that's a favour I'm not doing you. So you can
lead the life of Riley in a cell, lying around and eating the
taxpayer's bread, what? That'd suit you down to the ground.
At harvest time too. So you'd get out of driving the tractor.
But I'm putting itall down in your reference, you get me?
MATTI: Yes, MrPuntila.

PuntiLo walks angrily towards the house. On the threshold
stands Eva, carrying her straw hat. She has been listening.
THE WEEDY MAN: Should I come along then, MrPuntila?
PUNTILA: You're no use to me whatever, you'll never stand

it.
THE WEEDY MAN: Butthe hiring fair's over now.
PUNTlLA: You should have thought of that sooner instead of
trying to take advantage of my friendly mood . .I.remember
exactly who takes advantage of it. He gats brooding into the
house.

•

THE LABOURER:That's them. Bring you herein their car, and
now we have to walk the six miles back on our flat feet. And
no job. That's what comes of letting yourself get taken in by
their acting friendly.
THE WEEDY MAN: I'll report him.
MATTI: Who to?

Embittered, the Lobo"rers leave the yard.
EVA: But why don't you stick up for yourself? We all know
he hands his wallet to somebody else to pay for him when
he's been drinking.
MATTI: If I stuck up for myself he wouldn't understand. I've
noticed that the gentry don't much like it when you stick up
for yourself.
EVA: Don't act so innocent and humble. I'm not in the mood
for jokes today.
MATTl: Yes, they're hitching you to the Attache.
EVA: Don't be crude. The Allach~ i.-a-wry-sw~t-pcrsol'l,.."nl.y
not to get married to.
__.___.._ .---.-MATTI: That's normal-.enOugh. No girl's going to be able to

l1)'!r;_"Y:aU-thUW-eet-poople-6F-aIl-the-A~ta€hes,...she··has-to_

setde for a particular one.
tV A: My father's leaving it entirely up to me, you heard him
say so, that's why he said I could marry you if I liked. Only
he has promised my hand to the Attache and doesn't want
anyone to say he doesn't keep his word. That's the only
reason why I'm taking so long to malte up my mind and
might accept him after all.
MATTl: Got yourself in a nice jam, you have.
EVA: I am not in any jam, as you so vulgarly put it. In fact I
can't think why I'm discussing such intimate matters with
you.
MATTI: It's a very human habit, discussing. It's one great
advantage we have over the animals. If cows could discuss .
for instance, there'd soon be no more slaughterhouses.

EVA: What has that to do with my saying I don't think I shall
be happy with the Attache? And that he must be the one to
back out, only how's one to suggest it to him?
MA TTl: That's not the sort of thing you can do with a pinprick,
it needs a sledgehammer.
EVA: Whatd'youmean?
MATTI: I mean that it's ajob forme. I'm crude.
EV A: How might you picture helping me in such a delicate
situation?

MATTl: Well, suppose I'd felt encouraged by Mr Puntila's kind
suggestion that you should take me, like he let slip when
plastered. And you felt the lure of my crude strength, juSt
think of Tarzan, and the Attache caught us and said to
himself, she's unworthy of me, messing around with the
chauffeur.
EVA: That'd be tOO much to ask of you.
MATTI: It'd be part of the job, like cleaning the car. It needn't
take above a quarter of an hour. All we need do is show him
we are on terms of intimacy.
EVA: And how do you propose to show him that?
MATTI: I could call you by your Christian name 10 his
presence.
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E V A: For instance?
MATTI: Your blouse has a button undone,

Eva.
EVA feels behind her: No, it hasn't; oh, I see, you'd started
acting. Rut he wouldn't mind. He's not all that easily
offended, he's tOO much in debt for that.
M ATTl: Or I could accidentally pull one of your stockings out
of my pocket when I blow my nose, and make sure that he
sees.
EV A:

That's a bit better, but then he'll only say you pinched

it in my absence because you have a secret crush on me.
Pause. You've not got a bad imagination for that sort of
thing, it seems.
MATTI: I do what I can, Miss Eva. I'm trying to picture every
conceivable situation and awkward occasion that might
involve us both, and hoping to come up with the right
answer.
E V A:

You can stOp that.

MATTI: All right, I'll stop it.
EV A: For instance, what?
MATTI: If his debts are all that enormous then we'll simply

have to come out of the bath hut together, nothing less will
do the trick, he'll always manage to find some son of
innocent explanation. For instance if I merely kiss you he'd
say I was forcing myself on you 'cause your beauty overcame
me. And sO on.
EVA: I never can tell when you're just laughing at me behind
my back. One can't be sure with you.
MATTI: What do you want to be sure for? You're not making
an investment, are you? Being unsure is much more human,
as your daddy would say. I like women to be unsure.
EV A: Yes, I can imagine that.
MATTI: There you are, yourimagination)s ~Ot SO bad either.
EVA: I was only saying how difficult it is to tell what you're
really up to.
MATTI: That's something you can't tell with a dentist either,
what he'll be up to once you're sitting in his chair.
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Look, when you talk that way I realise the bath hut
business wouldn't work, because you'd be sure to take
advantage of the situation.
MATTI: At least something'S sure now. If you're going to
• hesitate much longer I shall-loseall desire to compromise
}'QU, Miss Eva.
EV A: Much better if you do it with no particular desire, Now
listen to me. I accept the bath hut idea, I trust you. They'll
be through with breakfast any minute, after which they're
bound to walk up and down the verandah to discuss the
engagement. We'd better go in there righ t away.
MATTI: You go ahead, I'll just fetch a pack of cards.
E V A: What d'you want cards for?
MATTI: How d'you think we're going to pass the time?
He goes into the house; she si<1'1?iy-walks towards the bath
hut. iAina the cook arrives with a basket.
LAINA: Good morning, Miss Eva, I'm off to pick cucumbers.
Would you like to come too?
EV A: No, I've a slight headache and I feel like a bath.
She goes in. iAina stands shaking her head. Punti/a and the
Attache come out ofthe house smoking cigars.
THE ATTACH£.: Puntila, old man, I think I'll drive Eva do n
to MQnte and see if I can borrow Baron Vaunen's Rolls. It
would be a good advertisement for Finland and her foreign
service. You've no idea how few presentable ladies we have
in Our diplomatic corps-:'l
P UNTI L A to iAina: Where' s my daughter? She went out.
LAINA: She's in the bath hut, Mr Puntila, she had such a
headache and felt she needed a bath. Exit.
PUNTlLA: She often gets these moods. First time lever heard
of anyone bathing with a headache.
TH E ATT A C HE: What an original idea; but you know, my dear
fellow, we don't make nearly enough of the Finnish sauna.
That's what I told the permanent secretary when there was
some question of our raising • loan. Finnish culture is being
put over all wrong. Why is there no sauna in Whitehall?
EV A:
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What I want to know from you is if your minister's
really coming to Puntila Hall for the engagement pany.
THE ATTACHE: He definitely accepted. He owes me that,
because I introduced him to the Lehtinens, the Commercial
Bank chappie, he's interested in nickel.
PUNTILA: 1 wanta word with him.
THE ATTACHE: He's got a soft spodor me, so they all say at
the Ministry. He told me, 'We could post you anywhere,
-you'll never do anything indiscreet, politic. don't mW'est
"WI.' He thinks I'm a good advenisement forthe service.
PUNTlLA: You're a brightfellow, Eino. It'll be amazing if you
don't do well in your career; but mind you take that
seriously about the minister coming. I insist on that, it'll give
me an idea what they think of you.
THE ATTACHE: Puntila, I'm sure as eggs is eggs. I~m always
lucky. In our ministry it's become provei'bialf If' I lose
IOmething it comes back to me, dead sure.
•
Matti arrives with a towel Of/er his shoulder and gOts to the
bath hut.
PUNTILA, to Matti: What are you hanging around for, my
man? J'd be ashamed to loaf about like th.t. I'd ask myself
what I was doing to earn my pay. You'll get no reference
from me. You can rot like a putrid oyster nobody will e.t.
MATTI: Yes, Mr Puntila, sir.
Puntita turns back to the Attache. Matti calmly walks into the
bath hut. At first Puntila thinks nothing ofit, then it suddenly
strikes him that Eva must be in there too, and he gazes after
Matti in astonishment.
PUNTlLA, to the Attache: What kind of terms are you on with
Eva?
THE ATTACHE: Good terms. She is a little chilly to me, but
then that is her nature. It is not unlike our position with
regard to Russia. In diplomatic parlance we'd say relations
are correct. Come along, I think I'll pick Eva a bunch of
white roses, don't you know.
PUNTILA walk, off with him,lItanrinl( at the bath hut: A very

PUNTlLA:
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sensible thing to do, I'd say.
saw me come in. All according to
plan.
EV A: I'm amazed my father didn't stop you. The cook told him
I was in here.
M A TTl: He didn't catch on till too late, he must have a terrible
hangover today. And it would have been bad timing, too
early, because it's not enough to want to compromise
someone, something has gOI to have happened.
EV A: I don't think they're going to get dirty thoughts at all. In
the middle of the morning it means nothing.
MATTI: That's what you think. It's a ~ign of exceptio!!al
passion. Five hundred rummy? He deals. I had a boss once
in Viborg could eat any time day or-Dight. In the middle of
the afternoon, just before tea,' he' made them roast him a
chicken. Eating was a passiOl; with him. He was in the
MATTI, inside the hut: They

government.·
EVA: How can you

compare the two things?
Why..not?Like..w:ith love, you get people are detKk ..
on it. You to play. D'you imagine the cows always wait till
night-time? It's summer now, you feel in the mood. So in
you pop to the bath hut. Phew, it's hot. Take< off his jacket.
Why don't you take something off? My seeing won't hurt.
Half a pfennig a point, I'd suggest.
EVA: I've an idea what you're saying is rather vulgar. Kindly
don't treat me as if I were a milkmaid.
M A TTl: I've nothing against milkmaids.
E v A: Y ouJve no sense of respect.
.MATTI: I'm always being told that. E>rivcTs .........,tlFbe
particularly awkward indiv~duals$iJhout an y-esr;;fm for the
upper crust. That's because we liear what the upper crust are
saying ,O'orfe another on the back seat. I've got a hundred
and forty, whacaboul you?
EVA: When I was at my convent in Brussels I never heard
anything but decent talk.
MATTI: I'm not talking about decent or indecent, I'm talking
MATTI:

4.2.
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about stupid. Your deal, but cutfirst to be on the safe side.
Puntila and tbe Attacbe return. Tbe latter is carrying a buncb
ofroses.
THE ATTACHE: She'sso witty. I said to her 'You know, you'd
be perfect if you weren't so rich'; and she said after barely
a moment's thought, 'But I rather like being rich: Hahaha!
And d'you know, Puntila old man, that's exactly the answer
I had from Mademoiselle Rothschild when Baroness Vaurien
introduced us. She's very witty too.
MATTI: You must giggle as if I'm tickling you, or else they'll
walk brazenly past. Eva giggles a bit over ber cards. Try to
sound Inore as if it was fun.
THE ATTACHE, stopping: Wasn'tthatEva?
P U NTI LA: Certainly not, it must be somebody else.
M A TTl, loudly, over tbe cards: Ee, aren't you ticklish!
THE ATTACHE: What'5that?
M A TTl, quietly: Put up a bit of a fight.
P UNTI LA; That's my chauffeur in the bath hut. Why don't you

take your bouquet into the house?
EVA, acting, loudly: No! Don't!
MATTI: Oh yes, I will!
THE ATTACHE: You know, Puntila,

Matti carefully runs bis band tbrougb E'Va's bair to
disarrange it, while she undoes one of ber top blouse buttons.
Tben sbe steps out.
E V A: I?id you call, Daddy? I was just going to change and have
aSWlm.

What the devil are you up to, messing about in the
bath hut? D'you imagine we're stone deaf?
THE ATTACHE: No need to fly off the handIe, Puntila. Why
shouldn't Eva use the bath hut?
Out comes Matti and stands bebind E'lJa.
EVA, sligbtly cowed, witbout noticing Matti: What do you
imagine you heard, daddy? It was nothing.
PUNTlLA: Is that what you call nothing, then? Perhaps you'll
tum round and look.
•
MATTI, pretending to be embarrassed: Mr Puntila, Miss Eva
and I were just having a game of five hundred rummy. Look
at the cards if you don't believe me. You're putting a wrong
PUNTILA:

interpretation on it.

Shut up, you. You're fired. To Eva: What's Eino
supposed to think?
THE ATTACHE: Y'know, old boy, if they were playing five
hundred rummy you must have got it wrong. Princess
Bibesco once got so excited over baccarat her pearl necklace
broke. 1'.ve.b=ghL}:9JJ.~e-w·hite-rose.....Ev... He gives her
tbe roses. Come.on~&.nJ;i~~_hawbuun:g1ifne.of hilliards?
He tugs bim away bytbe sleeve.
PUNTILA growls: I'll be talking to you later, Eva. As for you,
trash, if lance hear you so much as say bo to my daughter
instead of snatching your filthy cap off your head and
standing to attention and feeling embarrassed because you
haven't washed behind your ears - shut up, will you? - then
you can pack your stinking socks and go. You should look
up to your employer's daughter as to a higher being that has
graciously condescended to come down amongst us. Leave
PUNTILA:

that did sound awfully

like Eva.
PUNTlLA: Do you mind not being offensive?
MATTI: Now for some endearments and abandon

your vain

resistance!
EV A: No! No! No! Softly: What do I say now?
MATTI: Tell me I mustn't. Can't you get into

the spirit of it?

Bags of lust.
E V A: Sweetheart, you mustn't.

PUNTILA tbunders: Eva!
MATTI: Go on, go on, unbridled

drowned spaniel!
PUNTILA: Eva!

passion! He clears away tbe
cards wbile tbey continue to suggest tbe love scene. If he
comes in weill have to get down to it) like it or not.
EV A: That's outol the question.
MATTI, kicking over a bencb: Then out you go, but like a
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me alone, Eino, d'you think I can tolerate this sort of thing?
To Matti: Repeat that: what should you do?
MATTI: Look up to her as to a higher being that has graciously
condescended to come down amongst us, Mr Puntila.
PUNTlLA: You open your eyes wide in incredulous
amazement at such a rare sight, you trash.
I open my eyes wide in incredulous amazement, Mr

MAT'·I:

Puntila.
PUNTI LA: Blushing like a lobster because well before your
confirmation you were having impure thoughts about
women, at the sight of such a model of innocence, and
wishing the earth would come and swallow you up, get me?
MATTI: Igetyou.
The Attach. dr4gs Puntila off into the house.
EV A: Washout.
MATTl: His debts are even biggerthan we thought.

6
A conversation about crayfish

Farm kitchen at Puntila Hall. Evening. Intermittent dance
music from outside. Matti isre4ding the paper.
FIN A, entering: Miss Eva'd like a word with you.
MATTI: All right. I'll jusdinish my coHee.
FIN A: No need to impress me by drinking it in such a languid
way. I bet you're getting ideas on account of Miss Eva taking
a bit of notice of you now and then whenever there's no
society for her on the estate and she needs to see somenne.
MATTI: Evenings like this I quite enjoy getting ideas. Like
supposing you, Fina, felt like having a look at the rivu with
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me, then I won't have heard Miss Eva wants me and I'll come
with you.
FINA: Don't really feel like it.
MATTI, picking up 4 paper: Thinking about the school-teacher?
FINA: There's been nothing bet~een me and the
schoolteacher. He was friendly and wanted to educate me by
lending me a book.
MATTI: Too bad he gets such rotten pay for his education. I
get 300 marks and a schoolteacher gets 200, but then I have
to be better at my job. You see, if a schoolteacher's nO good
then it only means the local people never learn to read the
newspapers. In the old days that would have been a
retrograde stepJ hut,wbar'Llhe "S2 Of mading the papers

now, when the censorship leaves nothing in them? I'd .;Eso
far as to say that if they did away with schooltefc"hers
altogether then they wouldn't need censorship either,
which'd save the state what it pays the censors. But if I have
a breakdown on a class 3 road then the gentry are forced to
plod through the mud and fall in the ditch 'cause they're all
£iss...!Matti beckons to Fina and she sit! on his knee. Judge and
Lawyer appe4r with towels over their shou/Jers, returning
from their steam bath.
THE JUDGE: Haven't you anything to drink, some of that
marvellous buttermilk you used to have here?
MATTl: Would you like the parlourmaid to bring it?
THE JUDGE: No, just show us where it's kept.
Matti serves them with a ladle. Exit Fina.
THE LAWYER:That'sgreatstuff.
'LH I: J\.\ DC. F.: I always have that .fter my shower at Puntil.'s.
T/i.ELA \1;' YF. R: These Finnish summer nights!
T~F. JunGE: They make a ' lot of work for me. All those
patornily cases are a great tribute to the Finnish summer
njght~ The courthouse- brings it- home to you what a Dice
~bir.dPw~....-th.,.,.ivet"tliey carh-go"near it

wUlio&ot- going weak all O¥er. One woman up before me
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blamed the hay, said it smelt so strong. Picking berries is a
bad mistake and milking the cows brings its penalties. Each
bush by the roadside needs to be surrounded with barbed
wire. In the baths they separate the sexes, or else the
temptation would be too great, then afterwards they go
strolling acrOSs the meadows together. It's just impossible to
StOP them in summer. If they're on bicycles they jump off
them, if there's a hayloft they climb in it; in the kitchen it
happens because of the heat, and in the open because there's
a cool wind. Half the time they're making babies 'cause the
summer's so short, and the other half 'cause the winter's so

long.
What I like is the way the old people are
allowed to take part too. I'm-thinking of the'witnnsn that
come along. They see it. They see the couple disappearing
into the coppice, they see the clogs on the barn floor and how
hot the girl looks when she gets back from picking bi~berries,
which is something nobody gets .11 that hot over 'cause
nobody works all that h.rd at it. And they don't just see,
they hear. Milk churns rattle, bedsteads creak. That way
they join in with their eyes and ears and get something out
ofthe summer.
THE) UDGE, since there is a ring on the bell, to Matti: Perhaps
you'd go and see what it is they want? G>. we-could always
tell.them that the eight-hour day is being taken seriou.ly out
here.

THE LAWYER:

Exit with the lawyer. Matti has sat down to read his paper
once more.
/
E V A enters with an ultra-long cigarette holder and a seductive
walk picked up from the films: I rang for you. Is there
anything more you have to do here?
MATTI: No, I'm not on again till six a.m.

I wondered if you'd like to row over to the island with
me and catch a few crayfish for my engagement party

EVA:

tomorrow.
MATTI: Isn't it about time for bed?
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I'm not a bit tired. I don't seem to sleep very well in the
summer, I don't know why. Could you go off to sleep if you
went to bed right now?
MATTI: Yes.
E V A: I envy you. Will you get out the nets, then? My father
has expressed a desire for crayfish. She turns on her heel and
starts to leave, again showing off the walk picked up from the

EVA:

cinema.
changing his mind: I think I'll come after all. I'll row
you.
E VA: Aren't you too tired?
MATTI: I've woken up and feel fine now. Only you'd better
get changed into something you can go wading in.
EVA: The nets are in the pantty. Exit.
Matti puts on his jacket.
E V A, reappearing in fJery short ,horts: But you haven't got the
nets out.
MATTI: We'll catch them in our hands. It's much nicer. I'll
show you how.
EV A: But it's easier with nets.
MATTI: The other day Cook and I and the parlourmaid were
over on the island and we did it with our hands and it was
very nice, you ask them. I'm pretty nippy. How about you?
hots of folk ....... all thumbs. 0f course the crayfish move
quick and it's slippery on the rocks, but it's quite light out,
jUst a few clouds, I had a look.
EV A, hesitating: I'd sooner we used the nets. We'll catch more.
MATTI: Have we got to have such a lot?
EV A: Fatherwon't eat anything unless there's lots of it.
MATTI: 'Fhat'sbad. I thought we could catch one ortwo, then
have a bit of a talk. It's a nice night.
EVA: Don't keep saying everything's nice. You'd do better to
get outthe nets.
MATTI: Why d'you have ro be so serious and bloodthirsty
~UI the poor.old crayfish? If we fill a couple of bags it
ought to do. I know a place where there are lots of them; five
MATTI,
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minutes' work and we'd have enough to convince anybody.
you mean by that? Are you in the least interested
in catching crayfish?
MATTI after a pause: Perhaps it is a bit late. I got to be up at
six and take the Studebaker down to the station to collect the
Attache. If we're mucking about on the island till three or
four there won't be much time left for sleep. Of course I
could row you over if you're dead set on it.
Eva turns witbout It word Itnd goes out. Mlttti takes off bis
jacket Itnd sits down witb bis pltper. Enter LAina from tbe
batb.
LAIN A: Fina and the milkmaid are asking if you don't feel like
coming down to the lake. They're having some fun there.
MATTI: I'm tired. I was over at the hiring fair, then before that
I had to take the tractor out on the heath and both the towropes broke.
.
LAINA: Same here. All this baking's fair killed me. I'v~ no use
for engagements. But I had to tear myself away to come to
bed, I really did, it's so light still and a shame to waste time
sleeping. Looks out of tbe window as sbe leaves. I might just
go back for a bit, the groom's got his harmonica out and I
like that. Exit deltd tired but still dogged.
E V A enters: I want you to take me to the station.
MATTI: It'll take me five minutes to bring the car round. I'll
wait at the front door.
E V A: Good. I notice you don't ask me what I'm going for.
MATTI: I'd say you were thinking of catching the 11.10 to
Helsinki.
E v A: Anyway that doesn't surprise you, I see.
MATTI: What d'you mean, surprise? It changes nothing and
leads to very little when chauffeurs are surprised. It's seldom
noticed and has no significance.
EVA: I'm going to Brussels for a few weeks to stay with a
girlfriend, and I don't want to bother my father about it.
You'll have to lend me 200 marks for my ticket. My father
will pay it back as soon as I write.

E V A : What do

MATTI unentbusiastic: I see.

I hope you aren't anxious about the money. Even if my
father doesn't care who I get engaged to he wouldn't
particularly want to be indebted to you.
MATTI cautiously: Suppose I let you have it, I'm not sure he
would feel all that indebted.
E V A after It pause: Please forgive me for having asked you.
MATTI: I'd have thought yourfatherwould care all right if you
go off in the middle of the night just before your engagement
party, when the dinner's in the oven, so to speak. He may
have said unthinking-like that you could make do with me,
but you mustn't hold that against him. Your father's acting
all for your best, Miss Eva. He told me as much. When he's
pissed - I mean when he's had a glass or two more than he
should - then he's not clear what your best is, he just goes
by instinct. But once he's sobered up he's a very intelligent
man again and buys you an Attache who's value for money,
and you become Ambassadress in Paris or Estonia or
somewhere and can do as you please if you feel like
something on a fine evening, and if you don't you won't have
to.
E V A: SO now you're saying I ought to take Mr Silakka?
MATTI: Miss Eva, you're not in a financial position to upset
yourfather.

EVA:

EV-N: I see~ you've changed your mind;--you ' re "'just a
4

weathercock.
~
MATTI: That's right. Except that it's ~fair to talk about
weathercocks; it's thoughtless. They're made of iron, solid
.s can be, only they haven~t.got the firm base would let them
take a proper stand. Me t; o, I haven't got the base.
He rubs thumb a/,d forefinger togetber.
E V A: That.,means I'll have to be careful about taking your
advice, if I can't have honest advice because your base is
lacking. Your beautiful speech about my father having my
best interests at heart boils down to the fact that you don't
care to risk the money for my ticket.
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MATTI: And my job too, it's_Dot a bad one.
EVA: You're quite a materialist, aren't you, Mr Altonen? Or

as they might say in your world, you know which side your
bread's buttered. Anyway I've never heard anybody admit
so openly how much he minds about his money and his own
welfare in general. It's not only the rich who spend theirtime
thinking about money, I see.
MATTI: I'm sorry to have disappointed you. Can't be-helped:
though, since you asked me straight out. If.you'd";;;;given
a hint or two and left it hanging-in the arr: between the lines,
so to speak, then we wouldn't have had to mention money
at all. I t alw~rikes a discordant note.
EV A sitting down: I am not marrying the Attache.
MATTI: I been thinking, and it puzzles me why you pick on
him not to get married to. The whole lot of them seem alike
to me, and I've had to handle plenty in my time. They been
to posh schools and they don't throw their boots at y.0u, not
even when they're drunk, and they're not tight with their
money, specially when it isn't theirs, and they appreciate
you just the same way they tell one bottle of wine from
another, because they been taught.
EV A: I'm not having the Attache. I think I'll have you.
MATTI: How come?
E V A: My father could give us a sawmill.
MATTI: Give you, you mean.
E V A: Us, if we get married.
101 A TTI: lance worked on an estate in Karelia where the boss
had been a farmhand. The lady of the house used to pack him
off fishing whenever parson called. Other times when there
was company he would sit in the corner by the stove playing
patience by himself; soon as he'd opened the bottles, that is.
The kids were quite big by then. They called him by his
Christian name: 'Victor, fetch my gumboots) get a move aD,

will you?' I wouldn't care forthat sort of thing, Miss Eva.
EVA: No, you'd want to be the master. I can picture how you'd
treat a woman.
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lolA TTl: Been thinking about it?
EVA:

Of course not. I suppose you imagine I've.got nothing

to do all dgy but think about you. I don't know where you

get such ideas from. Anyway I'm sick of hearing you talk
about nothing but yourself the whole time, and what you'd
care for and what you've heard, and don't think I don't see
through all your innocent stories and your impertinences."1""
JUSt can't "rand the sight of, you any longer, and I hate
egoists, I hate them! Exit. Matti once more sits down with his
paper.

7
The confederation ofMr Puntila's fiancees

Yard at Puntila Hall. It is Sunday morning. On the verandah
Punti/a is heard arguing with Eva as he shaves, Church bells
are heard in the distance.
You'll marry the Attache and that's that. I'm not
giving you a penny otherwise. ¥nrresponsihle-ior' your

PUNTILA:

futu~

The other day you were saying I-mauldrLt marry -if~s
'_-a-man;- I should marry the man I love.
PUNTILA: l-saya lbtef.things..when.l!vehad a.glJ!~~ many.
And-I-den't-like.your-quibbling-abeut·what-I.saY" A'Od let
me catch you with that driver just once more and I'll give you
something to remember. There- oould. easily--have--been
strangers-ar:o.}lnd_w.hen Y.<!!l,.came_strolling_out_olthat bath
hut--together:-'Fha would--have--made_a-fine-scandal__H e
suddenly looks into the distance and bellows: What are the
horses doing on the clover?
v 0] C E: Stableman's orders, sir.

E V A:
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PUNTILA: Get them out of there at once! To Eva: AULh • ....-·-

is.go-away.fOE-lhe.aftemoon, and.the whole estatc's-in
.a.mess...And..why- are·thehones-on-the-clover, may.I_askl
Because the stableman's having it off with the gardener's girL
And why has that fourteen-month heifer been mounted so
young that her growth is stunted? Because the girl who looks
after the fodder is having it off with my trainee. Of course
that leaves her no time for seeing that the buU doesn't mount
my heifers, she just lets him loose on whatever he wants.
Disgusting. And i~ the gardener'S girl- remind me to 'speak
to her - wasn't always lying around with the stableman I
wouldn't have a mere couple of hundredweight of tomatoes
for sale_this year; how can she have a proper feeling for my
tomatoes, they've always been a small goldmine, I'm not
standing for all this stuff on my estate, it's rl!inous I'm telling
you, and that applies to you and the chauffeur too, I'm not
having the estate ruined, that's where I draw the line.
E V A: 10 m not ruining the estate.
~ PUNTlLA: I warn you. I won't stand for scandal. I'fix up a six.,f-Q'\ thousand mark wedding for you and do everything·humanly
possible to have you marry into the best circles, it's costing
me a forest, you realise wliat a forest is? and then you start
.
cheape~ing yourself with any Tom, Dick and Harry and
~ .. i.;h,adriver.
Mattihas appeared in the yard below. He listens.
PUNTILA: I didn't give you that posh education in Brussels so
you could chuck yourself at the chauffeur but to teach you
to keep your distance from the servants, or-el5e-they'llger
above themselves and·be-.II over you,...T en paces tiistance and
·~familiariries._o,r."~;,,, that's my inflexible rule.
E"it into the house.
The four women from Kurgela appear at the gateway into the
yard. They consult, take off their headrcaroes, put on straw
wreaths and send a representative forward. Sandra the
telephonist enters the yard.
THE TELEPHONIST: Goodmoming. Can I seeMrPuntila?

MATTI: I don't think he'sseeing anyone today. He's not at his

_ to do

If. . ·

f' , -

best .
THE TELEPHONIST: He'U see his fiancee, I imagine.
M A TTl: Are you and him engaged?
THE TELEPHONIST: In my eyes.
PUNTlLA'S VOICE: And I won't have you using words like

,

'love', it's nothing but another way of saying filth and that's
something I'm not standing for at Puntila's. The engagement
party's all fixed, I've had a pig killed, that can't be undone
now, he's not going to trot quietly back to his trough again
just to oblige me and go on eating merely because you've
changed your mind, and anyway I've made my arrangements
and wish to be left in peace on my esrate and I'm having your
room locked and you can do what you like about it.
Matti has picked up a long-'haniiled broom and started
sweeping the yard.
.
THE TELEPHONIST: I seem to know that gendeman's voice.
MATTI: Not surprising. It's your fiance's.
THE TELEPHONIST: It is and it isn't. In Kurgela it sounded
different.
MATTI: In Kurgeia, was it? Was that when he went to get the
legal alcohol?
THE TELEPHONIST: Perhaps the reason I don't recognise it
is that things were different then and there was a face went
with it, friendly-looking; he was sitting in a car and had the
rosy dawn on his face.
MATTI: I know that face and I know that rosy dawn. You'd
better go home.
Sly-Grog Emma enters the yard. She pretends not to know
the telephonist.
SL Y-GROG EMMA: Mr Puntila here? I would like to see him
rightaway.
M"TTl: I'm afraid he's not here. But here's his fiancee, would
.he do instead?
THE TELEPHONIST, acting: Am I mistaken, or is that Emma
T akinainen who purveys sly grog?
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SLY·GROG EMMA: What did you say I purvey? Sly grog? Just
because I have to have a little alcohol when I massage the
policeman's wife's leg? It's my alcohol the statio.nmaste~'s
wife chooses to make her famous cherry brandy with, that 11
show you how legal it is. And what's that about fiancees?
Switchboard Sandra from Kurgela claiming to be engaged to
my fiance Mr Puntila, whose residence this is, if I am not
mistaken? That's a bit much, you old ragbag!
THE TELEPHONIST, beaming: Look what I have here, you
primitive distiller. What's that on my middle finger?
SL Y-GROG EMMA: A wart. But what's this on mine? It's me's
engaged, not you. With alcohol and ring too.
MATTl: Are both you ladies from K urgela? We seem to have
fiancees there like other people have mice.
Into the yard come Lisu the milkmaid ~nd Manda the
chemist's assistant.
MILKMAIDand CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT simultaneously: Does
Mr Puntila live here?
_
MATTI: Are you two from Kurgela? If so then.he.does.n't live
here, I should know, I'm his driver. Mr Pun"la IS a dIfferent
gentleman with the same name as the one you are no doubt
engaged to.
.
MILKMAID: But I'm Lisu Jakkara, the gentleman really IS
engaged to me, I can prove it. Indicati~g the telephonist: And
she can prove it too, she's engaged to hIm as well.
SL Y·GROG EMMA and TH E TELEPHONIST SImultaneously:
Yes, we can prove it, we're all of us lawful.
All four laugh a lot.
.
. MATTI: Well, I'm glad you can prove it. Ttl be hon~st, If ther,
was only one lawful fiancee [wouldn't be all th~t Interested' i
but I know the voice of the masses when I hear It. I ~ropose,
a confederation of 1'.1r Puntila's fiancees. And that raISes the
fasGi~~uestion: what are Y0U up to?
THE TELEPHONIST: Shall we tell him? We've had a personal
invitation from Mr Puntila to come to the great engagement
party.

--

-----
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MATTI: An invitation like that could easily be like the snows
of yesteryear. The nobs might well treat you like four wild
geese from the marshes who come flying up after the
shooting party's gone home.
SL Y·GROG EMMA: Oh dear, that doesn't sound like much of
a welcome.
MATTI: I'm not saying you're unwelcome. Only that in a sense
you're a bit ahead of yourselves. I'll have to wait for the right
}Doment to brillg you on, so that y.ou're welcomed and
{frankly, acknowledged for tbe fiancee. you are.
THE CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: All we had in mind was a bit of
a laugh and some slap and tickle atthe dance.
MATTI: If we pick a good moment it may be all right. Soon as
things get warmed up they'll be game for something
imaginative. Then we could wl¥el on the four fiancees. The
parson will be amazed and the judge will be a changed man
and a happier one when he sees how amazed the parson is,
but order must prevail or Mr Puntila won't know where he
is when our confederation of fiancees comes marching into
the room with the Tavastland anthem playing and a petticoat
for our flag.
Alliaugh a lot again.
SLY-GROG EMMA: Do you think there'd be a drop of coffee
to spare and a bitof a dance after?
MATTl: That is a demand which the confederation might get
acknowledged as reasonable in view of the fact that hopes
were aroused and expenses incurred, because I take it you
came by train.
SL Y·GROG EMMA: Second class!
Fina the parlourmaid carries a big pot ofbutter into the house.
THF:Ml rK"M1'Cl·D:-Real.b~r!
.' __ _
THE CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: W~kedstr"'glif.jfplr.!?JJl.i!?e
- station. I don't know your nariie~ but could you get us a glass
of milk perhaps?
MATTI: A glass of milk? Not before lunch, it'll spoil your
appetite,
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THE MILKMAID: You needn't worry about that.
MATTl: It'd kelp your v"(sifalong better if I got your,betrothed"
a glass of something strongerthan milk.
/
THE MILKMAID: His voice did sound abitdry . . "
MATTl: Switchboard Sandra, who knows everything and
shares out her knowledge, will understand why I don't go
and get milk for you but try to think out. way of getting
some aquavit to him.
THE MILKMAII>: Is it true that there are ninety cows at
Puntila's? That's what I heard.
"f.H E 1'ELE1'ffONIST: Yes, bur you didn't hear his voice, Lisu.
MATTI: I think you'd be wise to make do with the smdl oHood
to start with.

The stableman and the cook caTTY a s14ughtered pig into the
house.
THE WOMEN applaud by clapping: That ought to go round all
right! Bake it till it crackles. Don't forget the marjoraIJl!
SL Y-GROG EMMA: D'you think I could unhook my skirt at
lunch if nobody's looking? It's a bit tight.
.
THE CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT:MrPuntilawouldliketolook.
THE TELEPHONIST: Notatlunch.
MATTI: You know what kind of lunch it's to be? You'll be
sitting cheek by jowl with the judge of the High Court at
Viborg. I'll tell him [he rams the broomhandle into the
ground and addresses itl'My lord, here are four impecunious
ladies all worried that their case may be rejected. They have
walked great distances on dusty country roads in order to
join their betrothed. For early one morning ten days ago a
fine stout gent in • Studebaker entered the village and
exchanged rings with them and engaged himself to them and
now he seems to be backing out of it. Do your duty,
pronounce your judgement, and watch your step. Because
if you fail to protect them a day may come when there's no
High Court in Viborg any longer.'
THE TELEPHONIST: Bravo!
MA TTl: Then the lawyer will drink your health too. What will
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you teU him, Emma T akinainen?
SLY-GROG EMMA: I shall tell him I'm glad to have this contact
and would you be so good as to do my tax return for me and
keep the inspectors in line. Use your. gift of the gab to redu_ce
my husband's military service, ouq~at,b.ofland-is ~uch .
for me and the colond's got a <lown on him. And see that .'
our storekeeper doesn't cheat me when he puts my sugar ~
paraffin on the slate;
.
MATT I: You made good use of that opening. But the tax thing
only applies if you don't get Mr Puntila. Whoever gets him
can afford to pay taX. Then you'll be drinking with me
dQ.<;tor; what'll you say to him?
THE TELEPHONIST: Doctor, I -shill-say-to him, I've those
pains in my back again, bu.tdon'tlook so sad, grit your teeth,
I'U be paying your bill soon as l'vemarried Mr Puntila. And
take your time over me, we're only on the first course, the
water for the coffee's not even on yet, and you're responsible
forthe people's health.
The labourers roU two beer baTTels into the hous•.
SLY-GROG EMMA:That'sbeergoingin.
MATTl: And then you'll be sitting with the parson too. What'll
you say to him?
THE MILKMAID: I shall say from now on I'll have time to go
to church Sundays any time I feel in the mood.
MATTI: That's not enough for a lunch-time conversation. &0I shall add this: 'Y"O~"'Revere~, the sight today. of hisu the
milkmaid eating off a china plate must give you the greatest
J)leasure7"""for in God's sight all are equal, so say the
~riptures,.so why not in that of Mr Punrita? And as the new
lady of the manor she'll be sure chat you get a little
someching, the usual few botdes of wine for your birthday,
so you Can go on saying fine things from your pulpit about
the heavenly pastures, now that she no longer has to go out
'in.to the earthly pastures to.millr the cO"lll'!:""

In the course of Matti's big speeches Punt"" has come Ollt on
to the ",eranda.
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Let me know when you get to the end of your
speech. Who are these people?
THE TELEPHONIST, laughing: Your fiancees, Mr Puntila,
d'you not know them?
PUNTlLA: r don't know any of you.
SL Y-GROG EMMA: Of course you know u" lookatourring,.
THE CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: Off the curtain-pole at the
chemist', in Kurgela.
PUNTILA: Whatd'you want here? Kick up a stink?
.
.
MkT-T1: Mr PuntiJa, it mayn't be the ideal moment, m midmorning so to speak, but we were just disc~ssing how ,;e
could contribute to the engagement celebrauons at Puntila
Hall and we've founded a Confederation of Mr Puntila's
( fiancees .

books say it's hard work butthe work's worth while; though

PUNTI LA:

Why not :I trade union while y'0u're about it?
Things like that shoot up like mushrooms when you're
around. he place. I know which paper youread-.
SL Y-GROG EMMA: It's jusdora bit of a laugh >,nd maybe a cup
of coffee.
PUNTlLA: 1 know those laughs of yours. You've come round
to blackmail me into giving you something, you scroungers.
SL Y-GROG EMMA: No, no, no.
PUNTILA : I'll give you something to remember me by all!ight;
thought you'd have a high old time because I acted friendly
to you, didn't you? You'd best clear out before I have the
lot of you thrown off the estate and telephone the police.
You're the telephonist at Kurgela, aten't you? I'll ring yo~r
supervisor and see if that's the sort of laughs t~ey allow m
the public service, and as for the rest of you I'll ftnd out who
you are soon enough.
. .
SLY-GROG EMMA: We get it. You know, Mr Punula, It was
more for old times' sake. 1 think I'll just sit down in your
yard so 1 can say 'I was sitting at Puntila's once, I was
invited'. She sits on the ground. 1'here, now nobodY'can say
any different, this is me sitting. I needn't say. it was-mrno
chair but the b..., soil of Tavastland about which th!.~!:hoo
PUNTlLA:

not of course who does the work or whose while it is worth.

Did 1 or didn't I smell a calf roasting, and wasn't there some
beer?
She sings:
For the Tansdander clasps his country to his hean
With its lakes and its trees and the clouds above its hills
From its cool green woods to its humming paper mills.
And now help me, girls, don't leave me sitting in this historic
position.
PUNTlLA: Getoffmyland.
The four women throw their straw wreaths on the ground
and leave the yard. Matti sweep.s the straw into a pile.

8
Tales from Finland
Country road. Evening. The four women are walking home.

How's one to tell what son of a mood
they'll be in? When they've been on the booze they're full
of jokes and pinching your you-know-what, and it's all you
can do to stop them getting intimate and straight into the old
hay; then five minutes later something'S hit their liver and all
they want is call the police. I think I got a nail in my shoe.
THE TELEPHONIST: The sole's halfoff.
THE MILKMAID: It wasn't made for five hours' walking on a
country road.
SLY·GROG EMMA: I've worn it out. Should have lasted
Sl Y-GROG EMMA:
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another year. A stone's what I need. Tbey aU sit down, and
she bangs the nail in ber sboe flat. As I was saying, you never
know where you are with that lot, sometimes they're one
way, sometimes another till your head spins. The last police
sergeant's wife used often to send for me to massage her poor
swollen feet in the middle of the night, and every time she
was different according to how she was getting on with her
husband. He was having it off with the maid. Time she gave
me a box of chocolates I knew he'd sent tl.!s.girl.packing, but
a moment later apparent~d..started seeing her again,
'cause however h'!J;d she tried racking her brains she just
couldn't remember I'd given her twelve massages that
montv,;;-ot six. All of a sudden her memory had gone.
THE CHEMISTS ASSISTANT: Other times it works out all
right for them. Like Chicago Charlie who made a fortune
over there, then came back to his relatives twenty years later.
They were so poor they used to beg potato peelings from my
mother, and when he arrived they served him roast veal to
sweeten him up. As he scoffed it he told them he'd once lent
his granny fifty marks and it was disturbing to find them so
badly off they couldn't even settle their debts.
THE TElEPHONIST: ~y know wbauhey're up to all right.
Must be some reason why they get so rich. There was this
landowner our way got one of the tenants to drive him across
the frozen lake in the winter of 1908. They knew there was
a break in the ice, but they didn't know where, so the tenant
had to walk in front the whole seven miles or so. The boss
got frightened and promised him a horse if they got to the
other side. When they'd got half-way he spoke again and
said, 'If you find the way aU right and I don't fall through
I'll see you get a calf.' Then they saw the lights of some
village and he said, 'Keep it up and you'll have earned that
watch.' Fifty yards from the shore he was talking about a
sack of potatoes, and when they got there he gave him one
mark and said, 'Took your time, didn't you l' We're too
stupid for their jokes and tricks and we fall for them every
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time. Know why? 'Cause they look just the same as our sort,
and that's what fools us. If they looked like bears or
rattlesnaltes people might be more on their guard.
THE CHEMISTS ASSISTANT: Nevedark with them and never
accept anything from them.
SL Y·GROG EMMA: Never accept anything from them: I like
that, when they've got everything and us nothing. Try not
accepting anything from the river when you're thirsty.
THE CHEMIST'S ASSISTANT: I've got a thirst like a horse,
girls.
THE MILKMAID: Me too. At Kausala there was a girl went
with the son of the farm where she worked as a maid. There
was a baby, but when it all came to court in Helsinki he
denied everything so as not to pay maintenance. Her mother
had hired a barrister, and he p~oduced the letters
trtrow
wrote from the army. They speUed it all ou and could have
got him five years for perjury.,.But"when the judge read out
the first letter, took his ti~ over it, he did, she stepped up
and asked for them back, so she got no maintenance. She was
crying buck'e"ts, they said, when she came out of court
carryingthe letters, and her mother was livid and he laughed
hi;;self silly . That's lovefor you.
1OCf£,.TF.oWE.I'HONIST: Itwas"a stupid thing to ao.
SLY·GROG EMMA: But·tharkind-ohhing·CUI·he·cleve , it all""'
depends. There was a fellow up near Viborg wouldn!t-,.CC;pt
anything from them. He was in the 1918 busi~ with the
Reds, and at Tammerfors they put hilD-ir, camp for that,
such a young chap, he was so hU3&rfhe had to eat grass, not
a thing would they give him to eat. His mother went to visit
him and took some grub alo~g. Fifty miles each way it was.
She livcd in a cottage and the landlord's wife gave her a fish
to take and a pouna of butter. She went on foot except when
a farmcart canfe along and gave her a lift. She told the farmer:
'I'm off tb visit my son Athi who's been put in camp with
the Rf ds at Tammerfors, and the landlord's wife has given
me·.. 6sh for him in the goodness of her heart and this'pound
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of butter.' When the fanner heard this he made her get down
because her son was a Red, but as she passed the wome'n
doing their washing in the river she again said ' I'm of{ to
T ammerfors to visit my son who's in the Reds' cam there,

and the landlord's wife in the goodness of her heart,lias given
me a fish to take him and this pound of but~~nd when
she got to the camp at Tammerfors she repeated her story to
the commandant and he let her in thougJ( normally it was
forbidden. Outside the camp the grass w~ still growing, but
behind the barbed wire there was no,g1een grass left, not a
leaf on any of the trees, they'd eaten die lot. It's God's truth,
you know. She hadn't seen Athi fol two years, what with the
civil war and him being in that/ amp, and he was thin as a
rake. 'Here you are, Athi, and look, here's a fish and the
butter the landlord's wife gale me for you.' Athi said hullo
Mum to her and asked aftelher rheumatism and some of the
neighbours, but he wasn't going to accept the fish and the
butter at any price, hl ;ust got angry and said, 'Did you
softsoap the landlord's wife for that stuff? If so you can
bloody well carry j back. I'm not accepting nothing from
that lot.' She wa}/forced to pack her presents up again, even
though Athi was starving, and she said goodbye and went
back on foot
before except when a can came along and
gave her ~lift. This time she told the farmhand, 'My boy
Athi's in, prison camp and he refused a fish and some butter
becauselI'd softsoaped the landlord's wife for them and he's
not accepting nothing from that lot.' She said the same thing
to.{verybody she met, so it made an impression all along the

/way,...d that_"L<lSJifty.aoiJu.
THE M I [K M A'I'D: 'Flrere are fellows liKe ina "'thi of ners.
SL Y-GROG EMMA: Not enough.

They get up and walk on in silence.

9
Puntila betroths his daughter to a human being
Dining-room with little tables and a vast sideboard. Parson,
Judge and Lawyer are standing smoking and having coffee. In
the corner sits Puntila, drinking in silence. Next door there is
dancing to the sound ofa gramophone.

True faith is seldom to be found. Instead we
find doubt and indifference, enou~h to make one despair of
our people. I keep trying to din it into them that not one
single blackberry would grow but for Him, but they treat the
fruits of nature as entirely natural and gobble them down as
if it was aU meant. Part of their lack of faith comes from the
fact that they never go to church, so I am left preaching to
empty pews; as though they lacked transport ... why,
every milkmaid's got a bicycle; but it's also because of their
inborn wickedness. What other explanation is there when I
attend a deathbed as I did last week and speak of all that
a,,:aits a man in the other life, and he comes up with 'Do you
thmk this dr~ug~t's going to spoil the potatoes ?'? When you
hear somethmg hke that you have to ask yourself if the whole

THE PARSON:

thing isnJt just a waste of time.

I feel for you. It's no picnic trying to bash a little
culture into these bumpkins.
TH7 LAWYER: We lawyers don't have all that easy a time
either. What's always kept us in business has been the small
pea~ants, those rock-hard characters who'd sooner go on the
pansh than forgo their rights. People still get something out
of a quarrel, but they're hampered by their meanness. Much
as they enjoy insulting each other and stabbing one another
and pulling down each other's fences, soon as they realise
TH E ] U D G E:
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that J awsuits cost moneY-lheir ardour. quickly_ cools and
they'll aband.5ii" the most promising case for purely
mercenary reasons.
THi..-J..Uru;i.E:_We-live-in a commercial age. Everything gets
flattened out and the good old institutions disapRear. It's
dreadfully hard not to lose confidence in our p,eople but to
keep on trying to introduce it to a bit of culture.
THE LAWYER: It's all very well for Puntila,.lf.s fields grow of
their own accord, but a lawsuit's a terribly sensitive plant and
by the time it's fully mature your liair will have gone grey.
How often do you feel it's ~ver, it can't last any longer,
there can be no further pleas, ,t's doomed to die young; then
something happens and there's a miraculous recovery. It's
when it's in its infancy that a case demands the most careful
treatment, that's when the morulity figures peak. Once it's
been nursedollfi to adolescence it knows its way around and
can manage on its own. A case that has lasted more than four
or five years has every prospect of reaching a ripe old age.
ButWin-berweenotitm!!oftlft'dogl!l·life.
Enter the Att4ch. and the Parson', Wife.
PARSON'S WIFE: Mr Puntila, you musm't neglect your guests;
the Minister's dancing with Miss Eva at the moment, but he
has been asking for you.
Puntila doem 't answer.
"\t!ff:w!"r.A. Q;!.E..;J:lis Rey&r-'I\E~made a.deli£.iously witty
riposte to my Minister just now. He asked if she appreciated
jazz. I was positively on tenterhooks to know how she
would deal with tnat.one. She thought for a moment, then
she answered well anyway you can't dance to a church organ
so it's all the same to her wha~nstruments you use. The
Minister laughed himself silly at her joke. Eh, Puntila, what
d'you say to that?
PUNTlLA: NOJhi!.lg, because I don:t criticise my~guests. He
beckons to the Judge. Freddie, do you like that face?
THE JUDGE: Whichoned'you mean?
P UNTI LAo The Attache's. Let's have a straight answer.
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THE JUDGE: Go easy, Puntila, that punch is pretty strong.
THE ATTACHE humming the tune being played next door and
t4pping the time with his feet: Gets into the old legs, eh what?
PUNTILA again beckons to the Judge, who does his best not to
notice: Fredrik! Tell me the truth : how do you like it? It's
costing me a forest.

The other gentlemen join in and hum

'J e

cherche apres

Titine'.
THE ATTACHE unconscious of what is coming: I could never
remember poetry even at school, but rhythm is in my blood.
THE LAWYER since Puntila is violently beckoning: It's a bit
warm in here; what about shifting to the drawing-room?
Tries to draw the Attache away.
TIi~>A_T'l' A C HE :· Qnly th~ other dar l m_~ t .. remember
a-line, 'Yes, we have no bana[]Qs'!,So I have hopes of my
1M" ilIJ.
PUNTILA: Fr~ddie! Take a good look at it and let's have your
verdict. Freddie!
THE JUDGE: You know the one about the Jew who left his
coat hanging in the cafe. The pessimist said 'He's bound to
get it back.' Whereas the optimist said 'Not a hope in hell
of his getting it back.'
The gentlemen laugh.
THE ATTACHE: And did he get it back?
The gentlemen laugh.
THE J UDG E: I don't think you'v~ entirely seen the point.
PUNTILA: Freddie!
THE ATTACHE: You'll have to aplainit tome. Surely you got
the answers the wrong way round. It's the optimist who
oughtto be saying 'He's bound to g~t it back.'
THE JUDGE: No, the pessimist. You se~, the joke is that th~
coatis an old on~, and it's bett~dor him if he loses it.
THE ATTACHE: Oh I see, it's an old coat? You forgot to
mention that. Hahaha! It's the most capital joke I ev~r heard.
PUNTILA gets up lawering: The hour has struck. A f~llow like
this is more than Il~sh and blood can bear. Fredrik, you have
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been avoiding my solemn question about having a face like
that in the family. But I am old enough to make up my mmd
for myself. A person without a sense of humour isn't human.
With dignity: Leave my house - yes, i~'s ~ou I'm taIking to
- stop looking round as if you thought It mIght be somebody
else.
.
THE JUDGE: Puntila, you are going too far.
THE ATTACHE: Gentlemen, I would ask you to forget this
incident. You cannot imagine how delicate is the position of
a member of the diplomatic corps. The slightest weakness,
morally speaking, can lead to the refusal of on~'s agrement.
In Paris once, up in Montmartre, the mother-m-Iaw of the
Rumanian First Secretary began bitting her lover with an
urn brella and there was an irrevocable scandal.
PUNTlLA: A scavenger in tails. A scavenger that gobbles up
forests.
TH E ATTACHE, carried away: You see the point: it's not t.hat
she has a lover, which is nonnal, nor that she beats him,
which is understandable, but that she does it with an
.
umbrella, which is vulgar. A question of nuance..
THE LA WYER: Puntila, he's right, you know. HIS honour IS
very vulnerable. He's in the diplomatic service.
TH E J UDG E: That punch is too strongJory.ou: Johann~s. .
PU NTlLA: Fredrik, you don't realise how senous the SituatIOn
IS.
THE PARSON: Mr Puntila is a little over-emotional, Anna,
perhaps you should see what's going on in the drawingroom.
PUNTlLA: There's no danger of my losing control of myself,
. missis. The punch is its usual self and the only t~ing th~t's
too much for me is this gentleman's face whIch I fmd
repugnant for reasons which you can surely understand ..
TH E ATTACHE: My sense of humour was most f1attenngly
alluded to by the Princess Bibesco when she remarked to
Lady Oxford that I laughed at jokes .or bo!"s mots before
thex're made, meaning that I'm-very qUlOk;wltted.
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PU NTI LA: My god, Freddie, his sense of humour!
THE ATTACHE: So long as no names are mentioned it can all
be mended, it's only when names and insults are mentioned
in the same breath that things are beyond mending.
PUNTILA, with heavy sarcasm: Freddie, what am I to do? I
can)t remember his name; now he's telling me I'll never be
able to get rid of him. 0 thank God, it's just occurred to me
that I read his name on an IOU I had to buy back and that
it's Eino Silakka; now will he go, do you think?
TH E ATT AC HE: Gentlemen, a name has now been mentioned.
From now on every word will have to be most meticulously
weighed.
PUNTILA: What can you do? Suddenly shouting: Get out of
here at once and don't you ever let me catch another glimpse
of you at Puntila Hall! I'm not hitching my daughter to a
scavenger in tails!
THE ATTACHE, turning to face him: Puntila, you have begun
to be insulting. To throw me out of your house is to cross
that fine boundary beyond which scandal sets in.
PUNTlLA:· lt's tOO much. My patienc~giYillgout.,' was
going to let you know-priv;;(e1y that your face gets on my
nel'Nes ana yO:;; d better go, but you force me to make myself
dear and·...y 'You shit, get out!'
THE ATTACHE: Puntila, I take that amiss. Good day,
gentlemen. Exit.
PUNTILA: Don'tloiter like that! Let me see you run, I'll teach
you to give me pert answers!
.
) .
He hurries afteT him. All but the Judge and the parson s wife
follow .
THE PARSON'S WIFE: There'll be ascandal.
Enter Eva.
EVA: What wrong? What's all that din out in the yard?
THE PARSON'S WIFE, hurrying to heT: My poor child,
something unpleasant has occurred, you must ann yourself
with courage.
EVA: What's occurred?
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TH E J UDG E, fetcbing a glass of .berry: Drink this, Eva. Your
father got outside a whole bowl of punch, then he suddenly
took exception to Eino's face and threw him out.
EVA: 0 dear, thissherry's corked. What did he say to him?
THE PARSON'S WIFE: Don't you feel shaken, Eva?
E V A: Yes,

of course.

Tbe par<on come< back.
PARSoN:Terrible.
THE PARSON'S WIFE: What's terrible? Did' something
happen?
THE PARSON: A terrible scene in the yard. He threw stones
athim.
EVA: Did he hit him?
THE PARSON: I don't know. The lawyer quickly~between
them. And to think that the Minister's in the drawing room
nextooor.

EVA: Then I'm pretty sure he'll go, Uncle Fredrik. Thank
heaven we got the Minister along. It wouldn't have"been half
the scandal otherwise.
THE PARSON'S WIFE,Eva!

Enter Puntila and Matti,fol/owed byuina and Fina.
PUNTlLA: I have just had a profound insight into the depraviry
of this world. In I went with the best ,of intentions and told
them that there'd been a mistake, thaF I'd all but betrothed
my only daughter to a scavenger Sut now I'm quickly
betrothing her to a human being. It has long been my
ambition to betroth my daughter to a first-rate human being,
Matti Altonen, a conscientious chauffeur and a friend of
mine. So you are to drink a ~oast to the happy. c?uple. ~
kind of response do you thmk I got? The MmlSter,;wliom
I'd taken for an educated man, looked at me like<Omething
the cat had brought in and called for his"ca1.And the others
naturally followed him like sheep.,Saa:' I felt like a Christian
marryr among the lions and~e them a piece of my mind.
He cleared off guickly ~ I managed to catch him by his car,
I'm jJleiise!FiG.say~.and" told him he'v.obit toli.T1aKeirI
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was voicing the general opinion?
MATTI: Mr Puntila, suppose the two of us went into the
kitchen and discussed the whole thing avera bowl of punch?
PUNTlLA: Why the kitchen? We've done nothing yet to
celebrate your engagement, only tM-ether one. A bit of.
is flike. Put the tables together, you people, make me a
festive board. We're going to celebrate. Fina, you come and
sit by me. He IUs down in the middle of tbe room wbile tbe
other< bring the little table. together to make one long table

in front ofhim. Eva and Matti togetherfetch cbair<.
" EVA: DOD't-look,.at-rnrl.ke--my-father-m.p~a.,smelly
'~ieaRI~ Not so long ago you were looking at me quite
- ~ differenily.
MATTl: That was for show. .
EV A: Last night when you wanted!o take me catching crayfish
on the island it wasn't to catch crayfish.
MATTI: That was night-time, and it wasn't to get married
either.
PUNTILA: Parson, you sit next the maid. Mrs Parson next the
cook. Fredrik, come and sit at a decent table for once. Tbey

al/.it down reluctantly. Silence ensues.
THE PARSON'S WIFE, to Laina: Have you started bottling
your this year's mushrooms yet?
LAINA: I don't bottle them, I dry them.
THE PARSON'S WIFE:Howdoyou do that?
LAINA: I cut them in chunks, string them together with a
needle and thread and hang them in the sun.
PUNTILA, I want to say something about my daughter'S
fiance. Matti, I've had my eye on you and I've got an idea
of your character. To say"nothing of the fact that there've
been no more mechanical breakdowns since you eame to
P..uAtih," }.M1I-: I respect you as a human being, I've not
forgotten that episode this morning. I saw how you looked
as I stood on the balcony like Nero and drove away beloved
guests in my blindness and confusion; I told you about those
attacks of mine. All through tonight'S parry, as you may
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have noticed - or must-bavc-guessed-if-you weren't there I sat quiet and withdrawn, pictUring those four women
trudging back to Kurgela on foot after not getting a single
drop of punch, just harsh words. I wouldn't be surprised if
their faith in Puntila were sh,\ken. I ask you, Matti: can you
forget that?
MATTI: Mr Puntila, you can treat itas forgotten. But please use
all your authority to tell your daughter that she cannot marry
a chauffeur.
THE PARSON:Verytrue.
EV A: Daddy, Matti and I had a little argument while you were
outside. He doesn't think you'll give us a sawmill, and won't
believe I can stand living with him as a simple chauffeur's
wife.
PUNTlLA: What d'you say to that, Freddie?
JUDGE: Don't ask me, Johannes, and stop looking at me like
the Stag at Bay. Ask Laina.
PUNTlLA: Laina, I putitto you, do you think I'm a man who'd
economise on his daughter and think a sawmill and a flour
mill plus a forest too much for her?
LAINA, interrupted in the mid,t of a whispered con"enation
with the parson'. wife about mu.hroom., iudging from the
gesture" Let me make you some coffee, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA: Matti, can you fuekdecently?
MA TTl: I'm told so.
PUNTlLA: That's nothing_ Can you do it indecently? That's
what counts. Butl don't expect an answer. I know you never
blow your own trumpet, you don't like that. But have you
fucked Fina? So I can ask her? No? Extraordinary.
MATTl: Can we change the subject, Mr Puntila?
EVA, ha"ing drunk a bit more, get. to her feet and makes a
speech: Dear Matti, I beseech you m.t!te me your wife so I
may have a husband like other girls do, and if you like we
can go straight off to catch crayfish without nets. I don't
consider myself anything special despite what you think, and
I can live with you even if we have to go short.
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PUNTILA:Bravo!
EVA: But if you don't wantto go after crayfish because you feel
it's too frivolous then I'll pack a small case and drive off to
your mother's with you. My father won't object. ..
PUNTlLA: Quite the contrary, only too delighted.
MATTI/ikewise ,tand. up and quickly knocks back two glasse"
Miss Eva, I'll join you in any piece of foolishness you like,
but take you to my mother's, no thanks, the old woman
would have a stroke. Why, there's hardly so much as a sofa
at her place. Your Reverence, describe Miss Eva a pauper
kitchen with sleeping facilities.
THE PARSON solemnly: Extremely poverty-stricken.
EV A: Why describe it? I shalls.. for myself.
MATTI: Try asking myoid lady where the bathroom is.
EV A: I shall use the public sauna~
\ MATTI: On Me Puntila's money? You've got your sights on
that sawmill-owner, but he isn't materialising, 'cause Mr
Puntila is a sensible person or will be when he comes to first
thing in the morning.
PUNTILA: Say nO more, say no more about that Puntila who
is our common enemy; that's the Puntila who was drowned
in a bowl of punch this evening, the wicked fellow. Look at
me now, I've become human, all of you drink too, become
human, never say die!
MATTI: I'm telling you I just can't take you to my mother's,
she'd hammer my ears with her slippers if I brought home
a wife like that, if you really want to know.
EV A: Matti, you shouldn't have said that.
PUNTILA: The girl's right, you're going too far, Matti. Eva has
her faults and she may finish up a bit on the fat side like her
mother, but not before she's thirty or thirty-five, at the
moment I could show her anywhere.
MATTI: I'm not talking about fat, I'm saying she's hopelessly
unpractical and no kind of wife for a chauffeur.
THE PARSON: I entirely agree.
MATTI: Don't laugh, Miss Eva. You'd laugh on the other side
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of your face if my mother tested you out. You'd look pretty
silly then.
EVA: Matti, let's try. You're the chauffeur and I'm your wife;
tell me what I'm supposed to do.
p iJ NT I L A: That's what Ilike to hear. Get the sandwiches, Fina,
we'll have a snug meal while Matti tests Eva till she's black
and blue all over.
MATTI: You stay there, Fina, we've no servants; when
unexpected guests tum up we've just got what's generally in
the larder. Bring on the herring, Eva.
E V A, cheerfully: I won't be a moment. Exit.
PUNTILA calls after her: Don't forget the butter. To Matti: I
like the way you're determined to stand on your own feet
and not accept anything from me. Not everyone would do
that.
THE PARSON'S WIFE to LAina: But I don't silt my field
mushrooms, I cook them in butter with some lemon,. the
litde button ones I mean. I use blewits for botding too.
LAI N A: I don't count blewits as really delicate mushrooms, but
they don't taste too bad. The only delicate ones are field
mushrooms and repes.
EVA, returning with a dish of herring: We've no butter in our
kitchen, right?
MATTI: Ah, there he is. I recognise him. He takes the dish. I
met his brother only yesterday and another relative the day
before; in fact I've been meeting members of his family ever
since I first reached for a plate. How many times a week
would you like to eat herring?
EVA: Three times, Matti, if need be.
LAI N A: It'll need be more than that, like itor not.
MATTI: You've alot to learn still. When my moth« was cook
on a farm she used to serve it five times a week. Laina serves
it eight times. He takes a herring and holds it up by the tail:
Welcome, herring, thou filler of the poor! Thou morning,
noon and night fodder, and salty gripe in the guts! Out of
the sea didst thou come, and into the earth shalt thou go. By
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thy power are forests cut down and fields sown, and by thy
power go those machines called farmhands which have not
as yet achieved perpetual motion. 0 herring, thou dog, but
for tltee we might start asking the farmers for pig meat, and
what would come of Finland then?
He puts it back, cuts it up and gwes l!'IJeryone a smallpuce.
PUNTlLA: It tastes to me like a delicacy because I eat it so
seldom. That sort of inequality shouldn't be allowed. Left
to myself I'd put all the income from the estate in a single
fund, and if any of my staff wanted money they could help
themselves, because if it weren't for them there'd be nothing
there. Right?
MATTI: I wouldn't recommend it. You'd be ruined in a week
and the bank would take over.
PUNTlLA: That's what you ' say, \ but I say different. I'm
practically a communist, and if I were a farmhand I'd make
old Puntila's life bell for him. Go on with your test, I find
it interesting.
MATTI: If I start to think wbat a woman has to be able to do
before I can present her to my mother then I think of my
socks. He takes off a shoe and gwes his sock to EfJa. For
instance, how about darning that?
THE JUDGE: It is a lot to ask. I said nothing about the herring,
but even Juliet's love for Romeo would hardly have
weathered such an imposition as darning his socks. Any love
that is capable of so much self-sacrifice could easily become
uncomfortable, for by definition it is too ardent and
therefore liable to make work for the courts.
M A TTl: Among the lower orders socks are not mended for love
but for reasons of economy.
THE PARSON: I doubt if the pious sisters who taught her in
Brussels had quite this sort of thing in mind.
E'lJa has returned with needle and thread and starts sewing.
MATTI: If she missed out on her education she'll have to make
up for it now. To EfJa: I won't hold your upbringing against
you so long as you show willing. YQU·...ere-unlucky in·your
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PUNTILA has stood up and is following with interest: Pull!
THE PARSON: I would call that a remarkably sound lesson.

choice of parents and never learned anything that matters.
That herring just now showed what vast gaps there are in
your knowledge. I deliberately picked socks because I
wanted to see-what·sort of.stuff youlremade of.
FINA: I could show Miss Eva how.
PUNTlLA: Pull yourself together, Eva, you've a good brain,
you're not going to get this wrong.
Eva reluctantly gives Matti the sock. He lifts it up and inspects
it with a sour smileJor it is hopelessly botched.
FIN A: I couldn't have done it any better without a darning egg.
PUNTlLA: Why didn't you use one?
MATTI: Ignorance. To the judge, who is laughing: It's no
laughing matter, the sock's ruined. To Eva: If you're dead
set on marrying a chauffeur it's a tragedy because you'll have
to cut your coat according to your cloth and you can't
imagine how little of that there is. But I'll give you one more
chance to do better.
E V A: I admit the sock wasn't brilliant.
MATTI: I'm the driver on an estate, and you help out with the
washing and keeping the stoves going in winter. I get home
in the evening, how do you receive me?
EVA: I'll be betteratthat, Matti. Come home.
Matti walks away a few paces and pretends to come in
through a door.
E V A: Matti! She runs up to him and kisses him.
MATTI: Mistake number one. Intimacies and lovey-dovey
when I come home tired.
He goes to an imaginary tap and washes. Then he puts out
his hand for a towel.
EV A has started talking away: Poor Matti, you tired? I've spent
all day thinking how hard you work. I wish I could do it for
you. Fina hands her a towel, which she disconsolately passes
to Matti.
EVA: I'm sorry. I didn't realise what you wanted.
Matti gives a disagreeable growl and sits down at the table.
Then he thrusts his boot at her. She tries to tug it off

You see how unnatural it is.
MATTI: That's something I don't always do,

but today you see
I was driving the tractor and I'm half dead, and that has to
be allowed for. What did you do today?
EVA: Washing, Matti.
MATTI: How many big items did you have to wash?
EVA: Four. Four sheets.
MATTI: You tell her, Fina.
FINA: You'll have done seventeen at least and two tubs of
coloureds.
MA TTl: Did you get your waterfrom the hose, or did you have
t? P?ur it in by the bucket 'c~use the hose wasn't working
,
hke It doesn't at Puntila's?
PUNTlLA: Give me stick, Matti, I'mn~ good.·
EVA: By the bucket.
MATTI: Your nails [he takes her hand] have got broken
scrubbing the wash or doing the stove. Really you should
always put a bit of grease on them, that's the way my
mother's hands got [he demonstrates] swollen and red. I'd
say you're tired, but you'll have to wash my livery, I'm
afraid. I have to have it clean for tomorrow.
EVA: Yes, Matti.
M A TTl: That way it'll be properly dry first thing and you won't
have to getup to iron it till five-thirty.
Matti gropes for something on the table beside him.
E V A, alarmed: What's wrong?
MATTI: Paper.
Eva jumps up and pretends to hand Matti a paper. Instead
oftaking it he goes on sourly groping around on the table.
FINA: On the table.
Eva finally puts it on the table, but she still has not pulled the
second boot off, and he bangs it impatiently. She sits down
on the floor once again to deal with it. Once she has got it off
he stands up, relieved, snorts and combs his hair.
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E V A, able to l4ugh once more: Daddy, I doubt if it would work.
THE PARSON: That's the way itis.
PUNTlLA: What d'you mean, you doubt?
EVA: And I now see my education was all wrong. I think I'll

EVA: I've been embroidering my apron, that'll add a touch of

colour, don't you think? You can add toucbes of colour all
over the place if only you know how. Do you like it, Matti?
Matti, disturbed in his reading, knuers the paper exhaustedly
and gives Eva a pained look. She is startled into sdence.
FINA: No talking while he's reading the paper.
MATTI, getting up: You see?
PUNTILA: I'm disappointed in you, Eva.
M ATTl, almost sympathetically: Failure all along the line.
W.nting to eat herring only three times a week, no egg for
darning the sock, then the lack of finer feelings when I arrive
home late, not shutting up for instance. And when they call
me up at night to fetch the old man from the station; how
aboutthat?
E V A: Ha, just let me show you. She pretends to go to a window
and shouts very rapidly: What, in the middle of the night?
When my husband's just got home and needs bis sleep? I
never heard anything like it. If he's drunk let him sleep it off
in a ditch. Sooner than let my husband go out I'll pinch his

go upstairs.
PUNTlLA: Ishall assen myself. Sit down at once, Eva.
EVA: Daddy, I'd better go, I'm sorry, but your engagement

pany's off, good night. Exit.
PUNTlLA: Eva!

Parson and judge likewise begin to leave. But the parson's
wife is still talking to Laina about mushrooms.
THE PARSON'S WIFE, with enthusiasm: You've almost
convened me, but bottling them is what I'm used to, I know
where I am. But I sball peel them beforehand.
LAIN A: You don't have to, you ju~t n~ed to clean off the din.
THE PARS 0 N: Come along, Anna; it's getting late.
PUNTILA: Eva! Matti, I'm writing her off. I fIX her up with a
husband, a marvellous human being, and make her so happy
she'll get up every morning singing like a lark; and she's too
grand for that, and bas doubts. I disown her. Hurries to the
door. I'm cutting you out of my will! Pack up your rags and
get out of my house! Don't~chink-J-didn!!-~ you.,..,...-all
set to take the Attache just because I- cold,·y ou- to, you
spineless dummy! Y.ou're no longer any daughter of mine.
THE PARSON: Mr Puntila, you are not in command of
yourself.
PUNTILA: Let me alone, go and preach that stuff in your
church, there's nobody to listen there anyway.
THE PARSON: Mr Puntila, I wish you good night.
P UNTl LA: Y ..;-off you-g ,leaving-behind y611 a-father·oowed
-do.m~wft:b sonow. How the hell did I come to have a
daughter like that, fancy catching her sodomising with a
scavenging diplomat. Any milkmaid could tell her why the
Lord God made ber a bottom in the sweat of his brow. That
she might lie with a man and slaver for him every time she
catches sight of one. To the judge: And you too, holding

trousers.
PU NTlLA: That's good, you must allow ber that.
EV A: Drumming folk up when they should be asleep. As if they

didn't get buggered about enough by day. Why, my husband
gets home and falls into bed half dead. I'm giving notice.
That better?
M ATTl, l4ughing: Eva, that's first rate. I'll get the sack of
course, but do that act in front of my mother and you'll win
her hean. Pl4yfully he sl4ps Eva on the bottom.
E V A, speechless, then furious: Stop that at once!
MATTI: What's the matter?
EVA: How dare you hit me there?
THE JUDGE has stood up, touches Eva on the shoulder: I'm
afraid you failed your test after all, Eva.
PUNTILA: What on earth's wrong with you?
MATTI: Are you offended? I shouldn't have slapped you, that
it?

-

~~~~~~~~~~~-

-
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your tongue instead of helping to expel her evil spirit. You'd
better get OUt.
THE JUDGE: That's enough, Puntila, just you leave me be. I'm
washing my hands in innocence. E:cit smiling.
PUNTI LA: You've been doing just that for the past thirty years,
by now you must have wasbed them away. Fc~rik,-you
..sed"" have.peasant's·hands·before you becam'e a JUdge'and
took·to-washingthem:in· nocenee.
THE PARSON, trying to disengage his wife from her conversation with Lama: Anna, it's time we went.
THE PARSON'S WIFE: No, I never soak them in cold water
and, you know, I don't cook the swks. How long do you
give them?
LAINA: I bring them to the boil once, that's all.
THE PARSON: I'm waiting, Anna.
THE PARSON'S WIFE: Coming. I let them cook ttD minutes.

THE PARSON'S WIFE: Then you add your salt right at the

stan?
LAIN A: Rightat the start. E:ceunt both.
PUNTlLA: Listen, the haadsare stiU down at the dancing.

From the direction ofthe lake Red Surkkala is heard ,inging.
A countess there lived in the northern countree
And lovely and fair she was.
'Oh forester, see how my garter is loose
It is loose, it is loose.
Bend down yourself and tie idorme.'
'My lady, my lady, don'tlook at me so.
I work here because I must eat.
Your breasts they are white.but the axe-edge is cold
It is cold, it is cold.
.
Death is bitter, though loving is sweet.'

The par$On go .. out shrugging his shoulders.
.
at the table once more: "Fhey're-nO! ftu ...... bemgs.
___
I can't·look on tItem os human.

PUNTlLA,

The forester fled that very same night.
He rode till he came to the sea.
'Oh boatman, oh take me away in your boat
In your boat, in your boat .
Take me away far over the sea. '

MATTI: Come to think of it, they_are, though. I knew a doctor

once would see .a-peasaiitbeating his horse and say 'He's
treat.ing1fi1ke" a human being'. 'Like an animal' would have
• /"
L
•
•
S!9.en.tfJ:e-wrong tmpfCSSiWl.
.
P U NTI LA: That is a profound truth. I'd like to have had a dnnk
on that. Have another half glass. I really appreciated your
way of testing her, Matti.
,.
MATTI: Sorry to have tickled up your daughter s backsl~e, Mr
Puntila, it wasn't part of the test, more meant as a kind of
encouragement, but it only showed the gulf between us as
you'U have seen.
PUNTILA: Matti, there's nothing to be sorry about. I've no
daughter now.
MATTI: Don't be so unforgiving. To Laina and the parson"
wife: Well, anyway I hope you got the mushroom question
settled?

-

-

--

A lady fox loved a rooster one day.
'Oh handsome, I must be your bride"
The evening was pleasant, but then came the dawn
Came the dawn, came the dawn.
All of his feathers were spread far and wide.
PUN"rJLA:

That's meant for me. Songs like that cut me to the

<Juick. Meanwhik Matti has put his arm around Fina and gone
dancing offwith her.

-----

---

---
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No~turne

Puntila Esquire and his man Matti climb Mount Hatelma

In the yard. Night. Puntila and Matti making water.

Library at Puntila's. Groaning and with his head wrapped in
a wet towel, Puntila is examining accounts. Laina the cook
.tands b..ide him with a basin and a second towel.

PUNTlLA: I could never live in a town. Because I like going

straight out and pissing in the open, under the stars, it's the
only way I get anything out of it. They say it's primitive in
the country, but I call it primitive when you do it into one
of those porcelain affairs.
MATTI: I know. You want to keep the sporting element.
Pause.
.
PUNTILA: I hate it when a fellow can't get any fun out of life.
That's what I look for in my men, a sense of fun. When I
see someone loafing around with a long face 1want to get rid
of him.
MATTI: I see your point. I can't think why all those people on
the estate look so wretched, all skin and bone and chalky
white faces and twenty years older than they should be. I bet
they're doing it to tease you, else they'd have the decency not
to show themselves around the yard when you got visitors.
PUNTlLA: As if anyone went hungry at Puntila's.
MATTI: Even if they did. They ought to be used to hunger in
Finland by now. They won't learn, they just aren't prepared
to try. 1918 polished off 80,000 of them, and that made it
peaceful as paradise. Because there were so many less mouths
to feed.
PU NT I LA: That sort of thing shouldn't be necessary.

PUNTILA: If-I-hear·.,f-the-Attaehe-having-anY-m<Ke.of-those

half-hour phone calls to Helsinki I shan call the engagemerit
off. I don't so much mind it C\>sting me a forest,. but-p.tty
thieving makes nlemrow up. And what are aI1 those blots
.~;:<::;gures in the egg book: am I to keep an eye on the
FINA, entering: His Reverence and the secretary of the milk

co-operative would like a word with you.
PUNTILA: I don't want to see them. My head's bursting. I

think I'm getting pneumonia. Show them in.
Enter the parson and the lawyer. Fina makes a rapid exit.•
THE PARSON: Good morning, MrPuntila, I trust that you had
a restful night. I.chaFlced.IQ' ...... iaeo'~ ~ md~e
Ihought we IlliIlht drop in to see how you were.
THE LAWYER: A night of misunderstandings, so to speak.
PUNTlLA: I spoke to Eino on the telephone, if that's what you
mean; he has apologised and that's that.
THE LAWYER: Puntila, my dear fellow, there is a further point
which you should perhaps consider. In-....-w-.".. lhe
misunderstandings that occurred at Puntila Hall c<:iifc'ern
your family Ii'" ano your relationship with members of the
government they are wholly your own affair. Unfortunately
that'is not all.
PUNTILA: Don!t-beat·about~the bush,-l1ekka. Any~damage
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that's been done, I'll pay.
THE PARSON: Unhappily there are some kinds of damage
~hich cann£.t be repaired by money , my dear Mr Puntila; To
put it bluntly, we've come to you in the friendliest spirit to
discuss the Surkkala problem.
I
PUNTILA: What aboutSurkkala?
THE PARSON: We unders tood you to say the other day that
you wanted to dismiss the man because, as you yourself put
it, he was an undesirable influence in the community.
PUNTlLA: I said I was going to chuck him out.
THE PARSON: Yesterday was quarter-day, Mr Puntila, but
Surkkala cannot have been given notice ort"mb utd-no t h.""
&een~HiattghLel

ineh13fGA..

PUNTlLA: What, not given notice? Lain.! Surkkala wasn't
given notice.
LA1NA:No. "
•
PUNTlLA: Why not?
EVA: You met him at the hiring fair and brough t him back in
the Studebaker and instead of giving him notice you gave him
a ten-mark note.
PUNTILA: How dare he take ten marks from me when I'd told
him more than once he'd have to be out by next quarter-day?
Fina! Enter Fina. Get me Surkkala right away. ExitFi",•. I've
got this terrible headache.
THE LA WYER: Coffee.
PUNTlLA: That's it; Pekk., I must have been drunk. I'm
always doing that sort of thing when I've had one too many.
I could kick mysell. That fellow ought to be in prison, taking
an unfair advantage.
THE PARSON: Mr Puntila, that "at be ;t, I am ' " " . We-all
__ ~know ·yow:..heart_is-in.-the.-+ight..!llace. It could only have
/'
happened when you were under the influence of drink.
PUNTlI.A: How appalling. In despair: What am I to say to the
Nation al Militia? My honour is at stake. Once this g.:"t~
around I'll be blacklisted. 'l:hey'll-step-bUjling.my-milkf-h...·
all Matti's fault, my driver, he sat next to him, I can se1 the

1
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whole thing. He knows I can't bear Surkkala, and allowed
me to give him ten marks all the same.
THE PARSON: Mr Puntila, there's no need for you to take this
affairto o tragically. Such things happen, you know.
PUNTILA: Don't tell me they happen . They'd better stop
happening, or I'cII get Illy self..m ade-a.W arof ConI t. I ean't
~milk-mysel4; I'll be ruined. P~dGn't j
... t sit
tbere;-·-do somem ing;--y eu'''' the .eeretat'}'! I'll make a
donatio n to the Nation al Militia. It's the drink, that's all.
Laina, it doesn't agree with me.
THE LAWYER: You'll pay him off then. He must go, he's
infecting the atmosphere.
THE PARSON: I think we should leave now, Mr Puntila. No
damage is beyond repair so long as one's intentions are good.
Good intentions are everything, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA shakes his hand: Thank you very much.
THE PARSON: Nothin g to thank us for, we're merely doing
our duty. Let's do it quickly.
THE LAWYER: And while you're about it it might be a good
idea to find out about the past history of that chauffeur of
yours, who makes no very good impression on me either.

Exeunt parson and lawyer.

PUNTILA: Laina, from now on no drop of alcohol shall pass
my lips, no, not one. I though t about it this mornin g when
I woke up. It's a curse. I decided to go to the cowshed and
make a resolution. I am very fond of my cows. Whatever I
resolve in my cowshed stands. Grandly: Fetch the bottles
out of my..s_ !,"cupb oard, all of "them, and all the alcohol
left in the house, I shall destroy it here and now by smashing
every single bottle. Never mind how much they cost, Laina,
think
of. the estate..
- . LAIN A: Right, Mr Puntila . But are you absolutely sure?
PUNTlLA: That's disgraceful about Surkkala, my not evicting
him, it's a frightful lesson to me. Ten Altone n too I want him
rightaw ay. Thai fellow's my evil genius.
LA1NA: Dear oh dear, they packed everything up once and

~-. --
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now they unpacked it again.
PU NTH.A: I said nothing about bringing your brats. You're the

alway. had aleehel at-hand when !he weakness came oyer
l!Je That was..t.be~Gf--alkvih-1 once read that the first
step to temperance was not to buy alcohol. Too few people
are aware of that. Once it's there, though, it must at least be
destroyed. To Matti: As for you, I've a purpose in letting
you watch, there's nothing could give you such a fright.
MATTI: That's right, Mr Puntila. Shall I take the bottles out
into the yard and smash them for you?
PUNTILA: No, I'll do it myself, you swindler, just the job
that'd be for you, eh, destroying this lovely liquor [he holds
up a bottle to inspect it] by drinking the lot.
LAINA: Don't spend too long looking at that bottle, Mr
Puntila, chuck it out of the window. •
PUNTILA: Perfectly right. To Matti, coldly: You'll never get
me to drink liquor again, you fUthy fellow. All you care
about is to have folk wallowing round you like pigs. True
love of your work is something you just don't know, you'd
never stir a finger if you didn't have to keep yourself from
starving, you parasite. Making up to me, eh? Spending night
after night toning me dirty stories, then leading me to insult
my guests 'cause all you care about is seeing everything
dragged into the mire you came from. You're a case for the
police, you told me yourself why you were always getting
dismissed, and didn't I catch you agitating among those
females from Kurgela, a rabble rouser, that's you. He ,tart,

one I have to settle with.
SURKKALA: That's what I thought, Mr Puntila, that's why I
brought them along, they can listen, it won't do them no
harm.
~!

Pause. Enter Matti . .c~ . .-

MATTI: Good morning, Mr Puntila, how's the headache?
PUNTlLA: Here the bastard comes. What!s this I bear ab.rut

X.
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~romise·but ·heaHy-=-tIe==<>Jcing .aIl-the.akohol.-l-never
weht as far .5 that 6ft pF@-"ious OGCuions, I'm aft aid;-so-I

Lai"" hurries off Enter Surkkalaandhis chilJren.

you,_up_to-alJ..kinds·.,f_tricks.eehind-my b:rck-? Didn't I warn
you only yesterday I'd sling you out withouu reference?
MATTI: Yes, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA: Shut up, I'm sick of your insolence and smart
~ answers. My friends have been telling me all about you.
How much did Surkkala pay you?
•
).
.
, u n "lao
PUNTI
. n to deny that you and Surkkala are as thick
as thieves, are you.
Red yourself, managed to stop
......ge.nillg1'id o!JiimJ'''' '9 lun
'
?
MATTI: Excuse me, Mr Puntila, I was simply carrying out your
orders.
PUNTILA: You must have realised those orders were without
rhyme or reason.
MATTI: Excuse me, but orders aren't as easily distinguished as
you might like. If I stuck to obeying the ones that made sense
you'd sack me for idling.
PUNTlLA: Don't put words in my mouth, you crook, you
know perfectly well I won't stand for elements like that on
my farm, agitating till-my IReD r"fuse--to-go' out- on-theheathland without an egg fo
'rrbreakfast, you bolshevik.
In my case it's
coholic fuddle stops me giving him
notice b
fight date so that I have to pay three months'
w
Sf!) be Ad of him ;~!h"Y""'it':rplanlred:
Laina and Fina keep bringing in bottles.
PUNTll.A: This time it's serious, Laina. Y'b\J-c:m-see-"-Hn!t-just

11

absent-minthdly pouring from the bottle into a glass which
his servant Matti has just thoughtfully brought him. Your
_

attitude to me is one of hatred, and you hope I'll fall for your
'That's right, Mr Puntila' every time.
LAIN A: Mr Puntila!
PUNTI LA: Don't bother me, there's nothing for you to worry
about. I'm only checking up to see if the shop swindled me
and to commemorate my inflexible resolve. To Matti: But I
saw through you from the start and was only watching for
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you to give yourself away, that's wby I got drunk with you
but you didn't notice. He continues to drink. You thought
you could lure me into a life of excess and m ~e wliO"opee
with me just sitting alongside you 3"d booz ing, but that's
where you made a mistake, my friends bave put the finger
on you.for me and very grateful to them I am, I drink this
glass to dWr beaIths. I'm appalled when rlook back at tb~t
life we lcd, those three days in the Park Hoteltbm die tnp
to finc!g,.galised.aloobol·amhlnm,aame. from K~rgela, what
a --1i!e- withou rhyme_ p-t.J:eason,._whcn I thmk of that
milkmaid at dawn trying to take advantage of tbe fact that
I'd had a couple and she'd got big knockers, Lisu I believe
sbe's called. You were always along of course, you rogue,
all the same you must admit those were good times, but I'm
not giving you my daugbter, you swine, but y?U aren't a
shit, I'll say that for you.
LAINA: Mr Puntila, you're drinking again!
PUNTlLA: Me drinking? Is that wbat you call drinking? A
bottle or two? He reaches for the second bottle. Destroy-it
[he hands her the empty oneJ. srnash..it, I ?ever wanuo~
it again~y.ou.bear4 what I "",d , .l.nd do", t leo!. ot me like..Our. LordJ9.RkiDg at Ret
\~t abide p~l~wbo -split
hairs. Jndicating Matt':"4"~
eops dragging m.
<;!pwn;-~~ you lot want.me to rota y bere .tilll'm so bo~ed
f J stal}j l!tlftg"1fty"t Oeffillh-. What so of a hfe am I leadmg
h ere? Nothing but ha~..nag.ps..<Jk ~d tot up the cattle
fee?~ afte: day( wf9'''1, , otrpygnii\;-~
LA.naandF.naleave,shakmgthezrheads.
PUNTlLA, gazing after them: R."'Y:--No- ..tAll> To
Surkkala's children: Rob, steal, become Reds, but don't
grow up to be pygmies, tbat's Puntila's advice to you. To
Surkkala: Sorry if I'm meddling in your children's
education. To Matti: Open that bottl•.
MATTI : I hope tbepW\d> is all right ond-IIO,-peppery like-the
other day. Us~ncedsJ;arefulhandling,Mr Puntil.,
PUNTlLA: I"know.,. and..careful-is-my. middle-name; -I always

4. (:
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<mak;;";-fir_s~.§jp~~~~-!::."n.sPit_it-out if
anything's wrong, if it weren't for being so carefuU~~~nk

the-..!!'.?-"_~...:!<able"~e::!Ol'geodn~~sake t~~ott1e; .

J- •

Matti, I pz:opose to commemo rafeine resolutions I've maae~)~r!'
ause the are inflexible, which' s.a..calamity all the sam<, _ ~, ( Here's to you, Surkkala. ~_ 
~f7rT·fE lJoe.tI:;at;;;;-an £ye an stay, Mr Puntila?
PUNTILA;liee~ ~~discuss that now, when thez:'sno,,~edse
around? StaYlOg IS no use to Surkkala PunnJa~HaJl ~·too,l/ V'
small fo? liim;-he doesn 't like it bete and who can blame him.
~[n hisslloe; j'al eel xacrty-tbe sa~-I\IlooI<1fn'Puiifilab\
_1- /,, ,
nothing but a capitalist, and youknow_,!,:hat I'd do to him? '
Sbove . down a salt mine, that's what I'<I-l!!<.e to do, show____
. 1m wh.t-workJ:.eally_is, the old fraud . Am I ri~a?
No need to be polite.
.
\.
SURKKALA'S ELDEST GIRL: But we wantto stay, MrPuntila.
PUNTILA: No, no, Surkkala's going and wild horses couldn't
stop bim. He goes to his desk, unlocks it, takes money from
the cashbox lind hands it to Surkkala. Less ten. To the
children: Always be glad you bave a father lik. that, wbo'll
go to tbe limit for his convictions. You're.his.e1dest-;-HeUa,
you must-be a support to him.-And-nowit's-time to-say
farewelL
He offers his hand to Surkkala. Surkkala does not take it.
SURKKALA: Come along, Hella, we'll get packed. Now you
children bave beard all there is to hear at Puntila's, let's go.
Exit with his children.
PUNTILA, painfully moved: My band's not good enougb for
him. Didn't yOll see me waiting for bim t<Unake a gesture
as we said goodbye, for some kind of word on bi. side? It
~-.:oune. The farm means nothing to him. }tootless.
Doesn't know the meaning of home. That's wby I let bim
go, like be insisted. A painful episode. He drinks. You and
me, Matti, we're Dot that sort. You are a friend and support
on my arduous path. Just looking at you gives m. a thirst.
How much do I pay you?

>11:/
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MATTl: Three hundred a month, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA: I'm putting you up to three hundred and fifty.
Because I'm particularly pleased with you. Dreamily: Matti,
one of these days I'd like to take you to climb Mount
Hatelma, where there's that famous view, so I can show you
what a splendid country you live in, you'll kick yourself for
not realising it earlier. Shall we climb Mount Hatelma,
Matti? It's not all that impossible, I'd say. We could do it in
spirit. Given a chair or twO we could.
MATTI: I'll do whatever you fancy, any day of the week.
PUNTI LA: I wonder if you have the imagination?
Matti is silent.
PUNTILA bunts out: Make me a mountain, Matti! Spare no
effort, leave no stone untumed, take the biggest rocks or it'll
never be Mount Hatelma and we shan't have any view.
MATTI: Everything shall be done as you wish, Mt Puntila. And
I realise an eight-hour day's out of the question if you. want
a mountain in the middle of the valley.
Matti kicks a valuable grandfather clock and a massive gun
locker to pieces, using the wreckage together with a number
of chain to build Mount Hatelma in a fury on top of the big
billiard table.
PUNTILA: Take that chair there! You won't get a proper
Mount Hate1ma unless you follow my directions, because I
know what's necessary and what isn't and I have the
responsibility. Y
might easily make "a mountain that
doesn't pay, in oth words provides no view for me and
gives me no pleasure, cs:use--you see all you're interested
in is having.-.ugh wo ' , it's I who have to give it a useful
objectiv;;": And now I nee a path up the mountain, and one
that allows me to drag
sixteen Stone up in comfort.
Without a path I'd say stuff ur mountain, so you see you
don't really think. I know how 0 motivate people, I wonder
MATTI: There you are, mountain's ready, you can climb up it
noW. lrs-affiountain complete with path,-ROt.one of thelf
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half-fin'
cffile,l"ilfsuch 1 hurry-'=he
only had six days so that he h. to go on an
a whole
horde.ef~r-yc-u-te-ta<:k1e thing. with, Mr l'uh,ila.
PUNTILAstarts to climb up it: I shall break my neck.
MATTI, gripping him: That's something you can do on level
ground if! don't prop you.
PUNTI LA: It's why I'm taking you, Matti. Else you'd never see
the lovely country which bore you and without which you'd
be crap, so be grateful to it.
MATTl : I'm grateful to it unto death, but I'm not sure that's
enough, because the 'Helsinki Sanomat' says you have to be
grateful beynnd death too.
p,UNTILA: First come fields and meadows, then the forest.
With its fir trees that can survive among rocks and live on
nothing, you'd be amazed how ~ittlethey need to get by.
MATTI: The ideal servants, so to speak.
PUNTILA : We're climbing, Matti; Excelsior! Leaving behind
us buildings and structures put up by human hands we enter
the pure realm of nature, which adopts a more austere
countenance. Shake off all your petty cares and abandon
yourself to the mighty sensation, Matti!
MATTI: I'm doing the best I can, Mr Puntila.
PUNTlLA : Oh thou blessed Tavasdand! One more pull at the
bottle, that we may see the full extent of thy beauty!
MATTI : Half a mo while I dash back down the mountain and
fetch up the plonk.
He climbs down, then up again.
PUNTlLA: I wonder if you can see the whole beauty of this
country. Are you a Tavastlander?
MATTI : Yes.
PUNTlLA: Then let me ask you: where else is there a sky like
the sky above the Tavast country? They say there are places
where it is bluer, but the moving clouds are more delicate
here, the Finnish winds are kindlier, and I wouldn't want a
different blue even if I could have it. And when the wilds'Wans take off with-that rushing sound from the marshy
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lakes, is that nothing? Don't-you IisWl to what they-~ay
about other places, Matti, they're having you on, justJtlck
to Tavastland, thar's my advice.
/
MATTI:Yes, MrPuntila.
/
PUNTILA : The lakes, for instance! Never mind tlfe forests, so
far as I am concerned, mine are over that ~~y J I'm having
the one on the point cut down; just take ¥Iakes, Matti, just
take one or two of them, forget the fish they're so full of,
just take the way the lakes loo~ the morning and it's
enough to stop you ever wantjng to .leave or you'd waste
away in foreign parts and die of homesIckness; and we've got
eight thousand of them in Fifrland.
MA TTl: Right, I'll just tak» t'e way they look.
PUNTILA: See that littl~(ug wirh a bow like a bulldog~ and the
tree trunks in the morning light? The way they SWim along
in the tepid waterI beautifully bundled and stripped, a small
fortune. I can srri~1l fresh timber ten miles off, can you? And
talking of the Imells we have in the Tavast country, ~at's a
chapter on
own, the berries for instance. After It has
the birch trees, when you come out of the sauna
rained.
and gell~hipped with a stout bush, and even in bed next
m"r.ni~g, how they smell! Where else do you find that?
Where on earth is there such a view?
- 'M TTl: Nowhere, Mr-Puntila.
PUNTILA: I like it best when it goes all hazy, like those instants
in love when you dose your eyes and there's a haze round
everything. Though I don't think you get that kind of love
outside Tavastland either.
MATTl: Where I was born we used to have caves with rocks
outside them round as cannon balls polished allover.
PUNTILA : I Aet Zou used to creep inside? Instead of minding
the cows? - ey, t (~see some. They're swimming across the
lake.
'{W({f
MATTI: I see them. M"ust be at least fifty head.
PUNTILA: At least sixty. There goes the train. If I listen
carefully I can hear the milk churns rattling.
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MATTI: If you listen really carefully.
PUNTILA: And I haven't shown you T.vasthus yet, the old
place, we've got cities too, I can pick out the Park Hotel,
they keep a decent wine there, I can recommend it. We'll
pass over the casde~ they've turned it into a women's prison

for politicals, what business have they gOt meddling in
politics anyway, but the steam mills make a nice picture at
this range, they brighten up the landscape. And now what
do you see to the left?
MATTI: Well, what do Isee?
PUNTILA: Eh, fields! You see fields as far as the eye can reach,
Puntila's are among them, particularly the heath, the soil's
so rich there I can milk the cows three times a day once I've
let them into the clover, and the wheat grows up to your chin
and twice a year at that. Join in 'lowJ
And the waVe8 on the beautiful Roina
Are kissing the milky_white sand.

Enter Fill4 and LAill4.
FINA:Lawks!
LA I NA: They've smashed up the whole library.
MA TTl: We're just standing on top of Mount Hatelma enjoying
the panorama.
PUNTI LA: Join in! Where's your feeling for your country?
ALL except Matti:
And the waves on the beautiful Roina
Are kissing the milky-white sand.
PUNTILA: 0 Tavastland, blessed art thou! With thy sky, thy
lakes, thy people and thy forests! To Matti: Tell me that your
heart swells at the sight of it all.
MATTI: My heart swells at the sight of your forests, Mr
Puntila.
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Scene
That oil and water cannot ever blend
Let's waste no tears, there's nothing we can do:
It's time your servants turned their backs on you.
They'll find they have a master really cares
Once they're the masters of their own affairs.

12
Matti turns his back on Puntila

He walks rapidly away.

The yard at Puntil4's. It is early morning. Matti comes out of
the house with a suitcase. Laina follows with a packed lunch.
LAI N A: Here, take yourlunch, Matti. I can'tthink why you're

going. Why not wait anywaytillMr Puntila'sup?
MATTI: I'd sooner not risk having him wake. He was that

pissed last night he was promising me in the early hours to
make over half his forest to me, and in front of witnesses too.
When he hears that he'll send for the police.
LAINA: But if you leave without a reference you'll be ruined.
MATTI: What's the good of a reference if he's either going to
write that I'm a Red or that I'm a human being? Neither will
getmeajob.
LAINA: He won't be able to manage without you now he's so
used to you.
M A TTl: He'll have to soldier on alone. I've had enough. I can't
take his familiarities after that business with 5urkkala.
Thanks for the lunch and goodbye, Laina.
LA I N A, sniffing: Have a good trip. Goes in quickly.
MATTI, afterwalkingafewpaces:
The hour for taking leave has struck
So, Puntila, I wish you luck.
I've met them worse than you and twice as tough
You're half-way human when you've drunk enough.
But matiness dissolves in boozer's gloom

It's back to normal and the old 'Who whom?'
And if it's sad to find out in the end

-

-

- -----
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The Puntila Song

1

Old Puntila went on a three-day blind
In a Tavasthus hotel.
He left an enonnous tip behind
But the waiter said 'Go to hell!'
Oh, waiter I how can you insult him so
When life's so gay and sweet?
The waiter replied. 'How am I to know?
I've been far too long on my feet.'
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4
The bath hut on the Puntila farm
Is the place for a bit of fun
Where a servant may go to take a bath
While the mistress is having one.
Old Puntila said, 'I'm giving my child
To be a diplomatist's wife.
He won't mind her being a bit defiled
If I'll settle his debts for life. '

5
The landowner's daughter wandered in
To the kitchen at half-past nine:
'0 chauffeur. I find you so masculine
Come bring your fishing line. '
'Yes, miss,' the chauffeur rcpli~s to htr, ..
'I can sec you arc ripe for bcd.
'
But can't you see that I prefer
To read my paper instead?'

2

6

The landowner's daughter, Eva P.
A novel once did read.
She marked the place where it told her she
Belonged to a higher breed.
She turned to the chauffeur all the same
And gave his clothes a stare:
'Come span with me, Mr What's-his-name
I'm told there's a man in there.'

The league of Puntila's would-be brides
Arrived for the nuptial feast.
Old Puntilaswore he would have their hides
And roared like a wounded beast.
But when did a sheep get a woollen shirt
Since shearing first began?
<I'll sleep with you, yes, but you're only dirt
In the house of a gentleman.'

3
Old Puntila met an early bird
As he strolled in the morning dew:
'0 milkmaid with the milk-white breasts
Where are you going to?
You're going off to milk my cows
Before cockcrow1 I see.
But the best thing for you now you've been roused
Is to come back to bed with me.'

7
The women from Kurgc1a jeered, itis said
When they saw how they'd been foiled
But their shoes and stockings were tom to a shred
And their Sunday was totally spoiled.
And any woman who still believes
That a rich man will honour her claim
Will be lucky to lose no more than her shoes
Butshe's only herseUto blame.

¢
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8
Old Puntil. thumped on the table, piled
With glorious wedding cake:
'How could I ever betroth my child
To this slab of frozen hake?'

He wanted his servant to have her instead
But the servant first wanted to try her
And finally said, 'I'm not having her.
She has none of what I require ..

Till his servant said, 'All very fine
But they w?n't come unless they know where they stand.
You must Sign on the dotted line. '

9
The s~ in the Finnish summer night
Are a VISIOn not to miss
And Puntila felt they were never so bright

As when he was having a piss.
'I detest black looks,' he said to his mate.
'They stab me like a knife.
'Why can't my men appreciate
'The joys 01 an outdoor life?'

Notes on the music
10

The Ballad of the Forester and die Countess was written to the tune
ofan old Scottish ballad, the Plum Song to a folk tun;.
The Puntila Song has bern composed by Paul Dessau. Durj1lg scene

changes the actress playing L>ma the cook comes before the curtain
with a guiurist and an accordion player, ana sings the fJerse
corresponding to the scene just perfonned. Meanwhile she does fJ4rioU5
jobs in preparation for the great engagement party, such as sweeping
the flooT, dusting, kneading dough, beating egg whites, greasing cdke
tins,polishing glasses, grinding coffee and drying plates.

Editorial note
Brecht's song provides no verses for scenes 4. 10, 11 nor (more
understandably) 12. In case these scenes arc played. the following
verses in similar style and metre might serve the same function.

3a
He drove to the fair to hire some men
And quell his raging thirst

But he thought it a terrible insult when
A neighbour approached them first.
Old Puntila gave them his word and his hand

Old Puntilastood on a lotty i><'k _

To view the country round
And said, 'This landscape is unique
The economy too is sound.
We need to exploit our resources, my friend
And a thousand flowers will bloom. '
But hisservant replied, 'Won',. lot depend

On who is exploiting whom?'
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A NOTE OF 1940

The reader and, more imponant, the actor may be inclined to skim
over passages such as the short dialogue between judge and lawyer
(about the Finnish summer) in the sixth scene, because they use a
homely way of speaking. However, the actor will not be performing
the passage effectively unless he ueau it as a prose poem, since it is
one. Whether it is a good or a bad poem is not at this point felevaIll;
the reader or actor can make up his own mind about that. The relevant
thing is that it has to be treated as a poem, i.e., in a special mannec,
'presented on a silver pl.ltter.' Matti's hymn of praise to the herring
in scene 9 is an even better instance, perhaps. There is more than one
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too have to be portrayed with a cenain grandeur, and this again is
something that will be none too easy for the actor who has only learnt
to act naturalistically or fails to see that naturalistic acting is not
enough in this case. It will help him if he realizes that it is his job to
create a national character, and that this is going to call for all his
sensitivity, daring, and knowledge of humanity. One 1... point:
P"ntUa is far from being a play with a message. The Puntila part
therefore must not for an instant be in any way deprived of its natural
attractiveness, while particular artistry will be needed to make the
drunk scenes delicate and poetic, with the maximum of variety, and
the sober scenes as ungrotesque and unbrutal as possible. To PUt it in
practical terms: Pl.lnulahas if possible to be staged in a style combining
elements of the old commedia dell' arte and of the realistic play of
mores.
[GW Schrifun zum Theaur, Pl{. ll~. This is the section
bearing specifically on P"n#14 from the general essay 'Notes on
the Folk Play' (or 'People's Play'), written in 1940, which will
be included in Brecht's theatrical writings (and can meanwhile
be found in Brecht on Theatre, pp. 153-7). It was originally
prefaced by the words 'To take some instances from P"ntila ..

. .']

situation in PuntiIa which would undoubtedly stem crude in a
naturalistic play; for instance, any actor who plays the episode where
Matti and Eva stage a compromising incident (scene 4) as if it were
an episode from a farce will entirely fail to bring it off. This is exactly
the kind of scene that calls for real vinuosity1 as again do the tens to
which Matti subjects his betrothed in scene 8. To cite the casket scene
in The Merchant of Venice is not to propose any kind of qualitative
comparison; though the scene may fall a lpng way short of
Shilkespeilre's it can still only be made fully effective if onc finds a way
of acting something like that demanded by a verse: play. Admittedly
it is hard to speak of artistic simplicity rather than primitiveness when
a play is written in prose and deals with 'ordinary' people. All the same
the expulsion of the four village women (in scene 7) is not a primitive
episode but a simple one, and as with the third scene (quest for legal
alcohol and fiancees) it has to be played poetically; in other words the
beauty of the episode (once again, be it big or be it small) must come
acroSS" in the set, the movements, the verbal expression. The characteN

NOTES ON THE ZURICH PREMIERE
1

Insuad of the convmtional cunain falling like a guillotine to chop the
play into separate scenes, back to the lightly fluttering half-height
linen curtain with the scene titles projected on it. During scene
changes this curtain was somewhat lit so as to make it come to life and
allow the audience to become more or less aware of the busy
preparations being made for them on the stage. In particular they saw
the upper pans of the big wall sections as they were shifted in, and
they saw the sun's disc and the moon's sickle being lowered on wires,
not yet illuminated and therefore visibly made of metal; they also saw
the various little douds being changed around.
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2

'These emblems for sun, moon, and clouds hung, like inn or shop
signs, before the high broad wall of birch bark that constituted the
background of the Puntu. stage. According as to whether it was day,
half-light, or night the wall was lit strongly, fe.bly, or not at all; the
acting area being fuUy illuminated the while. In this way the
atmospheric element was established in the background,
independently of the rest of the perfonnance.

3
No use was made of coloured light of any sort. Provided the lighting
equipment is up to it the light should be as uniform as for a variety
perfonnance which includes the display of acrobatics. Sharply defined
spotlighting would blot out the faces. Areas of darkness, even if only
relative, detract from the words issuing from them. It is a good idea
to have photographs taken to find out what kind of lighting is liable
to strain the audience.

6

The penn anent framework consisted of the great birch bark wall at
the back already mentioned with thin strucrures of gold rods on either
side downstage. The sets were composed of separate elements, those
in the first scene for instance being (a) a wooden panelled wall with
table, chairs, tablecloth covered with bomes of red wine, and a doun
empties grouped on the floor; and (b) a poned palm (the luxury
element). Elements like those of the sixth scene, with its counyard
gateway and its main entrance to the house, could be definitively
placed during the rehearsals. A fumer luxury element was a trashy
plaster statuette in the second scene, whereas the slaughtered pig of
scene 5, suspended from a scaffolding made of carmine-coloured joists
and a brass rod, was no luxury element since it told of the preparations
for the engagement banquet and was to be carried across the courtyard
in the next scene. Imponance was attached to the beauty and ease of
the elements and the chann of their aomltination. At the same time
they had to be realistic. Though the c~ in scene 3 consisted only of
a truncated forepart it had been made from authentic components.

4

7

Colour and contrast can be supplied by the stage designer without
having recourse to coloured light. The colour scheme for Puntila
comprised blue, grey, and white for the stage, and black, grey, and
white for the costumes. On top of this the latter were stricdy realistic,
with particular respect for details (the village women's handbags; the
fann workers working barefoot on Sunday in their best trousers,
shirts, and waistcoats, etc.).

That the various stage elements, the costumes and the props should
all look worn not only contributes to realism but also relieves the stage
of that new, untested look.

5
All working processes must be shown in proper detail. (An acuess
who happened to have a child's figure rurned Fina the maid into a
memorable character by showing her working late at the washing (6),
carrying bURer (7) and falling asleep exhausted during Mr Puntila's
engagement party (9).)

8
Meaning, spatial dispositions, and colour must be such that every
glimpse of the stage captures an image wonh seeing.

9
The Gennan language has no tenn for that aspect of mime which is
known to the English stage as 'business', and we tend to introduce it
half-heanedly, in an embarrassed way. Our word Kiste [literally,
'box'] which we we instead, shows the contempt in which it is held.
All the same, K.isten [pieces of business] are essential components of
nart.tive theatre. (PU1JtiJa walks dryshod iICrOSS the aq....,,;, (1);
PU1JtiJa hires a Uloodallter b.CiU4se he likes his eyes (4); the women of
KurgeLuee buttn, ",.at, a1Jd ben entning their fiA1Jd's house (7), and
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SO on.) Such

things were of course played for all they were worth. This
Was greatly helped by the f one thing after another' principle, which
any dramaturgy founded on exposition. climax, and thickening of the
plot is always having to disregard.
10

The: decisive point is the establishment of the class antagonism
between Puntila and Matti. Matti must be so cast as to bring about
a true balance, i.e., so as to give him intellectually the upper hand. The
actor playing PuntHa must be careful not to let his vitality or chann
in the drunk scenes so win over the audience that they arc no longer
free to look at him critically.
11

Among the play's nobler characters are the four women from Kurgela.

It wou ld be completely wrong to ponray them as comic;.rather they
are fuJI of humour. They would anyway have to be anractive, if only
because their expulsion must be anributable to no other cause then
their inferior status.

Possible cuts: Scene 4 (The Hiring Fair) is deleted. But parts of it are
used in the following scene (Scandal at Puntila Hall).
Then scene 5 begins as follows:

The yard at PHntUa Hall. A bath-hHt, the intmor ofwhich is visible.
Forenoon. Over the door leading into the house i..llina the cook and
Fina the 11J4id are nailing a sign sdying 'Welcome to the Engagement
Party!'
PHntUa and Matti come in throHgh the gate, followed by • few
Ulork"s .
lAINA: Welcome back. Miss Eva and His Excellency and His

Honour arc here, and they're alJ having breakfast.
First thing I want to know is what's ,he maner with
Surkkala. Why is he packing?
LA(NA: You pro mised the parson you'd get rid of him because he's
a Red.
PUNTILA :
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PUNTILA: What, Surkkala? The only intelligent tenant I've got?
~id.. , he h .. four children. What mWI he think of me? Parson

be buggered, I'U forbid him the howe for his inhumanity. Send
Surkkala here right away, I want to apologise to him and his
family. Send the children too, aU four of them, so I can express
my personal regret for the fear and insecurity they must have
been through.
LAIN A: No call for that, Mr Puntila.
PUNTILA, se,wusly: Oh yes there is. Pointing to the 'WOrk~s: These
gentlemen are staying. Get them all an aquavit, Laina. I'm taking
them on to work in the forest.
LAINA: I thought you were selling the forest.
P\lNTILA: Me? I'm not selling any forest. My daughter's got her
dowry between her legs, right? And I've brought these men home
because I can't stand those hiring fairs. If I want to buy a horse
or a cow I'll go to a fair without thinking twice about it. But
you' re human beings, and it's not ~ghlfor human beings to be
bargained over in a market. Am I right?
THE WEEDY MAN: Absolutely.
MATTI : Excuse me, Mr Puntila, but you' re not right. They want
work and you've got work, and whether it's done at a fair or in
church it's still buying and selling.
PUNTILA: Brother, would you inspect me to sec if my feet are
crooked, the way you inspect a horse's teeth?
MATTI: No. I'd take you on trust.
P\l N TIL A, indicating the weedy-looking man: That fellow wouldn't
be bad. 1 like the look in his eye.
MATTI: Mr Puntila, I don't want to speak out of tum, but that
man's no use to you, he'll never be able to stand it.
THE WEEDY MAN: Here, I like that. What tells you I'll never be
able to stand it?
MATTI : An elevcn~and-a-half-hour day in summer. It's just that I
don't want to sec you In down, Mr Puntila. You'll only have to
throw him out when he cracks up.
PUNTlLA :
going jnto the sauna. Tell Fina to bring me some
coffee. While I'm undressing you go and fetch two Or three more
so I can take my pick.

rm

H. goes into the bath hHt and undress.., Fino brings the workers
;J'IlUJtI;t.
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know, the bastard. I'll .how him. Ex;t into the h.Mst, brooding.

(!ben unchanged from p. )6, lintl) on.)
[GW Schriften ZMm Theater, pp. 111>9-7), and GW Stucke, pp.
171)-'7. which originally were consecutive. Written in 1948
and first published in Versl4che 70, 1950. For the Zurich
prtmiere of June 5, 1948, the scene designer was Teo Otto.
Puntila was played by Leonard Steckel, Matti by Gustav
Knuth.]
NOTES ON THE BERLINER ENSEMBLE PRODUCTION

I. Prologues, inter-scene songs, and scene tides
Our new audience, being engaged in building a Dew life for itself,
insists on having itS say and not just accepting what happens on the
stage ('That's how things are and what's to change them?'); ii doesn't
like having (0 guess the playwright's viewpoint. Prologucs, songs .
during scene changes. and the occasional projection of scene tides on
the half-curtain all make for direct contact with the audience. The
actress playing the dairymaid, Regine Lutz, delivered a shon verse
prologue with a bunch of everlastings in her hand. For the Zurich
production there were scene titles [examples as in our text are cited].
Prologues are to be found in the classic drama, scene titles however
only in the classic adventure story. They put the audience in a state
of mild suspense and lead it to look for something definite in the scene
that follows. In the Berliner Ensemble production the scene tides were
dropped in favour of the singing of the Puntila song. Annemarie Hase,
playing the cook, stepped before the curtain carrying whatever
household utensils she happened to be working with, thus making it
possible to follow the various stages of the great Puntila engagement
party. Her .ong was accompanied on the other .id. of the suge by
two musicians who had appeared before the curtain carrying a guitar
and a piano accordion. The song gave a running commentary on
events at Puntila Hall as viewed from the kitchen, and by making them
celebrated as it were, turned Mr Puntila's escapades in~o aspccu of
local histOry.
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Some principles of the production illustrated

This play's satire is of a poetic kind. The director's taSk therd'ore is
to translate iu poetic features into memorable images.
At the beginning of the play, for instance, we encounter a Puntila
of almost mythological grandeur. He is the triumphant last survivor
of a veritable flood of spirituous liquors. in which all his drinking
companion. have drowned. [... ]
The director accordingly must conjure up Puntila's moan of
isolation and his berating of the inadequate judge; PuntHa's encounter
with a human being (Puntila is on the dining table demonstrating how
one walks across a sea of aquavit when he catches sight of Maui. He
has to clamber down and stur a wide course round the gratuitously
large uble in order to greet Matti and bring him back to the table);
the revealing of hi. dreadful malady (Puntila formally creep. into the
protesting Matti); Matti's ghost Story (while he cats he recalls those
who arc being starved on the big landed\.estates); Puntila promoting
Mattl to be a friend and then consulting him about his own personal
affairs (to .olve his .habby problems Puntila keep. Matti up when he
would much rather go home and go to bed); Matti leading a .ubdued
Puntila out of the hotel (again a wide tour of the table, Puntilahaving
confidingly and ceremoniously handed him the wallet containing his
despised money).

3. Thewaypeoplework
Showing how work is actually done is something the bourgeois
theatre finds uninteresting; the usual solution is to botch up any old
thing. It is essential that Matti, the chauffeur, should work deftly,
whether he is changing a tyre as he talks to the landowner's daughter,
or sweeping out the yard, or massaging Puntila, or dragging out the
drunken judge. Likewise the kitchenmaid's serving of coffee. soaking
of linen, and carrying of butter all have to be got right.

4.

Puntila's drunkenness

The actor playing Puncila will find that his chief problem is how to
ponray the drunkenness which makes up 90 per cent of the pan. It
would seem unacceptably repellent were he to contribute the
conventional drunk act, in other words to demonstrate a state of

/
/
/
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intoxication blurring ovec and devaluing every physical and mental
proass. The drunkenness played by StC'Ckel was the drunkenness
specific to Puntila, i.e. that through which the landowner achieves his
semblance DE humanity. Far from exhibiting the usual impainnents of
speech and physical movement, he displayed a rhythmical, almost
musical way of speaking and relaxed, almost ballet~like movements.
Admittedly a ccnain handicap was imposed on his inspiration by the
weight of his limbs, which was too great for those supcnerrcsuial
mOtions which he had in mind. He ascended Mount Hatclma on
wings, albeit slightly defective ones. Each of the monster's drunken
gcsts - of meekness, anger at injustice, generosity in giving and taking,
comradeship, and what not - was developed with gusto. Puntila
abandoned his possessions like a Buddha, disowned his daughter as
in the Bible, invited the Kurgela women to be his guests like some
Homerk monarch.

5,

Steckel', two Puntilas

Before playing Puntila in Berlin Steckel had played him in Z.urich.
There he played almost without makeup, and the impression gained
by most of the audience was of a likeable man subject to the occasional
nasty tum when in a state of sobriety I which state being tanwnount
to a hangover the turns seemed excusable. In Berlin, in view of these
dfecu, he opted for a foully shaped bald head and made himself up
with debauched and debased features. Only DOW did his drunken
charm seem menacing and his sociable approaches like those of a
crocodile. Nearly all German performances of this play, whether
before or after the Berlin production, sufferrd from the same mistake
as was made in Zurich.

6.

SociaUy based humour

There is lillIe that a play like PuntiLI can take from the rag-bag of
<timrless humour.' True. even in 'timeless humour' there is a social
element - the clown setS out brimming with self-confidence and falls
flat on his face - but it has become overlaid to the point where the
clown's fall appears like something purely biological, something that
is humorous to all people under all conditions. The actors who
perfonn Mr PHntiJa and his M an Matti must derive their humour from
the prevailing class situation, even if that means there are one or two
classes whose members will not laugh. When the happily
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reintoxicated landowner gets Matti to build him a Mount Hatelma
from the billiard-room furnirure, Matti d~.f 50 with anger. because
even in the depths of drunkenness Puntila did not omit to sack Red
Surkkala. Relentlessly he demolishes gun cabinet and grandfather
clock; this is going to be an expensive mountain. At each crash Puntila
winces and his smile becomes forced.-In the village PuntiJa listens to
the life stories of the Kurgela girls, but he dotS not listen properly
because he knows what is coming and takes a long pull of <legal
alcohol' after every story. The humour is of a gloomy son.- If the
landowner takes the women's 'Plum~ song as a personal tribute that
is traditional humour and unexceptionable. But there is added depth
if he appears somehow interested in folklore and adopts a
knowledgeable expression. It shows up the c1eh which is the theme
of the play.-In scene 4 Puntila brings a group of agricultural workers
back from the hiring fair. It is the one day in the year when they are
able to find jobs, and Pundla hllf nil. use for them; he just wanu
company. He at once raises .one man's hopes (' I like the look in his
eye'). Then he breaks through the ring of workers surrounding him
and hastens into the sauna in order to sober up enough to get the
strength to throw the workers OUt. The cravenness of this flight into
sobriety is a stroke of humour that can scarcely be achieved except by
an actor with social understanding and sociaHst principles.

7. ThewomenofKurgela
From the outset the portrayal of those women of Kurgela whom
Puntila invites to his estate when drunk and mrows out when sober
presented great problems. These are the noblest characters in the play,
and in planning their costumes and makeup we hestitatcd a long time
betWeen the beautiful and the characteristic before realising that these
are not really opposites. To give a fairy-tale quality to the story of the
four early risers we started by making stylised COstumes with very
delicate colours, then thought them boring and plumped for
naturalism without regard for beauty. This led to outsize boots and
long noses. Then Caspar Neher intervened. FuU of scrpticism, he
came to the rehearsals and produced a batch of scene designs that are
among the most beautiful things which our generation has created for
the theatre. He solved the problem of how to reconcile the women's
naiVe behaviour with their practical worldly wisdom by having them
playa light-heaned game with the landowner. With jokes and a bit
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of play-acting they confronted the bndowner as a body, as the
legendary 'Women of Kurgela', biblical brides hoping for a dance and
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a cofft.c from their bridegroom on high. Neher made chern don straw
garlands, and he endowed the chauffeur Matti too with imagination,
devising the broom which he stidu in the ground and addresses as the

exception was made for Eva, the landowner's daughter; she had no
mask. Any suggestion that this amounts to symbolism would be
unfounded. No hidden significance is intended. The theatre is simply
adopting an arutude and heightening significant aspects of reality, to
wit. cenain physiognomical malformations to be found in parasites.

High Court at Viborg, and also uses to sweep up the garlands when
they have thrown them down in the yard following their unpleasant

10.

reception. Now that their behaviour had been got right there was
virtually no problem in making the costumes and makeup beautiful.
The cut of the costumes remained realistic, but their contours were

somewhat stressed and identical material was used for all of them. The
faces were given a cenain uncouth. peasant quality - we began by
testing the effect of crumhlt'd cement which we tried OUt on plaster
casts - while a golden complexion was created by covering them with
wann-toned pounded ochre. The big shoes, retained for one of the
women, in no way detracted from the beauty whieh came above all
from the dignity of these working women. Starting as poor guests,
they became rich in kindliness, ready and willing to bestow their
humour even on a landowner; from poetic figures ,.they turned into
rcal people with a feeling for poetry. Composed by a great painter,
the groupings lent grace and power to their natural, realistic
demeanour.

8. Caspar Neher's Puntila stage
The symbolist stage of Expressionists and Existentialists, which
expresses general ideas. is of no use to a realistic theatre, nor can we
go back to the naturalistic stage with iu crude mixture.of the relevant
and the irrelevant. A mere echo of the real world is not enough; it must
be not only recognisable but also understandable. This means that the
images have to be an istically valid and to display an individual
handwriting. Wit and imagination are specially desirable in the
designer of a comedy.

9. Themasks
Puntila. the Atu.che. the parson. parson's wife, lawyer, and judge all
wore more or less grotesque masks and moved in a foolish, regal
manner. Mani, the women of Kurgela, the hired hands, and the
agricultural worken wore no masks and moved normally. An

Is a play like Mr PuntiUs tf.nd his Man Matti still relevant
to US now that the big estates have been got rid of?

There is an attractive kind of impatience which would have the theatre
only present things in their current real-life state. Why waste time on
an estate owner? Haven't we gOt rid of such people? Why show a proletarian like Matti? Don't we have more active fighters? Likeable as
such impatience is. it should nOt be given way to. The fact that
alongside those works of an whith 'Ie have to organise there arc certain works of art that have come :down to us is only a valid argument
if the usefulness of the latter can be proved, never mind how much
time is needed to organise the fonner. Why can Mr PuntiLt and his
Man Matti still be regarded as a play with relevance? Because not only
the struggle but the history of that struggle is instructive. Because past
eras leave a deposit in people's souls for a long time. Because the class
struggle demands that victo ry in one area of conflict be exploited so
as to promote victory in ano ther J and in both cases the situalion prior
to victory may be similar. Because, like all pioneers, people who have
been liberated from their oppressors may at first have a hard life. since
they have to replace the oppressors' system with a new one. These are
the sorts of arguments that can be adduced to show the relevance of
plays like Mr Puntita and his Man Matti,
[t o4 and

]0 from GW SzT "7}-5, the rest from pp. ]S-45 of
Theaterarbeit (1950), for which these notes were written. They

refer co the Berliner Ensemble production of 1949. in which
Puntila was played initially by Steckel once more, and later by
the comedian Curt Bois. Paul Dessau's setting of the songs was
written for this. The last note is an answer to some of Brecht's
East German critics. 1
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NOTES ON THE PUNTILA FILM
1.

Aboutthe sc:riptfor Puntila

As it stands the script doesn't seem right to me. It is uue that itfoUows
the general line which P07.ner and I agreed on, but in the course of
its realisation the Story has lapsed into a genre which makes it not so
much comic as ridiculous. It has become a drawing-room comedy in
which the crude jokes of the play jar and seem merely crude. Nor is
it clear who is telling the entire story or from what point of view. The
film company I it would seem, and from the point of view of making
a film. The Puntila tales have of course to be told from belowI from
the position of the people. Then characters like Matti and Eva Puntila
can be seen in the right light. The present script turns Mani into a
feeble, indefinite figure; it fails to bring out how despite and because
of their master/man relationship he is in continual opposition to his
employer in every line he says. What makes Eva Puntila~love' him is
not his muscles - it would be all the same if he had oone - but the fact
that he is a proper man, humorous, dominating and so forth. Nor of
course must he fur one insWlt imagine that Eva is the riSht wife for
him or that Mr Puntila would really let him have her. His i.st issimply
a way of deflating Eva and Puntila's romantic nonon. It has to remain
a game if Matti is not to be made into an idiot.
We have made a new oudine, since I realise that the studio cannot
WaiL As the poetic material is already at hand the preparation of a new
shooting script would be a remarkably quick business. Given the
script as it is 1 would find it quite impossible to tum the new dialogue
(which makes up at least half .he total dialogue and is entirely
naturalistic) into Puntila-Gennan, because the siruanons are
naturalistic and in my view false. Nor if this script were used could
1 under any circumstances allow the use of my name or the name
P"ntiLt. I am not by any means OUt to make difficulties. but neither
do I wish [0 damage my reputation as a writer. I am sure you will
understand this.
2.

New story line for Puntila

1.

Hotel Tavasthus

Surrounded by passed-out drunks and dead-tired waiters, a man is
traversing a vast table covered with plates of meat and botdes: it is Mr
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Puntila. He claims to be able to walk dry-shod across the sea of
aquavit represented to him by the table top. Another man addr......
him, and turns out to be his chauffeur whom he has left waiting
outside for twO days and a night. Feeling lonely and abandoned by
his too easily intoxicated friends - the judge. the teacher, and SO on
- Puntaa insrandy becomes bosom pals with his chauffeur Matti and
discusses with him his most intimate concerns. i.e. his daughter Eva·s
fonhcoming engagement w an attache. For this a dowry is required.
50 he must sell a forest. To postpOne me decision Puntila has got
drunk. They decide to bave another look at the forest.
2.

Fortst

Puntila realises that the forest is too beautiful to sell. Sooner than
that h. will marry Widow Klinckmano, who is rich and the owner of
the Kurgela estate, but whom he la51 saw fifty years ago. Off to
Kurgela.
~

J. Kurgela
Rousing the sleepy domestics Puntila pushes his way through them
into Widow Klinckmann 's bedroom. One look is enough: the widow
is too hideous sell himself

.0

'0.

4. The VillageofKurgelaNextDay
Fleeing from Widow Klinckmann and avid for beau.y, Puntila
meets three young women, is upset by the sadness of their lives and
instantly becomes engaged to them. He tells them to come to Puntila
Hall On the following Sunday. The young women take this as a jest
on th. part of a well-to-do drunk gendeman, and laughingly promise
they will come. The telephone operator, last of the three, advises him
to drive to the hiring fair at Lammi, where he will meet another estate
owner called Bibelius who wants to buy his forest. He wiJJ recognise
him by his butterfly tie-pin. Since the forest has to be sold after all,
Puntila decides to drive to Lammi.

5. Hiring Fair
The alcoholic effects are wearing off. Puntila gives vent to some
intelligent and ill-natured remarks about servants. Drinks coffeolaced

-

---
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with rum, and apologises to Matti. Discloses his malady and asks
Matti for moral support. Engages four cripples because he likes them
as people. Sees a fat man beating a horse and tells him where to get
off. On Matti and the workers expressing their enthusiastic approval
he learns that he has just beaten up the man who wants to buy his
forest. This sobers him up. and he gets gloomily into his car without
offering a lift to the labourers.
'Home,' he says cunly. 'I'm selling the forest to Widow
Klinckmann. '

6. PuntilaHall
Preparations for the engagement pany are in full swing. Pigs are
being slaughtered. windows cleaned, and Matti is helping the cook to
nail up a garlanded sign which says 'Welcome to the Engagement
her
Pany.· Miss Puntila would like to know what Matti thinks
engagement to the Attache. She herself has no use for him. With
considerable ingenuity she induces Matti to help her stage a scandal
in order to frighten off the Attache, who is now staying at Puntila
Hall. The scandal is staged (sauna) but clearly the Aqachc must have
enormous debts: he overlooks it. Puntila is very angry. takes his wallet
from Matti, and threatens to tell the police. Eva blames Matti for not
sticking up for himself like a gentleman.

of

7. Summer Nights in Tavastland
The combination of the feigned love scene with Matti and the eronc
ambience of the summer night has put fresh thoughts into Eva's head.
On the pretext of catching crayfish she takes Maui rowing to a
somewhat notorious island. Once there however the thought that she
is behaving like a milkmaid disconcens her; she insists on catching
crayfish and is eventually rowed back by a frustrated Matti.

B. Puntila Hall
Puntila turns his three 'fiancees' off the estate, then tells Matti to
collect the entire stock of liquor so that it can be destroyed. Thousands
of bottles are collected in an operation involving the entire staff.
Puntila drinks extravagantly and sends Matti off to bring back his
'fiancees'. Beaming, he announces that in his view they are much
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better suited than certain other people to the son of engagement party
he has in mind.

9. Country Road
Matti drives off after the young women, but fails to persuade them
to return.
10.

Inside PuntiiaHall

All the guests have arrived, including the foreign minister. Eva has
locked herself in her room, so that the Attache has to receive them on
his own. Enter like a whirlwind a totally drunk Puntila, who throws
the Attache out. Thereafter he throws out the minister, parson, judge,
and so on, and sends for the domestics. Matti on his return is offered
Eva as his wife. Matti insists Qn testing Eva's matrimonial capacities.
She shows herself incompetent to d~ her own housework. Eventually
~hen Matti slaps her on the backside she takes it badly and runs off
10 tears. Left alone, Puntila hears his hired hands singing the Ballad
of the Forester and the Countess. He resolves to show Matti what a
beautiful country they live in, and with this object they climb Mount
Harelma.
11.

In the Yard

Matti turns his back on Puntila.
[Brecht: Text. fur Filme II. Fraokfun. Suhrkamp, lCJli9. pp.
636-40. The Puntila film. under the same title as the play. was
made in Austria by Wien-Film with Alberto Cavalcanti as
~irector and Cun B?is in the title part (which he had also played
In the second BerlIner Ensemble production), and was first
shown in Brussels on March 29, 1955. Vladimir Pozner was one
of the scriptwriters. A new musical score was written by Hanns
Eisler, and the text of the Puntila Song somewhat varied for the
purpose.]

Editorial Note
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HeDa Wuolijoki had given the Attache an uncle to be the owner of
Kurgela and speak some of the lines now given to
lawyer. The
Kurgela location still survives in the play, even though without the
aunt or uncle most of its raison d'etTe disappeared, its main bath-hut
episode being shifted to Puntila Hall and run together with the
sobering-up operation to form the present scene 5. Finally there was
a change of balance in the relationship between Eva and Matti (KaDe),
which Wuolijoki seems to have wanted still to trcat as a conventional
love story destined for a happy ending (see the last scene of the 1946

me

Finnish version). Something of her interpretation can be detected even
in the first Brecht scripts (as in the detailed account of scenc 9 below),
a greater element of ambiguity and coolness being introduced later.
Throughout, the unchanging pillars of the play were the first half of
scene 1. scene 3, the bath~hut episode in scenc 5, Mani's dialogue with
Eva in scene 6, scenes 7 and 9, and the mountain-climbing episode in
scene 11.
The detailed notes which follow are based on. comparison of
Brecht's first script (1940), the fair copy (194<>-41), the join'
Wuolijoki-Brech, version (published 1946), the Versuche text (1950),
and the final text as we have it. Changes made for the Zurich
production of 19411 are separately dealt with in Brecllt's own note on
pp. 114- 11 7.

2.

SCENE-BY-SCENE ACCOUNT

Cast
The first script includes the housekeeper Hanna and a doctor. has a
peasant woman in lieu of Emma, and omits Surkkala and his children.

'The chauffeur is still Kalle, but becomes Matti on the fair copy. In the
Wuolijoki-Brech, version of 1946 (which we will call the W-B
version) Puntila is Johannes Iso-HeikkiHi and his housekeeper is
called Alina. There is an 'Agronomist Kurgela, a relative of 150Heikkila's, owner of the Kurgela estate', while the attache is 'Dmari
Silakkala, Kurgela's nephew, a foreign ministry official', A note to the
W-B version says: <This all took place when Tavastland was still a
cheerful place without a single war refugee.'

'35

Prologue
In the first script this is spoken by Kalle and omits eight lines in the
middle. The W-B version has it delivered before the curtain by the
whole cast and considerably alters the general sense. This is to the
effect that a bad time can be expected in Finland. but one has to be
able to laugh all the same. So the audience is invited to appreciate
human character and take part in the wild excursions of master and
man: never mind if the humour is broad and the element of mockery
strong; the actors' work is only play. 'This drama was written in praise
ofTavastland and its people.'
In the 1950 text the opening couplet went 'Ladies and gentlemen.
the times are bad / When worry's sane and not to worry mad.' The
presen~ slighdy mocc optimistic version first appeared in 1952.

Scene 1
Brecht's original idea, which he a~nd~d in the first script. was to set
the scene in a village tavern, with a landlord rather than a waiter. In
the W-B version Iso-Heikkila (whom we shall call Puntila for
simplicity's sake) is discovered drinking with Mr Kurgela. at whose
house Eva has been awaiting them for the past three days. It is he
rather than the judge whom Puntila harangues and tells to 'Wake up,
weakling' (p. 5), continuing 'I realise you're only drinking with me
because I've got a mortgage on your estate.' The judge, by his own
account, is more abstemious because of his job. The passage about
walking on the aquavit is not in the first script or the W-B version;
the latter, incidentally) has them drinking cognac.
After Puntila has described his attacks, ending 'Look at the lack of
consideration I've shown you' (p. 8), Kalle asks what son of state he
is in when signing his highly profitable timber contracts. A state of
senseless sobriety. answers Puntila:
When I'm a human being and having a drink then I only discuss
an. If a timber merchant came along asking 'Can't you bring the
price down?' I'd say 'No, you rascal, today I'm only discussing
art. Today I like nice people, whoever they arc. '
Matti's long speech about seeing ghosts, which ensues, underwent
some reworking, while after 'Mr Pappmann yelled and screamed at

-
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me' (p. 8) it originally went on:
ATTACHE: Regrettable,

- saying he'd tell the police about me, and that I should go to the
Plerdeberg and have a good look at the piles of Reds who were
shot there because it was what they asked for.
PUNTILA:

I've got nothing against socialists [originally: Marxists]

yes.
Aunt Hanna is in such a bad mood. Imagine Father leading
Uncle Kurgela astray.
ATTACHE.: Aunt Hanna will forgive him. What disturbs me is the
scandal.
EVA:

so long as they drive my tractor ...
and so on as on p. 9.
In the fair copy the speech ends with a much longer excursion about
~he ,Reds before going on to Puntila's 'So the only reason you lost your
Job (p. 9) as at present. In the W-B version much of the speech is like
a paraphrase of the prescnt text, relating not to Me Pappmann' 5 estate

but to 'the agronomist's at Kortesoja' where the trouble was not so
much the food as the,cIock-watching and general stinginess. Probably
the whole speech derived from one afHella Wuolijoki's stories.
. In Puntila's speech the reference to Mrs Klmckmann (p. 9) is not
In the three early versions, which have him saying 'and I've got woods'
rather than 'I shan't give up my forest.' The first script made him
allude to the day when he 'married a papermill and a sawmill' in
explanation of his evident prosperity. All three early versions then cut
straight from Matti's 'no gulf' (p. 10) to Puntila's instruction 'there.
~e my wallet' (p. 11), the intervening dialogue about Mrs
Khnckmann and the sale of the forest only being introduced in the
1950 text. At the end of the scene the W-B version has the two men
wake the comatose Kurgela. who says he won't drive home as he is
frightened of Hanna. Puntila responds 'Down with all Hannas' and
gets Kalle to echo this.

Scene 2
!he t!tle of t~is scene on the first script, followed by W-B, was
Pun~da and hiS daughter Eva', on the fair copy 'Puntila is ill-treated',
and In the 1950 text 'Eva' as now. Originally Eva was discovered
reading, not munching chocolates, and the Attache entered left, not
from an upper level.
The opening allusions to Mrs Klinckmann were added to the first
script, which originally started with the Attache's 'I have telephoned
again.' His next speech. after 'it's got to be father' (p. 12) Was

~_I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!

- suggesting that, despite her changed role, Hanna is still being seen
as part of the Attache's family. Then on as on p. 12, up to Puntila's
entrance. In all except the final text the latter 'bursts through the door
in his Studebaker [or Bllick in the W-B version1with a greatcrash and
drives into the hall'; he also gets into the car again when preparing to
leave. The allusions to Mrs Klinckmann on pp. 14-15 were to Aunt
fianna in the W-B version, where after (And not getting a woman!'
(p. 15) Puntila tells Eva 'I'm going, and Kalle', going to be your
fiance!'
•
\
After Eva's 'I won't.have you speaking about your master like that'
(p. 15) both the first script and W-B have Kalle saying that he is on
the contrary sticking up for Puntila against Eva. H~ then asks Eva if
she wants to get away. and is told he is being inquisitive. This leads
him to dis(;uss inquisitiveness, saying tit was pure inquisitiveness that
led to the invention of electricity. The Russians were inquisitive too.'
Eva continues 'And don't take what he said' etc., as now, up to the
present end of the scene. The W -B version prolongs this by making
Eva reply to Kalle's last remark, fyou forget you're a servant.'

-

Aher midnight ['m not a servant, I'm a man. (Eva runsoffJ
Don't be afraid.
A TTACHE (entering): Who are you, fellow?
K ALL E: Mr Iso-Heikkila' s chauffeur, sir.
KALLE:

The Attache takes a dislike to him and threatens to check up on his
past record. Kalle replies that he has been talking to the ghosts of
departed ladies of Kurgcla: 'I'm a sort of substitute bridegroom. Good
night."

Scene;
The fair copy specifies at the outset that 'a tune like "Valencia" is being
played'. In all three early versions Puntila stans by rousing a 'fat

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._
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woman at the window', then the chemist's assistant, and has a bawling
match with both before being sent on to the vet and picking up
(virtually) the present text from p. 18. Emma appears after he has been
given his prescription; in the first script and W~B she has no song; in
the fair copy it is tacked on at the end of the play. Otherwise the rest
of the scene follows very much as now, though each woman's
description of her life is an evident addition to the origin..1script.
These accounts could weU originate in stories told by Hella
Wuolijoki, though in the W- B version there are some differences:
thus the milkmaid docs get meat, while the telephonist has •enough
money for pork dripping, potatoes, and salt herring' and gets a box
of chocolates from the doctor.
Scene 4
In the three early scripts this follows the bath-hut scene. the presene
scene 5. The first script and fair copy limit Puntila's opening speech
to 'I'm through with you', followed by the last sentence (,You took
advantage' ttc., p. 36). In the W-B version the setting is a 'hiring fair
at Hollolan Lahci, a small park with a cafe, right. Left, .'a coffee stall
with table and benches. Men arc standing in scattered groups, the
farmers arc selecting labourers. Two stable girls giggling, left. Enter
a fat man, left.' When the latter comments that there is not much
doing, a labourer explains that people prefer to fake forestry jobs,
since the wages arc going up there. Then Puntila enters, and the sense
of what follows is much the same as in Brecht's script. In both,
however t the proposed conditions of work are less bad than in the
final version: the redhaired man is promised his meals and a potato
patch, while the (first) worker is told that he will get wood delivered.
In all three of these scripts Puntila's first speech after sitting down to
coffee (p. ~7) tells KallelMatti that he must control himself with
respect to Eva, and it is this that Matti answers by 'J uSllet it be', after
which the scene continues as now for about half a page. However,
Surkkala (p. 28.) is Salminen in the W-B version, and the reason why
the parson wanted him thrown out was not because he was a Red but
'because he has a wife he's not married tOt and appears suspect to the
National Militia in various other ways.' All three versions of the scene
end with Puntila's 'make me respect you' (p. )0).

139

Scenes
In all three early scripts this precedes the hiring fair scene. All are
headed 'Puntila [or Iso-Heikkila] betroths his daughter to an
Attache', as in the plan. All omit the arrival of the labourers from the
hiring fair and place Punrila's sobering-up process in the bath at the
beginning of scene 6. They set the prescnt scene not on Puntila's eSlate
but at Kurgela
with a bath-ht that can b. seen into. Kalle sits whistling beneath
some sNnflowers as he cleans a carbHrettor. Beside him the
housekeeper [or in W-B the maid Miina] with a basket. It is
morning.
HOUSEKEEPER: Kindly have look at the door. Last night when you
drove the Studebaker into the h.ll yeu ripped off the hinges.
KALl£.: Can be managed; but don't blame that door business on
me; it's him that was drunk.
HOUSEKEEPER: But if he sees it today he'll be furious. He always
inspects the whole estate and checks every comer of our barns,
because he holds our mongage.
K A L LE: Ycs, he's fussy; he doesn't like things to be in a mess.
HOUSEKEEPER (leaving): The mistress is staying in bed with a
headache because she'd JUSt as SOOn not run into him. We're all
nervous so long as he's herei he shouts so.
PUNTILA'S VOlcE:Tina!Tina![orinW-B, 'Miina!']
KAlLE (to th. housekeeper as she tries to go): I'd stay where you
are; he's amazingly quick on his feet and if you try to get away
he'll spot you.
PVNTlLA (entering) [accompanied by Kurgela in W-B]: Thereyou
are; I've been looking allover the house for you. I'm tired of
having showdowns with you people, you're ruining yourselves
in any case; but when I see things like the way you preserve pork
it sends me up the wall. Come Christmas you chuck it away, and
the same goes for your forest and all the rest. You're .. lazy crew,
and you figure I'll go on paying till kingdom come. Look at the
gardener going around with patched trousers; well J I wouldn't
complain if it was his knees that were patched and not his boltom.
U it's a gardener the knees of his trousers ought to be pau:hed.
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And the egg ledger has too many inkblots over the figures. Why?
Because you can't imagine why there are so few eggs. Of course
it has never dawned on you that the dairymaid might be swiping
the eggs; you need me to tell you. And don't just hang around
here all day!
(The housekeeper leaves in a hurry)
PUNT! LA (in the doorway): Got you, boyo.
- and so into the episode with the wallet (p. 35). Then after Matti's
third 'Yes, Mr Puntila' (p. 36) Puntilaleaves and Eva appears (out of
the bath-hut in the first script and carrying a towel) askin" 'But why
don't you stick up for yourself?' etc., thus cutting out the exchange
between Puntila and the two workers. The Eva-Matti dialogue and
the ensuing bath-hut charade then follow very much as in our text,
but with the Kurgela housekeeper of course instead of Laina. In the
W-8 version Kalle has gathered from Eva's father that the attache is
to be got rid of, and so the six lines from Eva's 'that he must be the
one to back out' to 'I'm crude' (p. 37) are missing, as is Matti's ensuing
speech 'Well. suppose' with its allusion to Tarzan. Otherwise there
are only very slight differences between all three versio~ and the final
text.

Scene 6
The three early scripts have the title 'What Kalle [Matti] is and is not
prepared to do.' As later, the scene is set in the Puntila kitchen, but
begins with the sobering-up episode that was later shifted to scene 5
(pp. 34 - 35)· Thus the first script:

Fann Kitchen at Puntila HaU. Kalk is trying to sober Puntila up by
pouring coM 'Water over his head. The weedy r714n is sitting in a
comer. It js late e'fJenjng.
There is music. The scene starts with Matti's 'You'll have to bear with
a few buckets' (p. 32); then after 'that fat man at the hiring fair' and
before Fina's entry Puntila goes on:
... by the car, he was just going to coUeC! the piglet and missed
it. That's enough buckets, I never have more than eleven. (Shouts)

'4'

Fina! Coffee!

(Enter Fina)
PUNTILA: Here's that golden crealUrewith my coffee.
FIN A: Miss Hanna says wouldn't you rather take your coffee in the

drawing-room; Kalle can have his here.
If KaUe isn't good enough for her I'm
having my coffee in the kitchen. Whert is it?
FINA go.. and produces coffee from the stove: Here you are, Mr
Puntila.
PUNTILA: Is it good and strong? ...
PUNTILA: I'm staying here.

Then, wr Kalle/Matti~s "No liqueur,' Puntila says to hell with his
guests, Fina must hear the story of the fat man, which he then
recounts, staning from 'One of those nasty fat individuals' (though
'a proper capitalist1 is not in the e~ly scripts). The rest of the episode
is vinually as in our teXt except that after Puntila's second coffee (p.
34) Matti's speech about love of animals, with iu reference to Mrs
Klinckmann, is replaced by the exchange between him and the weedy
man which is now on pp. 3'-32 ff. immediately after Puntila has gone
into the bath-hut. Thereafter it is Kalle who asks Puntila if the coffee
was strong enough, and the remainder down to 'despise me when he's
pissed' (p. 35) is as in our text.
The link between the sobering-up episode and the prtsent
beginning of the scene (p. 44) was simply a ring on the bell, leading
Fina to say '[ forgot to say Miss Eva wants a word with you.' Thtn
Hanna (or Alina) comes in - after the eighteen~line dialogue between
Matti and Fina, ending with her sitting on his lap, which is all cut in
W-B - and ..Us Fina to tidy the library and take the weedy man to
the room where he is to spend the night prior to leaving; he must also
return his 100 marks earnest money (most such sums being divided
by ten in the course of revision). On his complaining that he has lost
two days' work Hanna blames Kalle. Then the judge and lawyer
(replaced by Agronomist Kurgela in W-B) come in, after which the
rest of the scene continues much as in our text. However, the first two
stage directions (pp. 46-47) describing Eva's would-be seductive
walk were added later, while the third (on her re-entering on p. 47)
originally read 'wearing sandals and pretty shorts.'
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Scene7
With the exception of Emma's last speech with its snatch of song (p.
59) and her action of sitting on the ground. this scene has remained
essentially as it was when Brecht first wrote it. as envisaged in the
preliminary plans. Among the small modifications incorporated in the
]950 version (and thereaher in our text) arc the conception of the twolevel set, the Sunday atmosphere with its bells, Puntila's phrase about
the wedding costing him a forest (p. 52). the women's straw garlands
and Matti's haranguing of the broom. In all three early versions
Puntila's remark about forming a trade union (p. 58) is answered by
Matti: 'Excuse me, Mr Puntila, it's not a trade union because mere are
no dues. So nobody's interests arc represented. It was just for a bit
of a laugh and maybe for a cup of coffee.' Finally in lieu of Emma's
last speech the telephonist tells PuntHa:
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its middle (which somewhat alte.. the picture of Eva) while the ending
with Red Surkkala's song was ucked on to the fair copy. Originally
me opening conversation was among parson, judge, doctor and
lawyer (or agronomist in W-B); there was a slight redistribution and
cutting of lines once the doctor had been eliminated. At fint too the
Attache appeared accompanied not only by the puson's wife but also
by Hanna!Alina, who delivered what are now the parson's wife's
lines, sighed, and left.
The major change occurred after the parson's wife's reproachful cry
of 'Eva!' (p. 68), before Puntila reappears. Here there enter, not
Puntila at first but

the cook 4nJ FituJ ,he maid with 4 great b4sl", fM/J of bOllus.
They cU4T1he Jiningtable 4nJ place them on it.
\

But it's only a joke. You invited us yourself ...
EMMA: You have no right (0 say wewanttd to blackmail you.
PUNTlLA: Getoffmy land!
End of scene.

Scene 8
This had no tide before the 1950 version. In the first script it is
unnumbered but inserted separately from SCene 7, which suggests that
it was added later; it is followed by a photograph of a peasant woman.
In the fair copy it is numbered 7a, and in the W-B version 'Scene 7,
conclusion, to be played on the forestage.· Emma's first tale (staning
'the last police sergeant's wife') is not in W-Bi the telephonist's tale
('They know what they're up to') is delivered by the dairymaid; and
the latter's (,Me too' p. 61) is spoken by me peasant woman in thefitst
script and by Emma in W -B. This is then followed by a comment from
the telephonist 'What fools we women are.' which in W-B ends the
scene. The first script add. Emma's long story (pp. 61-62) but gives
it to the telephonist.

Scene 9 [8 in tbe early scripts]
Again the title and general sense of the scene have remained unchanged
ever since Brecht's first plans, though a long section was cut out of

E V A; What are you doing.

Fina?
FIN A: Mastertold us to reset the rabl•.
PARSON'S WIFE: Arc you saying that he came to the kitchen?
THECOOX: Yes. he was in a hurry) looking for the chauffeur.
EVA: Has the Attache driven away?
FINA:lthinkso.
EVA: Why can't people say things for certain? I hate this awful
uncenaintyall round me.
F IN A uugh;ng: My guess is thatyou're not sorry. Miss Eva.

(Enter PMntiLJ anJ Kalk,fo/JoweJ by the Joctor)
Hear that, Eva? Therr was I, sitting over my punch,
thinking about nothing in particular, when suddenly I caught
myself looking at the fellow and wondering how the devil anyone
could have a faco like that. I blinked and wondered if my eyesight
had gone wrong, so I had another glass and looked again, and
then of course I knew what I had to do. What are all you people
on your feet for?
PAR SO N: Mr Puntila, I thought that since the pany's over we ought
to takt our leave. You must be tired, Anna.
PU NTIL A: Rubbish. You're not going to resent one of old Puntila's
jokes, notlike that pettifogging lawyer Kallios who keeps picking
holes in everything I do and just at the very instant when I've
realised my mistake and want to put it righti yes, the Anache was
a flop but 1 did a good job once I'd caught on, you'D bear me out

P\JNTILA:
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there. Puntila may go off the rails, but not for long before he sees
it and ~comes quite human again. You found the wine? Take a
glass and let's all sit downj I'll just tell the others there's been a
mistake and the engagement pany's going on. If that Attache scavenger, that's what he is, and I'm amazed you didn't realise
it right away, Eva, _. as I was saying, if he imagines he can screw
up my engagement after weeks of prepara tion then he can think
again. The fact is I decided a long time ago to marry my daughte r
to il good man, Matti Altonen , a fine chauffe ur and a good friend
of mine. Fina. hurry up and tell whoeve r's dancing in the park
that theY're to come here as soon as the dance is over; there've
been some interesting changes. I'U go and get the minister. (Goes

out)

Your father's going too far. even allowing for him being
drunk.
E V A: [illegible]
public.
KA L LE: I"m amazed you let him treat you like that in
E V A: I like being an obedien t daughte r.
he can give
K/l.LLE: He's going to be disappo inted. though. Maybe
and that
mine,
give
can't
he
but
.
chooses
your hand to anyone he
you.
to
it
includes giving

KALL£:

Eva answers 'Don't look at me' etc., as on p. 69, down to Matti's 'it
wasn't to get married ', after which she continu es:
I don't believe you. That wasn't how you held me at Kurgela.
You're like Hulda down in the village, who had five illegitimate
children with a fellow and then when they asked why she didn't
marry him she said 'I don't like him.'
stories. You're drunk.
1( A LLE: Stop Jaughing, and stop telling diny
I can't afford to marry you.
EVA: With a sawmill you could.
you. If he
KAlLE: I already told you I·m not playing Victor to
wants to scatter sawmills around he can give them to you, not to
me. He's human enough when he's stewed but when he's sober
he's sharp. He'll spend a million on an attache for you but not
on a chauffeur.

(Parson, judge, parson's wife and doctor h4fJe been standing as a
gTONp in ,b. backgToNnd and pU'ting tb.i, beads togetber. NO'W

'45

tbe parson goes up to E"a)

Eva, my dear, I must speak to you like when I was
preparin g you for confirm ation. [An illegible line is added.] Mr
Altonen is welcome to stay, in view of his unfonun ate
involvement. Eva my dear, it is your hard duty co tell your father
in no uncertain terms that he cannot dispose of you like a heifer
and that God has given you a will of your own.
authorit y.
E V A: That would conflict with my obedien ce to parental
your Reverence.
that goes
PAllSON : It is a higher form of obedien ce, an obedien ce
against accepted morality .
KALLE: That's jusr what I say.
makes the
PARSON : I am glad you have so much good sense. It
child.
my
you,
for
easier
rably
situation conside
in bell-like
EVA : What's so hard about i.? I shall say '0 my father
tones: ] propose to do as you comman d. I am going to marry
Kalle. Even if i. means riskin~ hi, saying in fron. of everybo dy
that he doesn't want me.
your
KALLE: 11 you ask me, the problem 's a lot simpler than .hat,
Revere nu. I think he'll have forgotten all abou. it by the .ime he
comes back here. I'll be the sacrifice and go into the kitchen with
him, we'll have a bottle or rwo and I'll tell him how I've been
sacked from job after job, that's somethi ng he likes hearing
about.
E v A: If you do tha. I'll go into the kitchen too.
back '0 ,b.
PARSON : lam sadly disappo inted in you, Eva. (He go ..
o,bers) It's unbelievable. She's determi ned.o marry the man.
present;
DOCTO R: In that case it's time I went; I'd rather not be
I know Puntila. (Goes ou,)
it my duty
PARSON : All I can say is that I'd leave.o o if I didn'tE ed
dregs.
the
to
cup
this
to drain
ed. (Th.
PA R S 0 N~ WIFE: Besides, Mr Pun.i1a would be displeas

PARSON :

dance mN'ic next door ,uddenly stop,. A confused ,ound of"oice,
whicb likewise SlopS af,er a momen'. Tbe ensuing silmce tdlO'Ws
0."o h.a, the ,uco,djqn playingfo, tb. dancers in tb. park)

You're taking advantage of the situation.
E v A: I want my husband to b. a man.
what anyone
K ALL E: What you want is a lively evening. never mind
•.
righ
all
r
daughte
er's
ourfath
You'ny
.hink.
else may

It A L LE;

,I

-
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(Enter PHntiIA by himself, angry)
(taking a bottle from the table and drinking from it): I

PUNTILA

have just had a profound insight ...

and so on as on p. 68. Then there is a cut straight from his 'Fina, you
come and sit by me' (p. 6<]) straight to All sit down relHctantly (thirteen
lines below).
Thereafter there are only small differences in the scene at the table
with Matti testing Eva. One is that Puntila's query 'Matti. can you
fuck decently' (p. 70) down to Matti's 'Can we change the subject?'
is not in the first script or the W-B version but was an addition to the
fair copy. Then when Matti slaps Eva's behind both the first version
and the fair copy have her evading the slap; she simply says tHow dare
you.' etc. In the first version the scene ends with the exit of the cook
and the parson's wife (p. 79). In the fair copy, however, Matti's
immediately preceding speech continues after 'unforgiving':

-
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The can thought that a good suggestion
Must have responded to the question
I'd say, seeing the sky's turning crimson.
The boss asked the maid a question:
Shouldn't we get to know each other better
Know and respect each other better?
The maid thought that a good suggestion
Must have responded to the question
I'd say, seeing her stays are bulging.
Oh,oh.
PUNTILA: That's meant for me. Songs like that cut me to the quick.

The last stage direction first appears in the 1950 text. Red Surkkala's
song was added at the end'of the fair copy, developing the theme of
the first stanza of the above, then in the 1950 version supplanted it.

It's only that the kitchen naff will be here in a minute; the music
has stopped. You made Fina call them to hear about some new
development. What are you going to say when they get here, led
by Miss Hanna with her sharp tongue?
PUNTILA: I'll tell them that I've disowned my daughter for being
a crime against Nature.
MA TTl: You might do better to tell them that tomorrow.

This is not in the W-B version but is included in the first script with
no scene number or tide. In the fair copy it is numbered 8a.

Then he turns 'to Laina and the parson's wife' as on p. 7B down to
their exit, after which one hears singing from the- dance off:

In the first script me title is 'Puntila and Katie climb Mount Hatelma',
in the fair copy 'Puntila sits in judgement and climbs Mount Hatelma',
in the W.....B version <Iso-Heikkila condemns Kalle: The setting in the
first script is the

The wolf asked the rooster a question:
'Shouldn't we get to know each other better
Know and undentand each other better?'
The rooster thought that a good suggestion
Musthave responded to the question
I'd say, seeing the field's full offeathers.
Oh,Oh.
The match asked the can a question:
'Shouldn't we get to know each other better
Know and respect each other better?'

Scene 10

Scene 11 [9 in the early scripts1

Library at PuntiIA Hall. Hanna, the oM housekeeper, is writing OHt
accounts. 'When Puntila sticks his head in, with 11 towel round it. He
is about to draw back wh.n h. sees that Hanna has obserued him,
and walles aCTOSS the room to the door. On her addressing him he
i. painfHllyaffe"ed and stops.
Mr Puntila, I have to talk to you. Now don't pretend
you've got something important to do, and don't look so pained.
For the past week I've said nothing because what with the
engagement and the house guests I've had my hands so full I

HANNA:
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didn't know where I was. But now the time has come. Do you
realise what you've done?
PUNTILA: Hanna, I have a dreadful headache. I think if I had
another cup of coffee and a bit of a nap it might help; what do
you think?
HANNA: I think you've needed something quite different and been
needing it a long time. Do you realise that his honour the judge
has left?
PUNTILA: What, Fredrik? That seems childish.
HANNA: Do you expect him to stay i"n a place the foreign minister's
been thrown out of? Not to mention the Anache, who moves in
the very best circles and will be telling everybody about you?
You'll be left sitting at Puntila Hall like a lone rhinoceros. Society
will shun you.
PUNTILA: I can't understand that minister. He sees .I'm a bit
boozed, and then goes and takes everything I say literally.
Ii A NN A : You've always made a nuisance of yourself, but ever since
that chauffeur came to the estate it's been too much. ~Twenty
years I've been at the manor, but no~ you're .going to have to
makeup your mind: it's the chauffeur or me.
PUNTlLA: What arc you talking about? You can't go. Who'd run
the business? I've got such a headache, I think I'm getting
pneumonia. Imagine attacking a man in such an inhuman way.
HANN A: I'll expect your answer. (Turns towdrds the door)
PUNTILA: You people grudge me even the smallest pleasure. Get
me some milk, my head's bursting.
HANNA: There won't be any milk for you. The cook's passed out
too, she was drunk. Here come the parson and the doctor.
PUNTlLA: I don't want to see them, my health isn't up to it. (Hanna
opens the door to the two gentlemen)
PARSON: Good morning, Mr Puntila, [trust that you had a restful
night. (Puntil4 mumbles something) I ran into the doctor on the
road; we thought we'd drop in and see how you were.
PUNTILA(dubiausly): I see.
DO CT 0 R: Rough night, what? I'd drink some milk if I were you.
PARSON: My wife asked to be remembered to you. She and Miss
Laina had a most interesting talk.
(Pause)
PARSON (gingerly): I'm very much surprised to hear Miss Hanna

Editorial Note
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is thinking of leaving.
PUNTILA: Where did you hear that?

Where? Oh, [really couldn't say. You know how these
rumours get around.
PUNTILA: By ,dephone, I suppose. I'd like to know who phoned
you.
PARSON: [ assure you, Mr Puntila, there was no question of
anybody phoning. What made me call was simply being upset
that someone so universally respected as Miss Hanna should be
forced to take such a step.
DO C TO R: I told you it was a misunderstanding.
PUNTlLA: I'd just like to know who has been telephoning people
from here behind my back. I know these coincidences.
DOCTOR: Don't be difficult, Puntila. Nothing's being done behind
your back. We're not having this conversation behind your back,
are we?
,
PUNTILA: If I find you've been intriguing against me, Finstrand,
I'll put you on your back soon enough.
PARSON: Mr Puntila, this is getting us nowhere. 1 must ask you to
consider our words as words of friendship because we've heard
you were losing the valuable services of Miss Hanna, and it's very
hard to imagine what the estate would do without her.
DOCTOR: If you want to throw us out like yesterday, go right
ahead. Yau can ,put up a barbed-wire fence around the estate and
drink yourself to death behind it.
PUNT! L A (with hastday): So somebody did phone.
DOCTOR: Oh God, yes. Do you think everyone in Lammi just
takes it for Itranted when you insult a cabinet minister under your
l)Wn roof And drive your daughter'S fiance off the estate by
stoning him?
PU NTJl~A : What's that about stoning? I'd like to know who's
spreading tholt stoning story.
P,fI.R SON: Mr 'Puntila, let's not waste time on details. I fear I have
CDtp C' to the conclusion that much of what happened yesterday
is nul at all clear in your memory. For instance, I doubt whether
you art aware of the exact ,¥ording of the insults which you
hurled after our fort'ign minister, Mr Puntila.
DOC
h may interntyou to know that you called him a shit.
PUN TII. >\: That's an exaggeration.
PARSON:

1" ;"'
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Alas, no. Perhaps that will make you realise that when
you are in that deplorable condition you don' t always act as you
might rhink wise in retrospect. You risk incurring considerable

Surkkala:s appearance with his family is omitted, KallelMatti entering
at this point with his "Good morning. Mr Punula,' etc. as on p. 84.

damage.

accusations of the latter's friends) but to Hanna, to whom he says that
he was merely carrying out instructions and (as in the final text) could

PARSON :

PUNTILA : Any

damage I incur is paid for by me. nOtrou.

D O CTOR : True. But there is some damage which you can't par for.
P A RSO N : Which money cannot repair.
DOCTOR: Though it's the first time I've seen you take things so

lightly when somebody like Miss Hanna gives notice in the

middle of the harv ....
We should overlook such material considerations,
doctor. I've known Mr Puntila to be JUSt as understanding where
purely moral cons-iderations were concerned. It might not be
unrewarding to take the matter of SurkkaJa as an example of the
dangers of over-indulgence in alcohol, and discuss it with Mr
Puntila in a friendly, dignified spirit.
r U NTI L A: What about Surkkala?

PARSON :

He then has to defend himself not to Puntil. (and against the

not confine himself to the sensible ones (p. 84).
There's no need to top it all by being impeninent. They
told me how you chased after your master's daughter ar Kurgela

HANNA:

and pestered her in the bath-hut.
K ALL E: Only for the sake of appearances.

You do everything for the sake of appearances. You put
on a show of zeal and manage to get yourself ordered to force
your lustful attentions On your employer's daughter and smoke
Puntila's cigars. Who invited those Kurge1a creatures over to

HANNA:

Puntila Hall?
Mr Puntil., down in the village at half-past four a. m.

• AllE :

Yes, but who worked them up and got them to come into
the house where theforejgn minister was being entertained? You.
PUNTILA: I caught him trying to make them ask me for money for
breach of promise.
HAN N A: And then the hiring fair?
HAN N A:

All this long introduction, which was replaced by the present teXt in
the 1950 version, takes us only to p. 82, after w~ich the scene
continues as now as far as Puntila's shaking of the parson's hand on
p. 83. apan of course from the giving of Laina 's Hnes to Hanna.
Thereafter the parson, before leaving. begs Hanna not to abandon
her employer but to go on acting as his guardian angel; to which she
replies: 'That deptnd~ on Mr Puntila.' The doctor advises him to drink
less, and me two men go OUt. Puntila's ensuing speech about giving
up dr inking (,Laina, from now on' etc.) is addressed to Hanna, not
Laina, and is somewhat shaner Ihan now. In the W-B version it
follows straight after Hanna"s starement that the cook was drunk (p.
148 above), the whole episode with the parson and the doctor/lawyer
being thus omine<!. To re(Urn to the first script, Hanna then replies:
Liquor and low company aTe ro blame. I'll send fOT that criminal
chauffeur, you can deal with him for a stan. (C.all, through the
dooruJtty) KaJle! Come into the library at once!
PUNTILA: 'fharSurkkaia business is a lesson to

me; imagine my not
evicting him. That's what happens once you let the demon rum

get aloe-hold.

He frightened off the redh.ired man I was after and
l.nded me with that weedy fellow I had to send packing be<:ause

PUNTlLA:

he scared the cows.
Yes. Mr Punrila.
HAN N A: As for the engagement party last night ... You ought to
hilve tht whule estate on your conscience. There's Miss Eva
)'iuint;, upstairs with a headache and a broken hean for the rest
of hli"r life. when she could have been happily married in three or
four- months' time.
K. A L Lr. : Alii can say, Miss Hanna, is that if I hadn't restrained
mysdt somt"lhing much worse would have happened.
H-A NN A,: You and she were sitting in the kitchen on Saturday night,
do yc.I'; den)"thoat?
K.Al- la;: ,«I e' hoaJ .. perfectly humiess conversation which I am not
goi ng tu ut'S"crib(' ro you in detail, Miss Hanna, you being a
~pir1Ju::r... nd I don't mean that as an insult but as my personal
conclul ion b.l\t"d on certain pieces of evidence that are not
K ~ Ll E:
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rcievantto Ihe presenl discussion.
So you're dropping your hypocritical mask~ you
Bolshevik. h all comes of your boozing with creatures like this.
Mr Puntila, and not keeping your distance. I'm leaving.

HANNA:

Puntila then teUs Matti/Kane, in much the same words as now used
10 Laina on p. 83, to bring oUI all the botdes conlaining liquor so that
they may be smashed. He follows wilh a shorter version of his speech
on p. 85 down to 'Too few people are aware 01 Ihaf, alter which Mani
reappears wilh the bOldes. The dialogue is close to that of our lext.
but with Hanna!Alina fulfilling Lain.'s role of trying to stop Puntila
drinking. until he turns on her (p. 86) after his -I never want to see
il again, you heard.' Then instead of going on as in our text he says:
And don't contradict me, woman; you're my evil genius. That
gaunt face of yours makes me sick. I can't even get a drink of milk
when I'm sick, and in my own house too. Because there you are,
telephoning everyone behind my back and bringing in the parson
to treat me like a schoolboy j 1 won't have it. Y OUf pettiness has
been poisoning my life for the last thiny years. I can't bear
petriness. you rusty old adding machine.
Then come four lines as in our text from 'You lot want me to rot away
here' to 'tot up the catde feed', continuing:
I look across the table. and what do [ see but you. you sleazy
piece of black crape. I'm giving you notice, do you hear?
HANNA: That beats everything. The twO of you getting drunk
before my very eyes!
PUNTILA: Get out.
HANNA: Are you trying 10 give me notice? Here's the man you
promised you'd give notice to. You promised the parson himself.
You were going to report him to the authorities. (Puntila la"ghs,
picks her up and CAmeS heroNt, CIIrsing him at the top ofhertloice)
Wastrel! Drunkard! Tramp!
PUNT' LA (retNming): That got rid of her.

Matti/Kalle's speech 'I hope the punch is all right,' etc: follows as on
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p. 86. together with Puntila's next speech as far as 'a calamity all the
same.' Then instead of the reference to Surkkala and the half-page of
dialogue with him and his family PuntHa runs straight on:

I always said it takes a certain inner strength to keep on the right
path.
KALLE: You always get more out of it if you wander off, Mr
PuntHa. Practically everything that's at all pleasant lies off the
right path, you'd almost think the right path had been thought
up on purpose to discourage people.
rUNTILA: I say the pleasant path is the right one. And in my
opinion you're a good guide. Just looking at you makes me
thirsty.
KA.LLE: I'd like to say something about yesterday'S engagement
party, Mr Puntila. There were oneor two misunderstandings due
to the impossibility of suppressing human nature, but if I may
say so inhuman nature can't be suppressed either. You rather
underrated the gulf between me and Miss Eva until J tickled. her
backside; I suppose it was because offhand you didn't see why
I shouldn't go catching crayfish with Miss Eva just as well as the
next man, which is an offhand way of Jooking at the sexes and
one that doesn't get under the surface - as if only the intimate
thin~s mattered and not upbringing. As far as J know, though,
nothmg that happened at the pany was so disastrous that you
can't put it right. though all that came of it really was that Ihe
parson's wife now knows how to preserve mushrooms.
PUNTILA.: 1 can't take it tragically. Looking at it from the broad
point of view, nodrom a petty one; devil take the woman, she's
got a petry outlook. she's nothing. Eva will inherit the esute even
if she makes a bad marriage.
K AllE: Even if. Because so long as she's got the estate. and the cows
yield milk and there's someone to drive the milk churns to the
co-operative and they keep an eye on the grain and so on, nothing
else counts. Whether it's a good or bad marriage isn't going to
prevent her from selling her trees. You can chop down a forest
even with a broken heart.
TIl\'n rut'ltil" "i~S ,,·h.a1 his pay is, as on p. 89 (though the amount
varies 'rom !i"~r;:pl tn ~'rif'l) and goes on, as in our text, to propose
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climbing Mount Hatelma. After his 'We could do it in spirit' (p. 88)
Matti/Kalle interposes in the first script (not in W-B):
In spirit is always much the simplest way. I once got sore at an
Englishman for parking his car so stupidly that I had to shove it
out of the way with my drunken boss sitting in the Ford cursing
me. In spirit I declared war on England, I defeated them in spirit,
brought them to their knees, and laid down stiff peace terms; it
was all very simple. I remember.
Then Puntila finishes with 'Given a chair or two we could' etc. (p. 88)
and the dialogue continues virtually as we have it for some two pages,
omitting only the stage direction on p. 88 with its mention of the
billiard table. After Puntila's 'Are you a Tavasdander?' (p. 89),
however, Kalle gave details, e.g., from the firstscript:
Originally, yes. I was born the other side of those forests in a
cabin by the lake, and I grew up on bare stony ground.
PUNTlLA: Hold on, let's take it all in proper order. First and
foremost, where else is there a sky. . .
'
- and so on as in our text to the end of the scene. In the W-B version
there are some cuts, and Kalle adds after his present concluding line
'Long live Tavastland and its Iso-Heikkila!' after which the two men
sing the lines about the Roina once again. (These come from the
nineteenth-century poet Topelius, and the Roina is a lake in central
Finland.)

Scene 12 [win thefirst script]
Laina's second speech and both Matti's first two were additions on the
fair copy .. In the first script, after Laina's 'until Mr Puntila's up' (p.
92) Kalle continues:
I'm glad I was able to straighten out that business with the
housekeeper. It got me a settlement of two months' pay, and she
was so glad to be rid of me she gave me a decent reference.
COOK: I don't get it. When you're in so good with the master.
KALLE: That's just the problem. I couldn't have him writing a
reference for mej I'd ntver get another job 50 long as I lived.

Then as in our text from Laina's 'He won't be able to manage without
you' to her exit, after which Kalle flings a stone at one of the balcony
windows and Eva appears in night attire.
E V A: What's

up? Why have you got your suitcase?
I'm leaving.
E v A (after a pause): Why do you want to leave?
KALLE: I can't5tay for ever.
EVA: I'm sorry you're going, KaUe.
KAL LE: I'll send you a crayfish for your birthday.
E V A: I'd sooner you came back yourself.
KALLE: Right. In a year from now.
E v A: I'll wait that long.
KAt LE: By then "II have my sawmill.
E V A: Fine. ['II have leamed .how to dam socks by then.
KALLE: Then it will work. Bye. ~
EVA: Bye. (Goer back into her Toom)
KALLE:

The epilogue follows with some very slight variations.
The W-8 version tacks this scene on to the preceding one by having
Eva enter and call Puntila down from his mountain, after which he
goes off with Fina and Laina, leaving her and Kalle alone. She asks
'Why have you got your suitcase?' as above, but the dialogue differs
from that in the first script by having her press him to make it less than
a year and suggesting that her father might give her a sawmill. Kalle
says he will send her books, and she agrees to read themj then she
comes. d ose' to him. fOT(;ing him to say 'Go away and lead me not into
u~mp ~3t~o n .' H,.. pU'ihes h('ruff, and the epilogue follows.

